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Abstract
This thesis presents the development of a model of the Medical Isotope Production Reactor (MIPR): a conceptual
Aqueous Homogeneous Reactor (AHR). The model is a point kinetics model with zero and one-dimensional thermal
hydraulic feedbacks. Three versions of the model of increasing complexity are presented and a number of scenarios
are modelled with each version. The results of these simulations shows the stability of the reactor against reactivity
insertions caused by the strong negative reactivity feedbacks inherent to AHRs.
The first version of the model is modified using intrusive polynomial chaos in order to simulate the effects
of uncertainty in key parameters. This allows a novel study into which physical parameters and processes are
important at each stage of a transient and in determining steady state conditions.
The final version of the model is used to model the CRAC-43 experiment and, after modification to include the
delay of radiolytic gas production which accompanies the start up of an AHR, good agreement was found between
model and experiment.
The development of the equations, correlations and parameters used in the model is approached from the point
of view of the governing physics. This approach to model development enables a comprehensive exploration of
the physical processes underpinning the behaviour of AHRs. As well as being one of the most complete and
fundamentally based models of an AHR presented within the literature, the final model is also extremely versatile
and general. Given the appropriate input neutronic and thermal-hydraulic data the model presented in this thesis
should be able to simulate a very wide range of AHR behaviour.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The research described in this thesis is applied to a non-proprietary design of medical isotope reactor called Medical
Isotope Production Reactor (MIPR). However, this research has also been used within the context of the operational
behaviour of an actual proprietary design of medical isotope reactor developed by Babcock and Wilcox Technical
Services Group (B&W TSG) called the Medical Isotope Production System (MIPS) reactor.
This thesis presents a detailed coupled point neutron kinetics and thermal-hydraulics model of the conceptual
MIPR which utilises fissile liquid fuel (a solution of uranyl nitrate) within the reactor core. The use of a fissile
liquid fuel presents many challenges to the development of a general coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulic
model. The aim of this thesis was to address these fundamental modelling challenges and to develop an accurate
and computationally efficient model. In addition the model was made very general in order to enable a very wide
range of operational Aqueous Homogeneous Reactor (AHR) behaviour to be studied. Souto [2002] has previously
studied MIPR with an aim of studying the steady state of the reactor and portions of the version of MIPR studied
in this project including reactor geometry and fuel composition are based upon this work.
Souto considered many of the important feedbacks of an AHR including voidage and temperature feedback.
However, it was felt that some of this work could be expanded and other effects such as boiling of the fuel solution
and feedbacks due to pressure could be investigated. In addition, Souto demonstrated that it was feasible to run the
MIPR reactor in steady-state. However, Souto did not look at the stability of the MIPR reactor to perturbations
in the reactivity of the system in operational transients or faults.
The effects of operational transients on the overall reactor behaviour has been studied in some experimental
reactor studies. However, due to the complex physics underpinning AHRs, it is often difficult to determine the most
important factors affecting the observed behaviour of these types of reactors. Therefore, a general numerical model
allows a detailed analysis of the factors affecting the operational behaviour of AHRs. Is is very important to note
that the model is not a direct substitute for detailed experimental studies but it can help focus the experimental
studies on the most important areas of parameter space to investigate. Is is also crucial to validate the model
against experimental studies to ensure that all the relevant physics is being modelled adequately.
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1.1 Introduction to AHRs
AHRs derive their name from their defining feature which is the use of fissile liquid fuel instead of solid fuel which
is used in conventional reactor types. A comprehensive discussion of the underpinning physics and engineering of
AHRs may be found in Lane et al. [1958]; although this book does not include the latest research in the field. The
book by Lane et al. discusses applications of AHRs ranging from research, power production and breeder reactors
with solvents as diverse as sulphuric acid, nitric acid and phosphoric acid (produced with D2O or H2O) and solutes
including oxides such as UO2 and UO3 and salts such as UO2SO4, UO2(NO3)2 and UO2F2.
Historically, AHRs have been used as research reactors in nuclear criticality safety assessment, as neutron sources
for experiments or in the production of radioisotopes. The application to radioisotope production is stimulating
renewed interest in the development and study of AHRs. They are not considered a viable reactor type for
power production because the operating temperature is effectively limited to the saturation temperature of the fuel
solution. Although pressurisation can raise this temperature, this upper limit to achievable temperatures limits the
thermal efficiency of AHRs when it comes to electricity production.
In many ways the fuel solutions of AHRs are similar to fissile solutions which are used to store and process
nuclear waste. However, unlike these fissile solutions, AHRs aim to maintain a stable power rather than to avoid
criticality altogether. However, many studies into accidents such as the 1958 Y12 accident at Oak Ridge [Patton
et al., 1958] and the 1999 criticality accident in Tokaimura [Komura et al., 2000] contain information relevant to
the study of AHRs through the analysis of fissile solutions.
1.2 Historical AHRs
Approximately thirty AHRs have been completed dating back to the very start of the nuclear era [Adelfang et al.,
2008] and these have formed an important part of the history of nuclear reactors.
1.2.1 Water-Boilers
An early series of reactors codenamed “Water-Boilers” were constructed at Los Alamos. The name “Water-Boiler”
is actually a misnomer based on the erroneous assumption that the bubbling gases in the solution were composed
of steam (this was actually radiolytic gas, as discussed in Section 1.5). Bunker [1983] describes some of these early
reactors including LOPO and HYPO and King [1952] and Bunker [1963] detail the technical specifications of SUPO.
The first Water-Boiler, LOPO (named after its low power), was completed in May 1944. It was the first AHR
and the third nuclear reactor ever to be constructed. LOPO used a uranyl sulphate solution and had an extremely
low power which simplified the design of the reactor significantly.
HYPO (so-named for its higher power) was completed in December 1944 and had a nominal power of 1kW and
a peak power of 6kW which, combined with its compact dimensions made it a useful high neutron flux source. The
higher power necessitated the embedding of cooling coils in the fuel solution to remove the heat generated. The
fuel solution was also switched to uranyl nitrate.
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(a) Cross-section of LOPO (b) Interior vew of HYPO (c) View of SUPO in-situ
Figure 1.1: The early Water-Boilers. Reproduced from Bunker [1983] and King [1952].
Between 1949 and 1951 substantial upgrades to HYPO were made, including a new “glory hole” to allow
irradiation of specimens and improved shielding and the addition of extra cooling coils which allowed the power to
be increased to 25kW. This upgraded reactor was dubbed SUPO for its “super high power”.
1.2.2 KEWB
Kinetic Experiments on Water Boilers (KEWB) was a series of experiments initiated in 1954 designed to study the
kinetic behaviours of AHRs, particularly in abnormal operating circumstances. The experiments were performed
across multiple cores with different characteristics and are introduced in Flora [1959] and well-documented in
reports such as Flora and Stitt [1962] and Dunenfeld [1962]. The results and physics of the reactor are very well
analysed including discussions of the formation of radiolytic gas [Gamble, 1959], the effects of inertial pressure waves
[Hetrick and Remley, 1957], the results of various different step insertions [Stitt, 1960], the effects of hydrogen-oxygen
explosions [Greenfield, 1960] and the parameterisation of reactor response through point kinetic models [Blue et al.,
1964]. This collection of information proves very useful in the study of AHR behaviour.
1.2.3 The Homogeneous Reactor Experiments (HREs)
Rosenthal [2010] describes the many reactors which have been constructed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
including HRE-1 and HRE-2 (also known as Homogeneous Reactor Test (HRT)) which operated between 1952 and
1954 and between 1957 and 1961. HRE-1 contained a highly enriched uranyl sulphate solution and was pressurised
to 69bar. The pressurisation increased the boiling point of the water used as a solvent allowing the operating
temperature to be increased to 250oC. At this temperature, 140kW of electrical power was extracted from the
1000kW thermal power of the reactor. Unlike the Water-Boilers and KEWB, HRE-1 and HRE-2 contained no
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(a) Diagram of KEWB core (b) The KEWB core in situ
Figure 1.2: The KEWB “A” core. Reproduced from Flora and Stitt [1962].
cooling coils in the fuel solution (although some surrounded the core), opting instead to pump the fuel solution out
of the vessel and through a heat exchanger.
(a) Diagram of HRE-1 major systems (b) HRE-2 core
Figure 1.3: The HRE reactor cores. Reproduced from Rosenthal [2010].
HRE-2 also produced 140kW of electrical power but this time from a thermal power of 5000kW. A higher pressure
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of 138bar allowed the operating temperature to be increased to 300oC. As described in Haubenreich [1960], HRE-
2 was operated extensively for two years with the longest continuous period of operation being 105 days. This
experiment helped to demonstrate that an AHR could be operated for an extended period and allowed study of
associated issues such as corrosion of materials, failure of components and the ease and frequency of maintenance
required.
1.2.4 CRAC and SILENE
Consequences Radiologiques d’un Accident Criticite´ (CRAC) and Source d’Irradiation a Libre Evolution NEutron-
ique (SILENE) were two French experimental programs run by the Commissariat a` l’E´nergie Atomique (CEA)
completed in 1969 and 1972 respectively in Valduc, France which aimed to study criticality accidents within fuel
solutions through pulsed reactor experiments. The reactors and a selection of the results produced by them are
discussed in Barbry et al. [2009]. These experiments are of particular interest as they covered a wide range of fuel
volumes and compositions and reactivity insertions, allowing the study of a wide range of cases. Both reactors use
Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) fuel of approximately 93% enrichment.
(a) Exterior view of CRAC assembly (b) The SILENE core assembly
Figure 1.4: The CRAC and SILENE experimental assemblies. Reproduced from CEA [1968] and Barbry et al.
[2009].
The CRAC program aimed to produce a large amount of experimental data on the behaviour of supercritical
mixtures of aqueous solutions of uranyl nitrate. In total, 40 excursions covering a wide range of conditions were
observed. Le´corche´ [1973] contains an overview of the experimental procedures and results of the CRAC experi-
ments. More detailed results of individual experiments are found in reports such as CEA [1968] (which also contains
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extra details on the experimental setup), Service D’E´tudes de Criticite´ [1970] and Barbry et al. [1971]. The CRAC
experiments took place in two containers, one of radius 300mm and one of radius 800mm. By purposefully causing
the system to become prompt supercritical through the addition of fuel solution the transient behaviour of the
reactor could be observed whilst the multitude of geometries and fuel solution compositions allowed results to be
compared. These experiments provide useful insight into potential accidents scenarios in AHRs.
The SILENE reactor excursions were driven by the removal of control rods from the core. The relatively high
speed of such a reactivity insertion meant step insertions could be approximated. Barbry [1987] discusses the
experimental setup and selected results with a particular focus on the resulting power and local pressure traces of
such experiments.
1.2.5 TRACY
Transient Experiment Critical Facility (TRACY) is a reactor with 10% enriched uranyl nitrate fuel solution with
uranium concentrations around 400gU/l. It is operated by the Japanese Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) with the
aim of studying accidents in fissile solutions and first achieved criticality in 1995. It has been operated in pulsed
[Nakajima et al., 2002b], ramp feed [Nakajima et al., 2002c] and ramp withdrawal [Nakajima et al., 2002d] modes.
A significant number of studies have been performed on the results of experiments conducted on TRACY including
Yanagisawa and Ohno [2002], Ogawa and Kaminaga [2008] and Miyoshi et al. [2009].
1.2.6 Other AHRs
There have been other reactors of note including the Solution High-Energy Burst Assembly (SHEBA) assembly
which was an Low Enrichment Uranium (LEU) uranyl flouride assembly that operated between 1980 and 2004 at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. It is discussed in Cappiello et al. [1997] and discussed from a historical perspective
in Loaiza and Gehman [2006]. SHEBA primarily aimed to examine excursions in an LEU environment, to test
criticality alarms and to examine radiation fields and doses created from such accidents.
AHRs have already been tested for the production of medical isotopes. The ARGUS reactor is a 20kW research
AHR at the Russian Kurchatov Institute which utilises a highly enriched uranyl sulphate solution. Chuvilina et al.
[2007] describes investigations into the viability of using the ARGUS reactor to produce 89Sr. The L-54 reactor at
the Walter Reed Army Medical Centre operated in the early sixties [Adelfang et al., 2008] and its operating goals
included the production of medical isotopes. An extensive examination of the operation and risk assessment of this
reactor may be found in Cappel et al. [1959].
The Water Boiler Reactor (WBR) was an AHR operated by Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) in
Taiwan. It first went critical in 1983, was shut down in 1991 and decommissioned in 1997. As described in Cheng
and Chen [1983], it utilised a uranyl sulphate fuel solution with 19% enriched uranium and operated at a power of
100kW in a steady state for extended periods.
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1.3 Proposed AHRs
AHRs still inspire a certain amount of interest, particularly for the production of 99Mo. Two proposed reactors are
the Subcritical Hybrid Intense Neutron Emitter (SHINE) and MIPS reactors. Chemerisov et al. [2011] outlines a
series of experiments at Argonne National Laboratory in support of these two proposed reactors designed to study
radiolytic gas production, changes in solution composition, the process for separation of the 99Mo from the fuel
solution and the quality of the resulting product.
(a) Diagram of SHINE (b) Diagram of MIPS
Figure 1.5: The proposed SHINE and MIPS reactors. Reproduced from Piefer et al. [2011] and Spickard [2012]
respectively.
1.3.1 SHINE
The SHINE reactor has been proposed by Morgridge Institute for Research (MIR) and comprises a subcritical fuel
solution and a neutron source to maintain the fission rate [Piefer et al., 2011]. The neutron source is created by a
deuteron beam of 50mA current and 300keV energy impacting a tritium target and producing ∼1×1013neutron/s.
After passing through a layer of neutron multiplying material the neutrons enter the LEU fuel solution and initiate
fission chains which produce 99Mo. This process ultimately terminates due to the subcritical nature of the fuel
solution configuration. The fission heat generated in the reactor core is dissipated through the walls of the reactor
vessel.
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1.3.2 MIPS
The MIPS reactor has been proposed by Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) Technical Services Group [Spickard, 2012].
The reactor is a critical configuration of LEU fuel solution which runs at a steady-state power of approximately
240kW for several days at a time. It is cooled by embedded cooling coils and has many similarities to the version
of MIPR studied in this work which is described in Section 1.8.
1.4 Molybdenum Production and Use
99Mo is a daughter product of the fission of Uranium, produced in 6.1% of 235U fissions [ANL, 1961]. It has a
half-life of 66h after which 87% of it decays to 99mTc which decays with a half-life of 6h with an emission of a
140.5keV photon. It is this radioactive decay which is picked up by sensors when the medical isotope is used in
imaging procedures. In practice the 99Mo is shipped from reactors to medical facilities and the 99mTc produced is
extracted and used [Morreale et al., 2012].
As described by Einstein [2008], 99mTc is an important medical isotope, used in ∼ 80% of nuclear medical
procedures (with 40 million nuclear medical procedures performed in total each year). In addition, Einstein describes
the limited and fragile current infrastructure for the production of this isotope. The National Research Reactor
(NRU) in Chalk River, Canada, supplies 40% of the world’s 99Mo but is over 50 years old and each of the other
four reactors are over 40 years old. Einstein goes on to describe a number of historical circumstances where closure
of one or more of these reactors has disrupted worldwide supply.
The method which dominates current production of 99Mo is the bombardment of 235U targets by neutron fluxes
from reactors to incite fission and production of the isotope as described in Morreale et al. [2012]. The targets are
subsequently cooled and dissolved to extract the 99Mo. This is a proven technology, although it requires targets of
HEU which may be enriched to over 90% with consequent regulatory and proliferation implications.
AHRs have advantages over this method in the production of 99Mo as discussed by Adelfang et al. [2008],
Einstein [2008] and Bajorek et al. [2010]. In AHRs the fuel is already liquid, allowing processing to remove 99Mo
whilst the reactor is online or with minimal disruption to the operation of the reactor. AHRs can also be operated
with LEU fuel and produce significantly less waste per unit of 99Mo produced. As a result, studies such as Mahmood
and Iqbal [2012] explore the option of utilising AHRs for the production of 99Mo. Bajorek et al. [2010] presents a
summary of findings regarding the use of AHRs for the production of 99Mo performed by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (US-NRC) which includes comprehensive discussion of the US regulatory requirements
regarding reactor design, reactor operation and accident analysis.
Nunan [2010] discusses the state of supply of 99Mo, including an examination of other options for the future
supply of the isotope. The use of AHRs is a strong contender, characterised as being safe, compact and potent
but with potential technical and regulatory hurdles. Photofission of 238U using high power accelerators relies on
unproven technology and produces radioactive waste, although it does not require enriched uranium or molybdenum.
The use of neutron capture using accelerators to leverage the 98Mo(n,γ)99Mo reaction is perceived to be low-risk
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but low-yield. Transmutation utilising the 100Mo(γ,n)99Mo reaction relies on unproven technology and may be
very expensive but produces no radioactive waste as a by-product. Production using cyclotrons utilising the
100Mo(p,2n)99Mo reaction is also discussed as an attractive option.
1.5 AHR Physics
Within an AHR, the hydrogen within the water which makes up the majority of the solvent will act as the primary
moderator, resulting in a thermal neutron flux. This causes fission of the fissile material dissolved in the fuel
solution. The neutron economy will frequently be augmented by a reflector, as described in Rogers et al. [1969],
which returns escaping neutrons to the fuel solution and performs extra moderation. It is possible to create a
critical system with a very low enrichment of uranium.
There are two strong negative feedback effects in AHRs which are the temperature and the void feedback effects.
These two negative feedback effects largely prevent an AHR from experiencing a divergent power excursion. How-
ever, there are many practical issues associated with AHR dynamics due to the complex fuel solution composition
and the fluid dynamics involved in the circulation of the fuel solution within the reactor vessel. Lane et al. [1958]
provides an excellent overview over many of these topics.
1.5.1 Radiolytic Gas Production
The production of radiolytic gas in AHRs is a topic of central importance to the physics of this type of reactor.
The production of radiolytic gas and its effect on the operational behaviour of AHRs is discussed at length by Lane
et al. [1958], Spiegler et al. [1962], Forehand [1981] and Souto [2002].
Hydrogen and oxygen are produced in AHRs through the radiolysis of water. As discussed in Lane et al. [1958]
this may be through the energy deposited through fission fragments (which accounts for 96% of the gas produced),
neutrons (2%) and gamma rays (2%). As a result, it is common to neglect the effect of neutrons and gamma ray
photons. The main reaction is given by Equation (1.1). However, there is some variation in the yield of individual
products and their ratios. This is dependent upon the presence of solutes and the energy transferred to the solution
per unit length of track of initiating particles, known as the Linear Energy Transfer (LET). The yields of H2O2 and
H2 are largest for particles with a high LET such as fission fragments (which have a typical LET of 5×104keV/µm)
whilst low LET particles such as electrons (which have a typical LET of 0.2keV/µm) tend to produce more H and
OH. Equations (1.2) to (1.7) describe how free radicals which escape the production site react within the bulk of
the solution to ultimately produce H2O and O2.
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3H2O→ H + OH + H2 + H2O2 (1.1)
H + H2O2 → H2O + OH (1.2)
OH + H2 → H2O + H (1.3)
OH + H2O2 → H2O + HO2 (1.4)
2HO2 → H2O2 + O2 (1.5)
H + O2 → HO2 (1.6)
HO2 + H2O2 → H2O + OH + O2 (1.7)
UO2
++ + H2O2  UO4 + 2H+ (1.8)
2UO4 → 2UO3 + O2 (1.9)
UO3 + 2H
+ → UO2++ + H2O (1.10)
2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2 (1.11)
4HNO3 → 2N2 + 5O2 + 2H2O (1.12)
Lane goes on to describe how solutes such as those found in AHRs reduce the production rates of radiolytic gas
through the scavenging of H atoms by uranyl ions. As a result, the number of hydrogen molecules formed in an
AHR per unit of energy released through fission is a function of uranium concentration as described in Lane et al.
[1958] and Forehand [1981]. Figure 1.6 shows this relationship.
The addition of uranium also allows alternative routes for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide through
Equations (1.8) to (1.10) and the relatively high temperatures at which some AHRs operate may cause it to
decompose thermally through Equation (1.11). Bidwell et al. [1956] discusses how, in uranyl nitrate fuel solutions,
the additions of nitrate leads to the production of N2 through Equation (1.12). Bidwell compares the production of
H2 in HYPO (0.61molecules/100eV) to N2 production in the same reactor (0.012molecules/100eV) indicating the
production of nitrogen is on a significantly smaller scale than that of H2 and O2.
As discussed in Souto [2002], the fuel solution is capable of containing an amount of dissolved radiolytic gases up
to a critical concentration dictated by Henry’s Law. If the amount of dissolved gas is below the critical concentration
then only a small amount of radiolytic gas will exist in gaseous form as radiolytic gas bubbles will tend to dissolve
and shrink. If the fuel solution is saturated then gas bubbles will begin to form. This fact will delay radiolytic gas
production in transients where the fuel solution begins without dissolved radiolytic gases. For example, Ogawa and
Kaminaga [2008] finds that in TRACY about 37kJ/l of energy must be produced before radiolytic gas bubbles are
formed. Souto describes how the critical concentration is higher for oxygen than hydrogen and how the addition of
solutes such as uranyl nitrate can reduce this critical concentration by a significant factor (see Table 1.1) and how
increased pressure can increase the critical concentration.
The ultimate products of radiolytic gas formation in Equations (1.1) to (1.11) are molecular hydrogen and
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Figure 1.6: Hydrogen yield from radiolysis as a function of uranium concentration. Reproduced from Forehand
[1981].
oxygen which must be in stoichiometric proportions. However, the larger dissolved gas critical concentration and
intermediate steps required for the production of oxygen compared to hydrogen means the number of moles of
oxygen gas produced may not be as much as 12 of the number of moles of hydrogen produced during a transient
of finite duration. Souto [2002] discusses this fact and finds that, when studying SHEBA and SILENE transients
(which had durations of ten minutes or less), assuming little or no oxygen is produced gives the simulation results
which best match the experiment.
Uranium Uranyl Sulphate Uranyl Fluoride
Concentration (kg/m3) Hydrogen Oxygen Hydrogen Oxygen
0 1 1 1 1
40 0.67 0.85 0.87 0.85
100 0.6 0.72 0.75 0.76
200 0.45 0.52 0.57 0.6
Table 1.1: The ratio of the critical concentration of dissolved gases in uranyl sulphate and uranyl fluoride compared
to water. Reproduced from Souto [2002].
Souto [2002] states that, in a reactor with low power, when bubbles are created they may nucleate on the con-
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tainer wall of the fuel solution or other structures within the fuel solution but, for reactors running at higher powers,
bubbles will form homogeneously in the fuel solution volume along fission tracks much like in a bubble chamber.
Spiegler et al. [1962] describes the nucleation process in detail. Initially, a fission fragment loses around 30MeV
along the central 4µm of its path creating a bubble of hydrogen and water vapour with a radius of approximately
1.4µm containing ∼4×105 molecules of H2. The water vapour condenses in around 1×10−8s, leaving a hydrogen
bubble with a characteristic radius of 5×10−8m. Spiegler uses the work of Epstein and Plesset [1950] to show that
such bubbles will dissolve in a timescale of around 1×10−5 to 1×10−4s if the fuel solution is undersaturated.
However, if the fuel solution is supersaturated, then newly-formed bubbles will grow as they act as nucleation
sites for further gas formation. Spiegler et al. [1962] states that such bubbles typically have a radius of 1×10−6m
1ms after nucleation. Estimates of a characteristic radiolytic gas bubble radius a larger amount of time after
nucleation are not easily found in the literature. This formation process means the rate at which radiolytic gas is
formed in a region of the reactor is proportional to the power density with the constant of proportionality dubbed
the void production coefficient.
1.5.2 Void Feedback
Two types of voids may be present within an AHR: radiolytic gas and steam. A discussion of the formation of
radiolytic gas may be found in Section 1.5.1. Steam is formed by boiling of water within the fuel solution. Unlike
other reactors, the surfaces in contact with the fluid are normally the same temperature or cooler than the fluid as
energy is released from fission across the volume of the fuel solution. As a result, boiling will tend to be homogeneous
and so follow different mechanisms than in most other nuclear reactors.
As outlined by Williams [2011] the volume of voids within a reactor is fundamentally governed by the formation
rate of the bubbles and the rate at which they leave the reactor. This is fundamentally related to the speed with
which bubbles travel towards the fuel solution surface. Schulenberg and Dohler [1986] uses the account of CRAC’s
behaviour presented in Le´corche´ [1973] to conclude the upward terminal velocity of radiolytic gas is of the order of
5cm/s. A more detailed analysis reveals this velocity may also be modelled as a function of the drag coefficient of
bubbles which is itself a function of bubble radius and fluid properties as discussed at length in Celata et al. [2007].
The terminal bubble velocity is also discussed as a function of void fraction in Azbel [1981]. These models produce
results which broadly agree with the deductions made in Le´corche´ [1973].
The effect of such voids is to reduce reactivity by introducing gaps in the fuel, effectively reducing the fuel’s
density and so increasing the volume, surface area and, ultimately, neutron leakage. Values of this feedback
(characterised by the voidage feedback coefficient) are complex and are discussed either in abstract or for specific
reactors by Kornreich [1993], Kimpland and Konreich [1996], Souto et al. [2005] and Williams [2011].
1.5.3 Temperature Feedback
The temperature feedback in AHRs is due to two effects: the thermal expansion causing an increase in neutron
leakage (similar to the effect of gas voids) and the Doppler broadening of neutron resonances (mainly absorption
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cross-sections of 238U and inelastic scattering cross-sections of hydrogen bound in water). Whilst the former is
always negative, the latter may be positive in plutonium solutions due to the large fission resonance of 239Pu at
0.3eV [Kornreich, 1993].
Kornreich [1993] tabulates these two components of the temperature feedback coefficient for several historical
reactors and finds that they are of the same order of magnitude. The combined effects of thermal feedback are also
discussed in Kornreich [1993] and Souto and Heger [2001].
The temperature of the fuel solution is controlled by the rate at which heat is added through fission and removed
to the surroundings of the reactor and any cooling present. Durham [1955] describes how the magnitude of heat
loss through cooling coils is influenced by the level of agitation caused by bubbles and the amount of scale found
on the cooling coils. Typically, a high thermal capacity means the temperature of the fuel solution varies relatively
slowly in the absence of very intense power bursts.
1.5.4 Fuel Solution Composition
As described by Lane et al. [1958], uranyl salts are typically the solute dissolved to form the fuel solution with
common salts including uranyl sulphate and nitrate. Uranyl phosphate, fluoride, chromate and carbonate are salts
which have less commonly been used in AHRs. The use of an acid of the corresponding anion is found to produce
superior solubility properties. A fuel solution may take a number of different states as a function of temperature,
uranium concentration and pH. These states include that of an unsaturated solution; a saturated solution and
precipitate; and two liquid phases with different properties side by side.
As a result, the material composition of an AHR must be tracked to ensure the fuel solution is stable in the
desired phase (typically the unsaturated solution phase). Part of this reason is to prevent the formation of uranium
deposits which, as described in Haubenreich [1960], are capable of producing high local temperatures and damaging
the reactor. This results in somewhat of a trade-off as, generally, a lower pH results in a higher solubility but also
more corrosion which causes problems as discussed in Fluid Fuel Reactors Task Force [1959]. Often, these problems
can be compounded by the high neutron fluxes associated with AHRs which may damage materials in the reactor
structure.
Fission products which may act as poisons or otherwise alter material or nuclear properties of the fuel solution,
need to be kept at low levels and, of course, the medical isotopes themselves need to be removed. This means that
maintenance of the fuel solution chemistry can form a significant part of the challenge of the long-term operation
of an AHR.
Youker et al. [2013] compares the properties of uranyl nitrate and uranyl sulphate solutions for the purposes
of the production of 99Mo. Youker concludes that uranyl nitrate solutions are easier to prepare for use in the
reactor and slightly easier to extract 99Mo from. However, the nitric acid is more prone to decomposition when
irradiated, requiring regular topping up to keep the pH at a low enough level to prevent uranium precipitation.
Uranyl sulphate also has preferable neutronic properties as the nitrogen in uranyl nitrate is an absorber of thermal
neutrons. Youker concludes that either of the solutions are viable for use in an AHR for the production of 99Mo.
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Physical properties of solutions which may be used in AHRs are documented in a number of experiments such
as Grant et al. [1948], Botts et al. [1978] and Clagett [1950]. These provide good data within the regimes covered
and tend to agree fairly closely when their regimes overlap. However, for a given substance, it can be difficult to
find key parameters such as density, viscosity and thermal conductivity across the entire range of acidities, uranium
concentrations and temperatures of interest.
1.6 Modelling of AHRs
Several models of AHRs have been constructed and the results of such models have been compared to experimental
results from many AHRs; notably CRAC, SILENE and KEWB. The results of selected models are compared
in Miyoshi et al. [2009]. Models include some representation of both neutron and thermal hydraulics feedbacks
although they vary considerably in the approximations made in constructing these representations.
More fundamentally based modelling may be performed by solving the spatially coupled neutron transport
equation with Computational Multiphase Fluid Dynamics (CMFD) models such as INCTAC [Mitake et al., 2003,
Mitake and Konishi, 2004] and FETCH-MIPS [Buchan et al., 2012, 2013]. Fundamentally based models such as
INCTAC and FETCH-MIPS are capable of resolving the very detailed physical phenomena associated with AHR
behaviour. However, they may be computationally prohibitive when simulating operational reactor behaviour over
long periods of time such as hours and days.
Point kinetics models have been used extensively to model the operational behaviour of AHRs both in the past
and also more recently. The reason for the wide spread use of point kinetic models is their simplicity, computational
efficiency and also that the operational behaviour of AHRs can be simulated reasonable accurately. A point kinetics
model aims to reduce the number of variables in a system by limiting or removing spatial dependence. This typically
results in a greatly simplified model which is relatively easy to solve computationally in terms of both program
complexity and running time. In turn, this makes point kinetics models particularly suited to tracking transients
which may have significant durations.
Examples of the use of point kinetics models being used to study the behaviour of AHRs include AIREK-
KEWB [Blue et al., 1964], TRACE [Basoglu et al., 1998], CRITEX [Mather et al., 2002, Mather and Shaw, 1986]
and AGNES [Nakajima et al., 2002a, Yamane et al., 2005] . Other examples of point kinetics models of AHRs are
found in Singleterry [1990], Kimpland and Konreich [1996], Lapenta et al. [2001] and Huisman [2013]. Ganapol
[2013] and Ray and Patra [2012] discuss methods of solution for point kinetics equations.
The use of any point kinetics model involves a number of assumptions and simplifications (some of which will
be explicit whilst others are implicit) and so the numerical results should not be expected to be exact. However, by
approximating the most important physical processes, a point kinetics model can provide a qualitative understanding
of their impact on the operational behaviour of the reactor.
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1.7 Polynomial Chaos
Polynomial chaos is a method of representing the uncertainty in the output variables of a model, using a Fourier
type series expansion, as a result of uncertainty in one or more of the input variables. This method is used in
Chapter 3 to simulate the effect which uncertainties in several physical parameters of MIPR have on the response
of the reactor.
Polynomial chaos simulates the effect of uncertainty in a certain number of input variables by introducing a
corresponding number of stochastic dimensions which encompass the uncertainty. The system may be solved and
the uncertainty quantified by one of two methods. The first is to decompose the equations and output parameters
themselves into a number of moments in the stochastic space, run one model which couples these moments together
and analyse them to obtain the statistical output. This is called “intrusive” polynomial chaos. The other method,
named “non-intrusive” polynomial chaos, involves running a deterministic model a number of times with input
parameters taken from specially chosen points in the stochastic space and then analysing the ensemble of results.
Non-intrusive polynomial chaos is more commonly used than the intrusive method and appears to be the more
promising method for future development. This is due to the fact that the same non-intrusive polynomial chaos
method can be applied to many different deterministic systems of arbitrary complexity as it interacts only with the
input and output of the deterministic system, not the equations themselves. In addition, when there are more than
a small number of uncertain parameters, non-intrusive polynomial chaos displays better performance than intrusive
polynomial chaos. In either case, the time taken to obtain the probability distributions and relevant statistics of
the output variables is often decreased in comparison to other methods of computing uncertainty in an output such
as Monte Carlo.
Good descriptions of the methods of polynomial chaos in general and examples of applications are given in Xiu
and Karniadakis [2002] and Sandoval et al. [2012] and another review of the potential and limitations of polynomial
chaos may be found in Stefanou [2009]. Gerritsma et al. [2010] describes how systems modelled with intrusive
polynomial chaos tend to break down when modelled over long time periods due to the fact that the basis functions
used to model variables in stochastic space only form an approximation to the analytic solution and these errors
tend to cause further deviation as the simulation progresses.
1.8 MIPR
MIPR is a conceptual AHR which is useful for the study of physical processes relevant to the operation of an
AHR for the purposes of producing medical isotopes. As it is a conceptual reactor its physical parameters are not
pre-defined and may be modified or selected to illustrate the physical phenomena of interest. The version of the
reactor in this report will be loosely based on that studied in Souto [2002] which is in turn based upon Chopelas
and Ball [1993]. Specific differences between the reactor in this previous work and the reactor analysed here will
be discussed in Section 2.3.1 but many key details remain the same. The reactor has a power of 200kW and uses a
uranyl nitrate fuel solution with a uranium concentration of 145gU/l and an enrichment of 20%. The fuel solution
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is contained within an annular container with a removable control rod running down the central axis. The reactor
concept used in Souto [2002] had an annular reflector but we will later add a reflector to the bottom and increase
the fuel solution volume from 120L to 180L.
1.9 Conclusions
AHRs are attracting renewed interest within the nuclear engineering industrial and academic research community
as a means of producing medical isotopes. More specifically, AHRs are being developed to produce the radioisotope
99Mo which is one of the most common radioisotopes used in nuclear medical procedures around the world. The
main reason for this is the potential shortage of supply of this particular radioisotope in the next five to ten years
as reactors currently responsible for 99Mo production are decommissioned.
AHRs are distinct in form and function from power reactors such as Pressurised Water Reactors (PWRs) and
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) due to the fuel being dissolved in a liquid fuel solution. A full understanding of the
behaviour of AHRs requires knowledge of a large number of physical processes including negative feedbacks associ-
ated with radiolytic gas production and heating of the fuel solution. This understanding is aided by experimental
results, analysis and modelling of a number of historical AHRs and criticality accidents involving fissile solutions.
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Chapter 2
A Basic Model
2.1 Introduction
The majority of work presented in this chapter, including figures, is reproduced from Cooling et al. [2013].
In this Chapter a point kinetics and thermal-hydraulics model of MIPR is formulated. This simple model
includes tracking of the reactor’s power, six groups of delayed neutron precursors, an average reactor temperature,
an axially-dependent coolant temperature and axially-dependent radiolytic gas volume. Various reactor properties
are calculated through reference to literature and the use of the MCNP code. The response of this model to various
transients including step insertions, ramp insertions and sinusoidal insertions are presented and analysed.
2.2 Formulating a Point Kinetics Model
2.2.1 The Model
We begin by forming a deterministic point kinetics model of MIPR. The derivation of such a model is standard
and may be found in many textbooks such as Bell and Glasstone [1970] and Stacey [2007]. An appropriate
implementation of the equation governing power for this model of MIPR is found in Equation (2.1).
dP (t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiCi(t) +
β
Λ
(Rex(t) + αT (TFS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)− VRG(t)|t=0)− 1)P (t) (2.1)
Equation (2.1) is the first equation of the point kinetics model and relates to the change in power with time.
P (t) represents the total instantaneous power of the reactor, Λ represents the generation time and β represents the
delayed neutron fraction. Ci represents the power associated with the delayed neutron precursors in the ith delayed
neutron precursor group and
∑6
i=1 λiCi(t) represents the power added to the reactor from the 6 delayed neutron
precursor groups. The term βΛRex(t)P (t) relates to the change in power due to an external reactivity insertion
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Rex(t). Through the definition of Rex(t) different reactivity insertions such as steps or ramps may be simulated.
The next term is βΛ (αT (TFS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)− VRG(t)|t=0))P (t). This represents how deviations
in average fuel solution temperature TFS(t) and total void volume VRG(t) from their initial values cause a reactivity
insertion proportional to the temperature and voidage feedback coefficients αT and γV . Finally, the term − βΛP (t)
represents the rate at which the power reduces due to the creation of delayed neutron precursor isotopes. Note that
this definition implies that, in the absence of an external reactivity insertion, the system is exactly critical at t = 0.
The case where the system is not exactly critical at t=0 may be represented by a non-zero value of Rex(t)|t=0.
dCi(t)
dt
= −λiCi(t) + βi
Λ
P (t) (2.2)
Equation (2.2) represents how the populations of delayed neutrons in each of the six precursor groups are
modified. The term −λiCi(t) represents the precursors in group i decaying with the group’s characteristic decay
rate λi and releasing the power associated with them. The term
βi
Λ P (t) represents the re-population of group
i as a fraction βi of the new neutrons produced are ‘stored’ in the delayed neutron precursor group. Note that
β =
∑6
i=1 βi.
dTFS(t)
dt
=
P (t)− ncoilhcoilAcoil
(
TFS(t)− T¯c(t)
)
mFScFS
(2.3)
(a) Shortest-lived delayed neutron precursor concentration (b) Temperature
Figure 2.1: The distribution of short-lived delayed neutron precursors (which will closely resemble the power profile)
and temperature profile of the SUPO reactor as predicted by Buchan et al. [2012] using the coupled fluid dynamics
and neutronics code FETCH-MIPS.
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Equation (2.3) modifies the fuel solution temperature TFS(t) which is assumed to be homogeneous throughout
the reactor. Although power is not produced uniformly in the reactor, we justify this by assuming the time-scales
of mixing of the fuel solution are shorter than the time-scales over which the fuel solution is heated by the power
produced by fission. This is supported by the work of Buchan et al. [2012] on SUPO shown in Figure 2.1. The power
profile (approximated by the short-lived delayed neutron precursor concentration) is shown to vary significantly
over the reactor but the temperature is fairly homogeneous. This indicates that heat is evenly distributed by fluid
flow processes in SUPO, supporting the approximation that the fuel solution temperature is homogeneous in MIPR.
The term P (t) represents the heating of the reactor by power produced by fission. The term
ncoilhcoilAcoil(TFS(t)−T¯c(t))
mFScFS
represents the heat loss from the reactor through the coolant. ncoil is the number of cooling coils and Acoil is the
surface area of one cooling coil in contact with the fuel solution. hcoil is the heat transfer coefficient between the
reactor fuel solution and the coolant inside the cooling coils and is assumed to be constant along the length of all
coils. T¯c(t) is the average temperature of the coolant and is defined by Equation (2.5).
Each cooling coil in MIPR has the same length and it is assumed that each has the same temperature profile
along its length. If each coil has the same heat transfer coefficient, coolant velocity and input temperature and is
exposed to the same external temperature this assumption follows naturally.
∂Tc(t, z)
∂t
=
hcoilAcoil (TFS(t)− Tc(t, z))
mccc
− v˜c ∂Tc(t, z)
∂z
(2.4)
T¯c(t) =
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
Tc(t, z)dz (2.5)
Equation (2.4) models the coolant temperature profile Tc(t, z). The term v˜c
∂Tc(t,z)
∂z represents advection along
a cooling coil. It is assumed that the coolant flows at a steady pace through the coils from z = 0 at the bottom
of the reactor to z = HFS at the fuel solution surface. mc represents the total mass of coolant in a cooling coil,
cc represents the specific heat capacity of the coolant. Due to the cooling coils spiralling upwards around an axis
parallel to the z-axis the length of the coils Lc is greater than the fuel solution height HFS . As such, the coolant
velocity vc is larger than the rate at which coolant progresses upwards through the reactor v˜c. The two values are
related by Equation (2.6).
v˜c =
vcHFS
Lc
(2.6)
A discussion of the production of radiolytic gas in AHRs is found in Section 1.5.1. As MIPR is run in steady
state and all simulations in this study begin at a steady state it will be assumed that the solution is fully saturated
with dissolved gas so any gas produced will be assumed to immediately form voids.
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∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂t
=GRGP (t)ψˆ(z)− vB ∂V
′
RG(t, z)
∂z
(2.7)
V ′RG(t, z)|z=0 =0 (2.8)
VRG(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RG(t, z)dz (2.9)
Equation (2.7) models the radiolytic gas void volume per unit height V ′RG(t, z) within the reactor. The term
−vB ∂V
′
RG(t,z)
∂z represents voids moving upwards through the reactor with the buoyancy velocity vB which is assumed
constant. The term GRGP (t)ψˆ(z) represents the production of radiolytic gas where GRG is the void production
coefficient. ψˆ(z) is the normalised neutron flux profile and is defined by equation (2.10) between the bottom of the
reactor at z = 0 and the top of the fuel solution at z = HFS . An implicit assumption made here is that the power
profile is proportional to the neutron flux profile which is justified if the fuel density and neutron energy spectrum
are independent of height. At z = 0 we also define a boundary condition such that the void content is 0 at the
reactor bottom (as voids may only flow upwards) in Equation (2.8). We also define the total void volume VRG(t)
in Equation (2.9).
ψˆ(z) =
pi sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
HNF
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.10)
Equation (2.10) describes the power profile where HNF = HFS +δbottom+δplenum is the neutron flux height and
δbase and δplenum are the neutron flux extrapolation distances at the base and top of the fuel solution respectively.
This is based on the standard solution of neutron flux as a function of height within a cylinder and is demonstrated
to be appropriate in Section 2.3.3. Both the void volume and power profile are a function of space in the axial
direction only. The reasons for this are discussed in Appendix B.
In this most basic model the effects of boiling have been neglected. As MIPR is unpressurised, the fuel solution
would, in reality, boil at around 373K but there is no provision for this in the model presented. As such, past the
time where the fuel solution exceeds 373K, the simulated results should not be taken as a representation of physical
reality. However, these results will still be presented as they allow an exploration of the stability and response of
this version of the model.
2.3 Input Parameters
MIPR is a conceptual reactor and, as such, many aspects of reactor geometry may be chosen in order to illustrate
behaviours of interest. What follows is a description of a reactor geometry, an analysis of the results of MCNP
models of the reactor in different states and a review of the literature aimed at finding values for parameters relevant
to the model.
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2.3.1 Reactor Geometry
The vessel geometry is summarised in Table 2.1 and is similar to that described in Souto [2002] in which the fuel
solution vessel is annular with a cylindrical housing for a single control rod running down the central axis. A
graphite reflector extends from the reactor in the radial direction.
Control-rod boron carbide core radius 0.031m
Control-rod casing inner radius 0.031m
Control-rod casing outer radius 0.032m
Control-rod thimble inner radius 0.032m
Control-rod thimble outer radius 0.035m
Vessel inner radius 0.2718m
Vessel outer radius 0.2768m
Cooling coil inner radius 0.003m
Cooling coil outer radius 0.005m
Vessel height 1.2m
Radial reflector outer radius 0.7068m
Lower reflector axial extent 0.43m
Fuel solution height at 80oC with 4.5% void fraction 0.881m
Table 2.1: Summary of MIPR geometry.
Some changes have been made to this geometry. 15 steel cooling coils have been added. Each coil is 7.2m long
and has an inner radius of 0.003m and an outer radius of 0.005m. As such, the mass of coolant inside each coil is
mc=0.204kg and the surface area of one coil is Acoil=0.226m
2. The coolant is water and so cc=4.181×103J/kg/K.
The coolant inlet temperature Tc(t, z)|z=0 =288K and the coolant velocity vc =3.2m/s (and so v˜c=0.392m/s by
Equation (2.6)).
Temperature (oC ) Density (g/cc)
0 1.1939
20 1.1876
25 1.1859
30 1.1843
35 1.1824
40 1.1803
50 1.1757
60 1.1704
80 1.1599
100 1.1450
Table 2.2: The density of a uranyl nitrate solution of concentration 145gU/L as derived from Grant et al. [1948]
The addition of the cooling coils reduces the reactivity of the reactor. To compensate for this and achieve
the desired criticality characteristics (which will be examined in Section 2.3.4) the fuel solution volume has been
increased from Souto’s 120L system to 180L (at 20oC) for the MIPR concept studied here. A bottom reflector
which extends 43cm below the base of the reactor and has a radius equal to the outer radius of the radial reflector
has also been introduced. The control rod material has also been changed from cadmium to boron carbide which
increases the reactivity worth of the control rod.
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The density of the solution is 1187.6kg/m3 at 20oC (see Table 2.2) and so the fuel solution mass mFS=213.8kg.
The specific heat capacity of the fuel solution is given by Souto [2002] as cFS = 3.43×103J/kg/K.
Tests on an unrefined version of the model presented here suggested a temperature of 80oC and a 4.5% void
fraction were reasonable approximations to use for the reactor (and these assumptions turn out to be similar to
results observed in the final model in Figure 2.10 for example). Assuming an operating density of the fuel solution
of 1159.9kg/m3 and a total submerged coil volume of 8.48L have been taken into account the fuel solution height
at operating temperature and voidage HFS is found to be 0.881m. HFS will be assumed to be constant in this first
basic model. The fuel solution is the same as the fuel solution used in Souto [2002] which is in turn based upon an
alternative uranyl nitrate fuel solution proposed for the SHEBA reactor (the primary fuel of that reactor being a
UF solution) as detailed in Cappiello et al. [1997]).
2.3.2 Modelling MIPR in MCNP
(a) xy Cross-Section (b) xz Cross-Section
Figure 2.2: MCNP representations of MIPR at 80oCand 4.5% voidage with the control rod fully inserted. Blue
represents fuel solution and embedded cooling coils, green represents the reflector, yellow represents the control rod
and the narrow bands of purple represent steel. All measurements are in cm.
Some parameters may not be derived for MIPR by hand due to the complexity of the reactor. Instead, a model
has been constructed in MCNP which replicates the reactor and provides these data as outputs through use of
the KOPTS card which averages these variables over the reactor and reflector. An explanation of the calculations
performed by MCNP may be found in the manuals for MCNP [X-5 Monte Carlo Team, 2003, D.B. Pelowitz, 2011].
A summary of MIPR’s geometry used to construct this model is found in Table 2.1 and a visual representation is
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shown in Figure 2.2.
Isotope Atom Fraction
235U 7.3529×10−4
238U 2.9412×10−3
N 7.3529×10−3
H 6.3791×10−1
O 3.4926×10−1
Table 2.3: Fuel solution atom fractions. Replicated from Souto [2002]
Souto [2002] gives the relative atomic densities of the fuel solution and these are summarised in Table 2.3.
However, the cooling coils have added 3.05L of cooling water and 5.43L of steel which is assumed to have the same
properties as the Z2 CN 18-10 steel described in Table 2.4. No assumption is made about the configuration of the
cooling coils. Instead we approximate the area occupied by the fuel solution and cooling coils as homogeneous. The
control rod is comprised of B4C with a
10B enrichment of 90% by weight. The results of this are seen in Table 2.4.
When the height of the fuel solution is varied, it will be assumed that the total volume (and therefore mass) of
cooling coils and coolant below the surface is constant.
In Section 2.3.4 the reactor will be modelled at both ‘room temperature’ and ‘operating temperature’ both with
and without the presence of voids. The reactivity of the system will be affected by the temperature through the
Doppler broadening of the cross sections and the thermal expansion of the fuel solution. Voidage will insert voids
into the fuel solution which will reduce the average density of the fuel solution region. As a first approximation to
these changes in density we will assume that the material composition is constant and that thermal expansion and
voidage may be approximated by changing the density and surface height of the fuel solution and coil mixture in a
fashion which keeps the total mass constant.
There are a number of ways of modifying the cross sections used in MCNP as they vary as a function of
temperature [X-5 Monte Carlo Team, 2003]. The first is the choice of the continuous-energy or discrete neutron
data library which is assigned to each isotope in the material card. These are available at discrete temperatures
and, in each case, the atoms are being treated as a free gas. Another is to use the “TMP” card which modifies the
elastic and total cross-sections of a whole material within a cell through Doppler broadening, assuming the material
is a free gas. The final method of modifying the cross-sections is to specify a S(α,β) library which is available
mainly for moderators such as water and graphite. These libraries take into account the differences in elastic and
inelastic thermal scattering cross-sections of a material as a result of it being as part of a molecule (such as liquid
water) or a crystalline solid. The source of data in these libraries is discussed extensively in Mattes and Keinert
[2005].
It was found that, of these three methods, the S(α,β) library used has the largest impact on the criticality as
a function of temperature. Physically, this implies that the majority of the Doppler feedback component of the
temperature feedback coefficient comes from the variation in thermal scattering of neutrons by water in the fuel
solution. It was found that varying the value of the “TMP” parameter had a small effect on the outputs of the
MCNP model. This means that adjusting the “TMP” card but keeping the S(α,β) library the same would not
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Material Isotope Atom Fraction
Fuel Solution/Cooling Coil Mixture 235U 6.9132×10−4
1.478×103kg/m3 238U 2.7653×10−3
N 6.9132×10−3
H 6.1536×10−1
O 3.3361×10−1
Fe 2.4581×10−2
Cr 6.9378×10−3
Ni 3.3949×10−3
Mn 7.2534×10−4
Si 7.0943×10−4
P 2.5731×10−5
S 1.8696×10−5
C 4.9766×10−6
Reflector C 1
1.6×103kg/m3
Control Rod 10B 0.72661
2.51×103kg/m3 11B 0.07339
C 0.2
Steel Components Fe 6.753×10−1
7.9×103kg/m3 Cr 1.906×10−1
Ni 9.3267×10−2
Mn 1.9927×10−2
Si 1.9490×10−2
P 7.0689×10−4
S 5.1362×10−4
C 1.3672×10−4
Table 2.4: Atom fractions of regions within MIPR. Fuel solution/cooling coil mixture assumes 213.8kg of fuel
solution (see Table 2.3), 3.05kg of water and 42.9kg of steel. Reflector data contains representative values for
reflector materials described in Baker [1970]. The steel represented is Z2 CN 18-10 which was used for the vessel
of the SILENE reactor as described in Miyoshi et al. [2009]. Control rod data taken from Brewer [2009].
effectively vary the Doppler broadening of cross-sections simulated in MCNP. As such, the criticality can only be
effectively evaluated at the temperatures at which there are S(α,β) libraries available.
There are relatively few continuous-energy or discrete energy neutron cross-section libraries available for ma-
terials such as the graphite reflector, control rod, steel and uranyl nitrate solute and none near the operating
temperature of 80oC. It was found that using the next nearest libraries at 400K (127oC) show a small difference
compared to the equivalent 20oC libraries implying this choice of library has little effect in these simulations. As
such, the 20oC libraries will be used for all simulations. It follows that the primary variation to simulate the Doppler
feedback component of the effects of temperature on criticality in the MCNP models will be through varying the
S(α,β) card relating to the water. The two libraries which will be used are the light water libraries available at
20oC and 77oC.
2.3.3 Power Profile
To complete the description of the axial neutron flux profile in Equation (2.10) we need to know the extrapolation
distances above (δplenum) and below (δbase) the reactor. We obtain these for the bottom (reflected by graphite)
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and top (unreflected) surfaces of the fuel solution. We achieve this by sampling the flux in the MCNP simulation
at a radius of 0.1185m in a number of axial bins above, below and inside the fuel solution region. The results are
displayed in Figure 2.3. The values obtained for the extrapolation distances at the bottom and top of the fuel
solution are δbase = 0.1365m and δplenum = 0.0358m respectively, giving HNF=1.0523m.
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Figure 2.3: The axial neutron flux profile of the MIPR at a radius of 0.1185m as simulated by MCNP. The bottom
and top of the fuel solutions are marked by dotted lines. The blue line is a fit to the neutron flux profile in the
fuel solution region only. The form of this fit is proportional to that of Equation 2.10 with δbase = 0.1365m and
δplenum = 0.0358m.
2.3.4 Criticality and Generation Time
The MCNP model was run at different temperatures, with and without voids and with a control rod inserted and
absent. The values of keff and generation time Λ are shown in Table 2.5. The generation time is defined as the
average time between the release and absorption of a neutron which ultimately causes fission and the values taken
from MCNP are discussed further in Appendix C.
As can be seen, the reactor is always sub-critical in the presence of the control rod, ensuring the reactor can
always be shut down. In the absence of the control rod the reactor is delayed super-critical at operating conditions
and highly super-critical at room temperature with no voids present. This means the position of the control rod
can control the power of the reactor from zero-power to operating power. The criticality of the system in the model
is effectively controlled through the external reactivity Rex in Equation (2.1) and so the values of keff in Table 2.5
will not be used directly in the model.
The generation time Λ is seen to vary slightly over the range of scenarios modelled. However, for this version of
the model it is sufficient to model this parameter as constant. The value used will be 1.8202×10−4s — the value
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from the “Control rod out, operating temperature, voids” case as this is the operating condition of the reactor .
Case keff Generation Time (×10−4s)
Control rod in, room temperature, no voids 0.98918 ± 0.00011 1.7076 ± 0.0011
Control rod out, room temperature, no voids 1.02333 ± 0.00010 1.6910 ± 0.0011
Control rod out, operating temperature, no voids 1.01136 ± 0.00011 1.7601 ± 0.0011
Control rod out, room temperature, voids 1.01581 ± 0.00010 1.7490 ± 0.0011
Control rod out, operating temperature, voids 1.00366 ± 0.00011 1.8202 ± 0.0011
Control rod in, operating temperature, voids 0.96682 ± 0.00012 1.8362 ± 0.0011
Table 2.5: The keff and generation times for various different cases of the MIPR reactor. ‘Room temperature’
relates to 20oC and ‘operating temperature’ relates to 80oC. ”Voids” means that a void fraction of 4.3% (8.1 litres)
has been introduced.
2.3.5 Delayed Neutron Data
Table 2.6 gives the delayed neutron precursor data output from MCNP for each of the cases studied in Section
2.3.4. Each simulation produces a result for each βi within one or two σ of the average value with no significant
trend to the data. As such we assume that the variation in the temperature and voidage of the reactor and the
position of control rods have little impact on the values of βi and we use the average value for all simulations. This
gives an overall value of β of (681± 9)×10−5.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
βi (×10−5)
Control rod in, room 17±4 132±11 93±8 299±15 83±8 29±5
temperature, no voids
Control rod out, room 25±4 112±10 109±9 320±16 98±9 31±5
temperature, no voids
Control rod out, operating 26±5 102±9 134±11 308±15 84±8 30±4
temperature, no voids
Control rod out, room 21±5 107±9 125±9 289±15 86±8 30±4
temperature, voids
Control rod out, operating 22±5 128±10 98±9 340±17 96±9 34±5
temperature, voids
Control rod in, operating 22±5 128±10 98±9 340±17 96±9 34±5
temperature, voids
Average 21.0±1.7 113.4±3.9 110.7±3.8 315.4±6.3 90.1±3.5 30.7±1.9
λi (1/s) All cases 0.01249 0.03182 0.10938 0.31699 1.35398 8.63638
Table 2.6: The delayed neutron precursor values of βi and λi produced by MCNP. All errors given are 1σ and, given
the tight groupings of values across different cases, errors are propagated to the average value by the central limit
theorem.
2.3.6 Void Feedback Coefficient
In this most basic version of the model we will assume that the reactivity worth of a void is independent of its
location in the reactor. To quantify the void feedback coefficient the MCNP model was run with a simulated
temperature of 80oC and various void volumes between 0L and 20.16L (0% and 10% void fraction, compared to
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the expected steady-state void fraction of ∼4.5%). The results are displayed in Figure 2.4 and reveal that dkeffdVv =-
9.408×10−4/l and so the void feedback coefficient is −131.0$/m3. This is the value which will be used in the
simulation.
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Figure 2.4: The variation of keff with void volume and a linear line of best fit.
This value is lower than the void feedback coefficient found in Souto [2002] of -271$/m3 or the range calculated
between -316$/m3 and -341 $/m3 (dependent upon the void profile assumed) calculated in Williams [2011]. The
primary reason for this is that the version of MIPR studied here has a larger fuel volume (180L compared to 120L).
Souto [2002] also examined the void feedback coefficient of versions of MIPR with other fuel volumes. This data is
reproduced in Figure 2.5 alongside data from various historical reactors and the value obtained for the 180L MIPR
concept presented here.
γV =
−76.514$
VFS
(2.11)
We might expect the void feedback coefficient to be approximately inversely proportional to fuel solution volume
because the void feedback coefficient could be expected to be proportional to the fractional increase in fuel solution
volume caused by the introduction of a unit volume of void. The line of best fit for the data in Figure 2.5 of this
form is given by Equation (2.11). This gives a reasonably good fit to the data in Figure 2.5. However, there is
significant variation around this line which could be due to factors such as the geometry of each reactor, the fuel
composition and the nature of the reflector if there is one present. Note that Equation (2.11) and Figure 2.5 are
not used in the model of MIPR.
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Figure 2.5: Void feedback coefficients for various historical reactors as presented in Kornreich [1993]. From low
to high volume these are CRAC (61.1gU/l), CRAC (207gU/l), CRAC (320gU/l), KEWB-5, SILENE, SHEBA.
Also plotted are the void feedback coefficients for MIPR concepts of different volumes as presented by Souto [2002]
The 180L concept studied in this paper is also plotted. The line of best fit assumes the void feedback coefficient is
inversely proportional to the fuel solution volume, as in Equation (2.11)
2.3.7 Temperature Feedback Coefficient
As discussed in Section 1.5.3, there are two components to the temperature reactivity feedback for an AHR. These
two components are the thermal expansion effect and the Doppler feedback effect.
To calculate the expansion coefficient it is first necessary to know the density of the fuel solution as a function of
temperature. This is derived from experimental results in Grant et al. [1948] and is summarised in Table 2.2. The
fuel solution density ρFS is well approximated in quadratic form by Equation (2.12). The fit is compared to the
experimental data in Figure 2.6. To account for this in the MCNP model, the density of the fuel solution/cooling
coil mixture is decreased and the mixture height is increased to keep the fuel solution mass constant. This simulates
the expansion effects of temperature on the system.
ρFS =
(
−2.46013× 10−3
(
T
oC
)2
− 0.235182
(
T
oC
)
+ 1193.61
)
kg/m
3
(2.12)
The overall temperature feedback coefficient, including the Doppler feedback component, is determined by
varying the S(α, β) library used for water whilst also varying the density and surface height of the fuel solution
to account for the thermal expansion of the fuel solution. As stated in Section 2.3.2, the S(α, β) library is needed
to take into account the Doppler feedback component of the temperature feedback coefficient. It is only available
for a small number of prescribed temperatures in the default nuclear data libraries in MCNP. However, it has been
possible to vary the density of the solution incrementally to simulate the expansion component whilst keeping the
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Figure 2.6: The quadratic approximation for density as described in Equation (2.12) and experimental data extracted
from Grant et al. [1948] which is summarised in Table 2.2.
temperature of the fluid assumed for the calculation of the cross-sections at 77oC. These simulations are carried
out with 8.1 litres of void (approximately 4.3% void fraction). The results of these MCNP simulations are shown
in Figure 2.7
Taking both Doppler feedback and expansion effects into account,
dkeff
dT =-2.025×10−4/K, equating to a temper-
ature feedback coefficient of αT=-2.974×10−2$/K which will be used in this work. This is comprised of the thermal
expansion contribution of -1.113×10−2$/K and the Doppler feedback contribution of -1.861×10−2$/K. The fact
that these two effects are of a comparable magnitude compares well with values calculated for other AHR assemblies
by Kornreich [1993] which are summarised in Table 2.7.
The total value of αT of -2.974×10−2$/K is within the same range as the corresponding values of historical
reactors, which are also presented in Table 2.7 and so this value is not unphysical. However, there is a great deal of
variation between the reactors in Table 2.7 with no clear pattern and this means that a more meaningful assessment
of the value of αT obtained is not possible. A possible reason for the differences presented is that differing reactor
geometry means that thermal expansion causes the leakage (and thus reactivity) to change with different rates with
temperature in different reactors. However, this effect is not straightforward and a full investigation is beyond the
scope of this study.
The fact that the value of αT is obtained primarily from two points in Figure 2.7 is, as previously mentioned,
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Figure 2.7: The variation of keff with temperature. “Expansion Only” varies only the density of the fuel solution
and produces a linear relationship. “Expansion and Doppler” also varies the cross-section library used. Any non-
linear behaviour present in this parameter must arise from the Doppler feedback component and the difference in
temperature between 293K and 353K is unlikely to see a significant curvature in the Doppler feedback component.
As such, a linear relationship is assumed when drawing the line between the two data points of “Expansion and
Dopler”. All simulations carried out at 4.3% voidage and all error bars represent 1σ statistical error as simulated
by MCNP.
Assembly gU/l g235U/l Calculated Calculated Calculated Experimental
Expansion Doppler Overall Feedback Value
Component Component Coefficient 10−2$/K
10−2$/K 10−2$/K 10−2$/K
CRAC D05-02 61 56.9 -1.938 -1.351 -3.289 -4.4
CRAC D08-03 203 189 -1.651 -0.378 -2.029 -4.0
CRAC D11-03 325 303 -1.641 -0.2213 -1.854 -3.7
CRAC D37-02 21.4 19.9 — — — -3.0
CRAC D39-02 30.6 28.5 — — — -3.0
CRAC D40-02 58.7 54.7 — — — -2.6
CRAC D45-02 189.9 176.9 — — — -2.0
CRAC D47-02 102.2 95.2 — — — -2.2
KEWB-5 106 94 -1.649 -0.350 -1.999 -5.3
SILENE 71 66.03 -1.542 -1.253 -2.795 -6.4
SHEBA 1004 50 -1.146 -1.910 -3.056 —
Table 2.7: Temperature feedback coefficients for historical reactors. Calculated values reproduced from Kornreich
[1993]. CRAC experimental values reproduced from Forehand [1982]. Additional reactor information extracted from
Cappiello et al. [2010] and Loaiza and Gehman [2006]. Kornreich was unable to account for the differences between
the calculated coefficients and the experimental values.
due to the availability of only two MCNP S(α, β) libraries in this temperature range (at 20oC and 77oC). Whilst
assuming from these points alone that the relationship between keff and TFS is linear would be reckless, there is
a large collection of literature which gives a single value of temperature feedback coefficient (which equates to a
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linear relationship between keff and fuel solution temperature) for a given reactor, including Kornreich [1993] and
Forehand [1982] whose data makes up much of Table 2.7. As another example, Table 2.8 gives the relationship
between keff and fuel solution temperature which is very well represented by a linear relationship.
Temperature (K) keff
293 0.971384
303 0.970694
313 0.969169
323 0.967974
333 0.966619
343 0.965381
353 0.964101
363 0.962943
373 0.961646
Table 2.8: Experimental values of keff for SHEBA as a function of temperature. Reproduced from Souto [2002].
The data is well-represented by the equation keff=1.008245-1.2489×10−4 TK with an R2 value of 0.9982. This
demonstrates that, with AHRs, there is a good precedent for an AHR to have a linear relationship between reactivity
and temperature.
The fact that the two temperatures at which cross section libraries are available are well spaced in the region in
which the reactor temperature may vary and the precedent of linear approximation means that we may feel relatively
confident that approximating the effect of temperature on reactivity using αT in this way is approximately correct.
2.3.8 Heat Transfer Coefficient
The heat transfer coefficient between the fuel solution and coolant may be affected by many factors. Durham [1955]
examines this parameter in the SUPO reactor and attributes significant variations in its value to factors which may
change over reactor life as well or alter dynamically in transients. Scale on the coils may build up over extended
periods of operation and may reduce heat transfer. Higher power levels will generally cause a greater agitation
of the fuel solution due to bubble formation and so result in a higher heat transfer coefficient. Bulk fluid motion
patterns past the coils will also change the heat transfer coefficient and will vary over the course of a transient.
A typical value of heat transfer coefficient can be estimated from Durham to be h = 1300W/(m2K). Given the
difficulty in constructing a comprehensive model of the heat transfer coefficient, this value will be the heat transfer
for this model of MIPR.
2.3.9 Void Velocity
To estimate the average upward void velocity of a void in MIPR we examine Souto et al. [2005]. In that version
of MIPR the surface height of the solution is 52.58cm and Souto calculates the average lifetime of a bubble from
nucleation to escape as τRG=8.7s. If we assume that the void velocity is constant across the reactor then we may
express the bubble lifetime in terms of void velocity:
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τRG =
∫ HFS
0
HFS − z
vB
ψˆ(z)dz (2.13)
Souto’s version of MIPR has no bottom reflector and so we assume that δplenum ∼ δbase for that version of
MIPR. With this assumption, we may use Equation (2.10) to solve Equation (2.13) for vB :
vB =
HFS
2τRG
(2.14)
Using the values from Souto’s version of MIPR we thus estimate vB=0.0435m/s for Souto’s version of the reactor
and choose to use this value in this version of the model here. This value is in agreement with Schulenberg and
Dohler [1986] who estimate from the frequency of power peaks in experiments performed in the CRAC assembly
that a characteristic bubble velocity in that reactor is 0.05m/s.
2.3.10 Void Generation Coefficient
The process of the formation of radiolytic gas is discussed in Section 1.5.1. As noted, shorter transients may be
expected to produce little or no oxygen due to the intermediate reactions necessary. However, in this model of
MIPR it will be assumed that hydrogen and oxygen are produced in stoichiometric proportions as the reactor has
been running for a long time, allowing the intermediate products to accumulate.
We may use Figure 1.6 to ascertain that for MIPR, which has a uranium concentration of 145gU/l the amount
of hydrogen generated per unit energy is 1.04×10−7 mol/J. Accounting for oxygen being generated in stoichiometric
proportions, the total radiolytic gas production rate is 1.56×10−7 mol/J. To further simplify, we assume that the
delay in the production of oxygen compared to the production of hydrogen is zero.
The gas within the bubbles obeys the ideal gas equation and the pressure within the bubbles pRGB is given by
Equation (2.15) [Gamble, 1959]. The surface tension of the fuel solution γFS =0.0642N/m at 80
oC [Grant et al.,
1948].
pRGB =
2γFS
RRGB
+ pFS (2.15)
An estimate of the radius of a mature radiolytic gas bubble is required and, as mentioned in Section 1.5.1,
this is difficult to find in the literature. Instead, we obtain an estimate through correlations relating the upward
terminal velocity of the bubbles to their radius. In Section 2.3.9 the average velocity of a bubble was estimated
to be 0.0435m/s. If we assume that this is the terminal velocity of the radiolytic gas bubbles we can estimate the
radius of the bubbles. Clift et al. [1978] gives a measure of bubble terminal velocities in water over a wide range
of radii and correlates a terminal velocity of 0.0435m/s with a bubble radius of 2×10−4m. This suggested value is
corroborated by a correlation presented in Tomiyama et al. [2002].
There are many factors which limit the accuracy of this method of obtaining bubble radius. Firstly, correlations
obtained by Clift and Tomiyama are both for air bubbles in water instead of hydrogen and oxygen bubbles in a
uranyl nitrate solution. As noted in Azbel [1981] the physical properties of the gas in the bubbles has no bearing
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upon the bubble motion but there is a source of error as these figures are for bubbles in water which has different
physical properties to the fuel solution. Furthermore, the bubbles in MIPR are not uniform in size and will also
not all be at the terminal velocity for bubbles of their size as they take a finite time to accelerate. The bubbles will
also not necessarily be spherical and will be deformed not only by upward motion as normal, but also by the fluid
motion inside the reactor and interaction with structures inside the reactor such as the cooling coils. In addition,
a bubble radius of 2×10−4m implies there will be 2.4×108 bubbles if the reactor has a void fraction of 4.5%. This
means the inter-bubble separation is 9×10−4m or approximately 2.25 bubble diameters which Zhang and Fan
[2003] suggests is close enough for wake effects to increase bubble velocity by ∼10%. For the time being we proceed
with the estimated bubble radius, although a more sophisticated approximation will be made in Chapter 4.
The contribution to the internal pressure of the bubbles due to the surface tension and the radius of curvature
of the bubbles in Equation (2.15) is 2γFSRRGB which may now be calculated to be to 642Pa. This is negligible compared
to the ambient pressure of the fuel solution pFS which is the atmospheric value of 10
5Pa, which reduces the impact
of the uncertainties discussed in the previous paragraph. As such, we may approximate bubble pressure to also be
105Pa. When bubbles nucleate they quickly reach a thermal equilibrium with the fuel solution due to their small
size. Further gas which enters the growing bubbles will also be at the temperature of the fuel solution and so we
assume the bubbles are the same temperature as the fuel solution: 353K. We may now use these values in the Ideal
Gas Law, which is used to give an expression of the ratio of the number of moles of radiolytic gas to the volume of
radiolytic gas in the reactor in Equation (2.16).
VRGB =
NRGBRTRGB
pRGB
(2.16)
where R=8.31J/mol/K is the Universal Gas Constant, NRGB is the number of moles of gas in a bubble (or
region containing many bubbles) and VRGB is the corresponding volume. Using this equation we may state that
VRGB=NRGB0.0293m
3/mol and, combined with the previous estimate of void production coefficient of 1.56×10−7mol/J,
we may approximate the void production coefficient as GRG =4.57×10−9m3/J.
2.4 Summary of Equations
This first, most basic version of the model is summarised as follows:
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dP (t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiCi(t) +
β
Λ
(Rex(t) + αT (TFS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)− VRG(t)|t=0)− 1)P (t) (2.17)
dCi(t)
dt
=− λiCi(t) + βi
Λ
P (t) (2.18)
dTFS(t)
dt
=
P (t)− ncoilhcoilAcoil
(
TFS(t)− T¯c(t)
)
mFScFS
(2.19)
∂Tc(t, z)
∂t
=
hcoilAcoil (TFS(t)− Tc(t, z))
mccc
− v˜c ∂Tc(t, z)
∂z
(2.20)
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂t
=GRGP (t)ψˆ(z)− vB ∂V
′
RG(t, z)
∂z
(2.21)
ψˆ(z) =
pi sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
HNF
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.22)
VRG(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RG(t, z)dz (2.23)
T¯c(t) =
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
Tc(t, z)dz (2.24)
with boundary conditions:
Tc(t, z)|z=0 =Tin (2.25)
V ′RG(t, z)|z=0 =0 (2.26)
2.5 Summary of Parameters and Variables
The input parameters for the model are summarised in Table 2.9 and time dependent variables are summarised in
Table 2.10.
2.6 Solution of Equations
Equations (2.17) to (2.21) are discretised in the z direction where appropriate and solved using a FORTRAN com-
puter program which includes a subroutine based upon an algorithm from Shampine and Gordon [1975]. This is a
well-established algorithm which uses adaptive time-stepping and a predict, evaluate, correct, evaluate implemen-
tation to solve the time-dependent equations [Berry, 2004]. Adaptive time-stepping is particularly important as
the reactor can respond very quickly early in a transient when the power is developing on timescales similar to
the generation time but very slowly later in a transient where the heating and cooling of the fuel solution is the
controlling behaviour. Adjusting the temporal resolution of the solver to these time-scales is key to computational
efficiency. This method of solving the Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) has proved to be robust, accurate
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Parameter Symbol Value Discussion
Surface area of one coil Acoil 0.226m
2 Section 2.3.1
Delayed neutron precursor fractions βi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Total delayed neutron precursor fraction β 0.00681 Section 2.3.5
Coolant specific heat capacity cc 4.181×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution specific heat capacity cFS 3.43×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Void generation coefficient GRG 4.57×10−9m3/J Section 2.3.10
Heat transfer coefficient hcoil 1300W/m
2/K) Section 2.3.8
Fuel solution height HFS 0.881m Section 2.3.1
Neutron flux profile height HNF 1.0523m Section 2.3.3
Mass of coolant in one coil mc 0.204kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution mass mFS 213.8kg Section 2.3.1
Number of cooling coils ncoil 15 Section 2.3.1
Reference Temperature TFS(t)|t=0 353K Section 2.10
Void velocity vB 0.0435m/s Section 2.3.9
Coolant vertical speed v˜c 0.392m/s Section 2.3.1
Temperature feedback coefficient αT -0.02974$/K Section 2.3.7
Void feedback coefficient γV -131.0$/m
3 Section 2.3.6
Bottom neutron extrapolation distance δbase 0.1365m Section 2.3.3
Plenum neutron extrapolation distance δplenum 0.0358m Section 2.3.3
Generation time Λ 1.8202×10−4s Section 2.3.4
Delayed neutron precursor lifetimes λi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Power profile ψˆ(z) See Equation (2.10) Section 2.3.3
Table 2.9: Summary of input variables.
Variable Symbol
ith delayed neutron pre-cursor power equivalent Ci(t)
Power P (t)
External Reactivity Rex(t)
Average coolant temperature T¯c(t)
Coolant temperature Tc(t, z)
Average fuel solution temperature TFS(t)
Total radiolytic gas volume VRG(t)
Radiolytic gas volume per unit height V ′RG(t, z)
Table 2.10: Summary of time-dependent variables and their symbols.
and efficient.
2.7 Spatial Discretisation
The reactor must be discretised in the z direction to model Equations (2.20) and (2.21). The number of cells has
a marked effect on the coolant outlet temperature profile and voidage and also affects the power trace in the long
term. A comparison is shown in Figure 2.8. From this comparison we see the response of the reactor converges as
the number of cells increases. Gains in accuracy for adding more than 50 cells are small so we chose to use 50 cells
in the simulations which follow.
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Figure 2.8: The first 2000s of the system after a step insertion of 1$ with different numbers of cells for voidage and
coolant temperature discretisation in the z-direction.
2.8 Void Lifetime
When analysing the results of the simulations it will be useful to know the average lifetime of a void within the
reactor. We substitute Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.13) to obtain
τRG =
∫ HFS
0
HFS − z
vB
pi sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
(HNF )
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
))dz (2.27)
=
piHFS cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
+HNF
(
sin
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− sin
(
pi(HFS+δbase)
HNF
))
pivB
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.28)
Using appropriate data for MIPR we obtain τRG=10.88s. This proves to be a useful time-scale when describing
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the activity of voids in the system.
2.9 Delayed Reactivity-Equivalent
When examining the deterministic behaviour of the system it is useful to define a pseudo-reactivity related to the
effect of delayed neutrons. For each power there exists an equilibrium power-equivalent for each delayed neutron
precursor group. If the actual delayed neutron precursor power-equivalent is higher than this value it will cause
the power to increase as more delayed neutron precursors decay than are created. This may be converted into a
“pseudo-reactivity” Rdel (which will be referred to as the “delayed reactivity-equivalent”) as defined in Equation
(2.38). :
Rdel(t) =
∑6
i=1 λiCi(t)− βP (t)Λ
βP (t)
Λ
(2.29)
To illustrate the use of this expression we substitute it into Equation (2.1):
dP (t)
dt
=
β
Λ
(Rex(t) + αT (TFS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)− VRG(t)|t=0) +Rdel(t))P (t) (2.30)
As can be seen, this means that we can compare the different contributions to the rate of change of power easily:
the external reactivity through Rex, the voidage feedback through γV (VRG(t) − VRG(t)|t=0), the temperature
feedback through αT (TFS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) and the effects of delayed neutrons through Rdel(t). It is important to
note that Rdel(t) is not an actual reactivity in the sense that it does not contribute to the criticality of the system,
although it is useful for the examination of the contribution to the rate of change of power.
This pseudo-reactivity has a minimum value of -1$ which occurs when there are very few delayed neutron
precursors compared to the equilibrium values for the immediate power. In this case few precursors are decaying
but many are being formed with the net effect of a removal of neutrons from the prompt population.
2.10 Initial Conditions
2.10.1 Finding the Initial Conditions
The scenarios examined will all be based on the introduction of an external reactivity Rex(t) to a system which was
previously in equilibrium at a certain power. We derive equilibrium conditions for all other variables as a function
of an initial steady power P (t)|t=0. This may be done analytically for this system. At t = 0 all time derivatives
are 0, as is Rex. So we can use Equations (2.17) to (2.24) to write:
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6∑
i=1
λi Ci(t)|t=0 =−
β
Λ
(αT (TFS(t)|t=0 − TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)|t=0 − VRG(t)|t=0)− 1) P (t)|t=0 (2.31)
λi Ci(t)|t=0 =
βi
Λ
P (t)|t=0 (2.32)
P (t)|t=0 =ncoilhcoilAcoil
(
TFS(t)|t=0 − T¯c(t)
∣∣
t=0
)
(2.33)
mcccv˜c
∂ Tc(t, z)|t=0
∂z
=hcoilAcoil (TFS(t)|t=0 − Tc(t, z)|t=0) (2.34)
vB
∂ V ′RG(t, z)|t=0
∂z
=GRG P (t)|t=0 ψˆ(z) (2.35)
VRG(t)|t=0 =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RG(t, z)|t=0 dz (2.36)
T¯c(t)
∣∣
t=0
=
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
Tc(t, z)|t=0 dz (2.37)
After some algebra we find:
Ci(t)|t=0 =
βi
Λλi
P (t)|t=0 (2.38)
V ′RG(t, z)|t=0 =
GRG P (t)|t=0
vB
cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.39)
VRG(t)|t=0 =
GRG P (t)|t=0
vB
piHFS cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
−HNF
(
sin
(
pi(HFS+δbase)
HNF
)
− sin
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
))
pi
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.40)
TFS(t)|t=0 = Tc(t, z)|t=0,z=0 +
P (t)|t=0HFS
mcccv˜cncoil
1− e−hcoilAcoilmcccv˜c HFS
(2.41)
Tc(t, z)|t=0 = Tc(t, z)|t=0,z=0 +
P (t)|t=0HFS
mcccv˜cncoil
(
1− e−hcoilAcoilmcccv˜c z
1− e−hcoilAcoilmcccv˜c HFS
)
(2.42)
We use these parameters as the starting conditions for the model using an initial power of P (t)|t=0=200kW.
2.10.2 The Initial Conditions
Using the input data from Section 2.3 we may evaluate Equations (2.38) to (2.42) to find the initial conditions.
The fuel solution temperature is 353K and the coolant outlet temperature is 323K. The initial void and coolant
temperature profiles are found in Figure 2.9. As height increases the voidage profile increases with a gradient
proportional to the power profile and the coolant temperature profile tends exponentially towards the reactor
temperature.
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Figure 2.9: The voidage and coolant temperature profiles as a function of height inside the reactor. The fuel solution
temperature is included for reference but, as explained in Section 2.2.1 is assumed constant across the spatial extent
of the reactor.
2.11 Results
2.11.1 Step Reactivity Insertions
By suddenly increasing the reactivity of the system at t=0 we can observe the transient created and watch as the
system settles into a new equilibrium state. This is done by defining the external reactivity insertion Rex as follows
for a step insertion of 1$: reactivity
Rex(t) = 1$ for t > 0 (2.43)
We present two examples here, one of a 1$ step insertion and one of a 5$ step insertion. Figure 2.10 shows various
system parameters for a 1$ step insertion. Initially the step reactivity insertion term dominates and the power grows
exponentially. Very quickly the power becomes large enough that the ratio of delayed neutron precursors generated
to the number decaying becomes large causing the delayed reactivity-equivalent to become negative. After ∼0.1s
the extra energy deposited is sufficient to produce a surplus of voids and the voidage increases. This causes extra
negative reactivity to be introduced. These effects cause the power to peak at 2.59MW at 0.191s. The system does
not become strictly sub-critical (that is, when only the external, void-induced and temperature-induced feedbacks
are considered) until approximately 1.3s by which time a large number of voids have accumulated.
The voidage reaches a peak at 4.1s and continues to provide a large negative reactivity contribution until about
14.0s when the bulk of voids produced in the initial power peak have advected out of the solution. It is of note that
this time-scale is similar to the average lifetime of a void in the reactor of 10.88s (as derived in Section 2.8). The
large changes in void-induced reactivity are heavily damped by the delayed reactivity-equivalent which stabilises
the system due to the long time-scales associated with the decay of some groups (up to 80s, see Table 2.6, noting
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Figure 2.10: The first 2000s of reactor response following a step insertion of 1$.
that the time-sacle on which the precursors of group i decays is 1λi ).
However, the effects of the reduced voidage are still sufficient to cause the power to rise slightly and form a
small second power peak which is reversed by another increase in voidage. However, these oscillations are heavily
damped by the delayed reactivity-equivalent and only the primary and secondary peaks are of note.
The temperature of the reactor rose slightly during the initial power peak (from 353K to 356.4K at 10s) but
this resulted in a minimal change in reactivity due to temperature feedback. However, between about 10s and 800s
the increased power (peaking at 384kW at 18s and averaging 271kW over this period, compared to 200kW at t=0)
causes the reactor temperature to slowly increase. This creates a more noticeable negative reactivity feedback which
causes the power to slowly decrease. The time-scales for the changing power in this region are long enough that the
voidage also decreases in approximate equilibrium with the instantaneous power as described in Equation (2.40).
During this time the coolant temperature profile also rises as energy is removed from the system at a greater rate.
Eventually the reactor temperature rises high enough and the power falls low enough that the equilibrium
condition described by (2.41) is fulfilled and the system falls into a new equilibrium state. The new power is
262kW, the new voidage is 6.9%, the new reactor temperature is 374.0K and the coolant outlet temperature is
334.2K. The fuel solution temperature is over the saturation temperature of water. This is a fact which will be
discussed at the end of Section 2.11.1.
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In many AHRs, the temperature feedback mechanism is found to be much more important in determining the
timing and size of the first power peak. For instance, Souto et al. [2005] states “The departure from the initial
exponential power increase during a SHEBA free run is caused by the fuel-solution temperature increase and the
beginning of formation of radiolytic-gas bubbles” whilst we observe here that the temperature effect is very small in
the first power peak. The reason for this is that in SHEBA the production of radiolytic gas is delayed as described
in Section 1.5.1 but in this simulation, the production of radiolytic gas was not delayed, resulting in voidage being
the primary negative feedback that reverses the primary peak.
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Figure 2.11: The first 2000s of reactor response following a step insertion of 5$.
Figure 2.11 shows the result of applying a 5$ step reactivity insertion. It shares many of the same features as
the 1$ insertion described above. However, there are a few notable differences which we will now explore.
The first notable difference is that the first power peak is much larger and earlier. The delayed reactivity-
equivalent cannot stop the rise in power in this case because it has a minimum value of -1$ and the external
reactivity is $5. Instead, a large volume of voids is created and this provides sufficient negative reactivity to make
the system sub-critical at 0.0311s, only slightly after the power peaks at 0.0296s. The relative closeness of these
times compared to the 1$ step case indicates that delayed neutrons play a much smaller role in controlling the
initial power peak in the 5$ step case.
The power peaks at 1.03GW at 0.0296s which vastly increases the populations of delayed neutron precursors.
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Thus, as the high voidage causes the power to fall the precursor groups abruptly switch from being a sink to a
source of neutrons. This switch occurs at 0.048s and this is marked by a sudden decrease in the rate at which
the power is decreasing. Until 6.5s the power is decreasing due to the high voidage but at a slow rate limited by
the delayed neutrons. The high power causes the voidage to rise slowly in this time period but the combination
of lower power and the voids produced in the initial power peak now leaving the system cause a sudden drop in
voidage at around 9s. Subsequently there is a moderate temporary increase in reactivity leading to a small second
power peak (which reaches about 1.4MW at 12.8s). Future oscillations are, like the 1$ step insertion case, small
and highly damped. The system slowly settles into a new equilibrium state at a rate controlled by the heating of
the solution. The new equilibrium has a power of 514kW, a voidage of 12.6%, a fuel solution temperature of 457K
and a coolant outlet temperature of 379K. It is worth noting that the high temperature is non-physical and due to
the lack of boiling in this version of the model.
Both the coolant outlet temperature and the fuel solution temperature are above the boiling temperature of
water in the unpressurised MIPR. This highlights a limitation of this version of the model - in reality when the
temperature of the reactor exceeds the saturation temperature of the fuel solution extra steam voids would be
introduced and this would further limit the power and prevent any further temperature rise. This process will be
examined in Chapter 4.
2.11.2 Ramp Insertions
Ramp reactivity insertions are, perhaps, a more realistic representation of what may occur in a reactor as they
represent a slower, continuous change such as the withdrawal of a control rod. In the case of a linear reactivity
insertion of magnitude Rex(t)|t=∞ over a period of tramp, Rex(t) would take the form described in Equation (2.44).
Rex(t) =

Rex(t)|t=∞
tramp
t for t < tramp
Rex(t)|t=∞ for t ≥ tramp
(2.44)
We present a number of different reactivity insertions over a number of different time-scales. For each time-scale
a -5$, -1$, 0$, 1$ and 5$ insertion is simulated. The reactivity ramp periods used are 1s (Figure 2.12), 10s (Figure
2.13) and 100s (Figure 2.14). Instead of narrating each simulation in detail (many of the processes are very similar
to those discussed for step insertions in Section 2.11.1) the physically informative and interesting points of the
ensemble of simulations will be noted.
The first point of note is that larger and more rapid insertions of reactivity produce larger peak powers. Higher
reactivity insertions over the same time period cause a higher peak power partially because power initially rises
faster and partially because a larger change in voidage or temperature is required in order to provide sufficient
negative reactivity to cancel out larger positive external reactivity insertions. The reason that faster insertions of
the same final reactivity produce higher powers is because feedbacks due to voidage and temperature require time
to build up voids or for temperatures to increase and both these processes are initially proportional to the excess
energy created. The faster the insertion of the reactivity is the higher the power has to rise in order to produce the
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Figure 2.12: The first 2000s of reactor response including ramp reactivity insertions of various magnitudes over the
first 1s.
necessary energy to activate these feedbacks and counter the external reactivity, stopping further power rise.
The second point of note is that a primary power peak is always produced but a secondary power peak at a
later time is not always produced. When it is produced it is proportionally larger the longer the period of the ramp
insertion. For instance, Figure 2.12a (a 1s ramp) shows the $5 insertion to have a very small secondary peak at
around 0.4s and the $1 case to have only one peak before the ramp finishes and a small secondary peak after the
ramp has finished. By comparison Figure 2.14a (a 100s ramp) shows that the primary peaks for both the $1 and $5
cases are dwarfed by the large secondary peaks to the extent that they are barely visible. The reason for this is that
primary power peaks are only produced because the voidage feedback mechanism cannot keep pace with the change
in external reactivity. In cases with long slow ramps, the voidage remains closer to its equilibrium value for the
immediate power than in rapid transients because the power and voidage are varying on more similar time-scales.
The implication of this is that slower transients delay the largest peak and make it smaller in size than the largest
peak created by a faster transient.
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Figure 2.13: The first 2000s of reactor response including ramp reactivity insertions of various magnitudes over the
first 10s.
The power and voidage continue to rise due to the reactivity ramp and when the reactivity stops increasing the
voidage continues increasing until it is high enough to cause the power to rapidly reduce. This is shown in Figure
2.15 where the void-induced negative reactivity continues to grow after the external reactivity stops increasing at
10s. This drop in power causes the voids leaving the system to not be replaced as quickly, causing a reduction
in voidage shortly after. In the case of the 1s ramp, the power varies sufficiently quicker than the voidage to
produce further oscillation but these are not present in the 10s and 100s ramps because the voidage is closer to the
equilibrium value of the immediate power when the reactivity stops increasing. Effectively, slower ramps are more
heavily damped in terms of the resultant power excursion.
When a negative external reactivity ramp is applied to the system the power drops and there is a primary
power trough but, because the power varies by a much smaller fraction of the initial power than an equivalent
positive reactivity insertion there are few oscillations and the power, reactor temperature, voidage and coolant
outlet temperature tend towards a new equilibrium value. In the case of all ramp periods the -$5 insertion results
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Figure 2.14: The first 2000s of reactor response including ramp reactivity insertions of various magnitudes over the
first 100s.
in the power and voidage tend to zero and the reactor temperature and coolant outlet temperature tends to the
coolant inlet temperature of 288K.
A further point of note is that, regardless of the ramp duration, the final equilibrium state is dependent only upon
the final value of Rex and equilibrium is established regardless of system history. The relation of this equilibrium
power to reactivity insertion size is examined in Section 2.11.3.
2.11.3 Equilibrium Power as a Function of External Reactivity Insertion
As noted in Section 2.11.2, the final power of the system after a transient is independent of how the transient is
applied (step, ramp, etc). It is possible to plot this equilibrium power as a function of final external reactivity. This
is done by introducing a step external reactivity insertion of the desired magnitude at t=0 and then observing the
final power once it has settled to an equilibrium. There results are displayed in Figure 2.16
As would be expected, an insertion of $0 produces an equilibrium power equal to the starting power of 200kW.
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Figure 2.15: A trace of the reactivity caused by a ramp insertion of $5 over the first 10s.
For Rex(t)|t=∞ < −3.17$ the equilibrium power is zero because even when the voidage and temperature are
reduced to their lowest value (zero and the coolant inlet temperature respectively) the system is still sub-critical.
The equilibrium power has a linear dependence on the external reactivity in the region Rex(t)|t=∞ > −3.17$. This
section of the graph may be explained by use of Equation (2.1):
0 =
β
Λ
(Rex(t)|t=∞ + αT (TFS(t)|t=∞ − TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t)|t=∞)− VRG(t)|t=0)) (2.45)
where we have used the fact that as t→∞ the power and power associated with the delayed neutron precursors
tend to an equilibrium and so dP (t)dt
∣∣∣
t=∞
= 0 and
∑6
i=1 λi Ci(t)|t=∞ = β P (t)|t=∞Λ . We now expand this equation
using Equations (2.40) and (2.41):
0 = Rex(t)|t=0 + αT
( P (t)|t=∞−P (t)|t=0HFS
mcccv˜cncoil
1− e−hcoilAcoilmcccv˜c HFS
)
+ γV
GRG(P (t)|t=∞ − P (t)|t=0)
vB
piHFS cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
−HNF
(
sin
(
pi(HFS+δbase)
HNF
)
− sin
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
))
pi
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (2.46)
Using appropriate values we obtain:
P (t)|t=∞ = P (t)|t=0 + 6.8645× 104(W/$) Rex(t)|t=0 (2.47)
This approximates the linear section of Figure 2.16 which has a gradient of 6.2953×104W/$. The response is
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Figure 2.16: Equilibrium power as a function of external reactivity insertion Rex(t)|t=∞.
linear because this model assumes a linear voidage and temperature feedback and has a linear increase in both
voidage and temperature with power. This linear response to external reactivity insertion is in marked contrast to
the effects of added reactivity in other kinds of reactor where modification of control rod position would normally
be required to avoid accident scenarios.
2.11.4 Sinusoidal Reactivity Variation
A sinusoidal reactivity insertion of amplitude A and reactivity period p may be simulated by the the introduction
of an external reactivity of the form given by Equation 2.48. Note the phrase “reactivity period” will be used to
refer to the period of the external sinusoidal reactivity insertion to avoid confusion with the “reactor period”. This
is an abstract reactivity insertion which may approximate some of the effects of a number of phenomena such as a
vibrating control rod or surface sloshing.
Rex = A sin
(
2pit
p
)
$ (2.48)
The main motivation for studying sinusoidal reactivity insertions is to ascertain if there are any resonances in
the reactor response to reactivity. So far all reactivity insertions have resulted in a well-bounded equilibrium as a
final state. A sinusoidal external reactivity will cause power oscillations either to decay to a dynamic equilibrium
or to diverge. We aim to find if the latter is possible in the MIPR reactor.
The example we chose to analyse in detail is that of an insertion with a reactivity period of 10s and an amplitude
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Figure 2.17: The first 1000s of reactor response to a sinusoidal reactivity insertion of reactivity period 10s and
amplitude $1.
of $1. The results are shown in Figure 2.17. The initial modelled response is similar to step or ramp insertions
with the rise in reactivity causing a rise in power which is stopped by the effect of delayed neutron precursors and
a rising voidage. The elevated voidage and falling external reactivity then causes the power to fall to low values
(∼45kW). This trough is reversed by the delayed neutron precursors decaying and stabilising the power before the
rising external reactivity and the falling voidage causes another peak.
The oscillations in power and voidage are not initially of a steady amplitude because the system is transitioning
from the steady state to regular oscillatory motion. The variations from cycle to cycle tend to decrease over time
and soon the system is undergoing smooth oscillations with a peak-to-peak power and mean power that slowly
decrease as the reactor warms. The temperature itself undergoes slight oscillations as a result of the oscillating
power superimposed upon a tending toward a new equilibrium value. The temperature slowly rises because, despite
the average reactivity being zero, regular bursts of fission release more energy over a period of time than the steady
state. Eventually the peak-to-peak power and mean of all variables stabilise as a new dynamic equilibrium is
achieved.
We may compare the relative phases of the oscillations of the variables once the steady state oscillation has been
reached in Figure 2.17. In the case of the 10s reactivity period of the oscillation of all variables is 10s. The peak
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power occurs 0.15s (5.4o) before the peak reactivity, the peak voidage and peak temperature occurs 2.0s (72o) after
the peak reactivity and the peak coolant outlet temperature occurs 3.1s (111.6o) after the peak reactivity.
Different reactivity periods make certain effects discussed above more or less important and the instability in
the amplitude of the first few oscillations can be quite high for very fast oscillations with a reactivity period of
less than second. However, all are bounded. A good measure of how bounded the oscillations are is the maximum
power achieved in an oscillation once the system has stabilised (for example 859kW in Figure 2.17a).
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Figure 2.18: The maximum power achieved in final steady state oscillations as a function of external reactivity
period. All simulations performed with a reactivity oscillation amplitude of $1.
As shown in Figure 2.18, the system has the largest power oscillation when the reactivity period of the external
reactivity is between 10 and 25s, with a peak at approximately 18s. It is of note that this is the same magnitude as
the length of time as the average lifetime of a void in the reactor which was calculated to be 10.88s in Section 2.8.
The maximum lifetime of a void in the reactor is equal to HFSvb =20.2s. The fact that the reactor is most responsive
to an external reactivity with a reactivity period of 18s suggests that this responsiveness is due to a resonance
of void-induced and external reactivities. At this reactivity period, as the voids from the last peak in external
reactivity exit the reactor the external reactivity is approaching another peak causing a sharp rise in power and a
high amplitude.
However, the responsiveness is finite and there is no resonance causing the oscillations in power to diverge. This
means that the model suggests there will not be a divergent power excursion due to periodic effects in the MIPR.
The behaviour at the extremes of Figure 2.18 is also of note. As the reactivity period tends to zero the power
tends towards 200kW – the initial power. This is because, as the reactivity period gets very short, the maximum
power in long-time oscillation tends towards the reactor’s initial power of 200kW. This is because the average
external reactivity is 0$ (see Equation 2.48) and the reactivity period becomes so short that the power does not
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have enough time to rise during individual rises of external reactivity. For reference, the generation time (as given
in Section 2.3.4) is 1.8202×10−4s. It follows that an external reactivity oscillation of reactivity period 1×10−2s
equates to only 54 generation times which does not give the power time to depart much from 200kW.
At the other extreme, at long reactivity periods the power, voidage and, at very long reactivity periods, the
reactor temperature oscillate almost in phase with the external reactivity. These come 137s (4.9o) before, 130s
(4.7o) before and 97s (3.5o) after the peak reactivity respectively (the peak coolant temperature is 102s (3.7o) after)
in the case of a 1$ amplitude 10,000s reactivity period insertion. This means that all reactor values change very
slowly and the power begins to undergo oscillations as though it is constantly in the long-time equilibrium state
described by Equation (2.47). Effectively the power is described by Equation (2.49). This means that we predict
the maximum power achieved by a long-period oscillation in Figure 2.18 will be 264kW and the figure does indeed
tend towards that value as the reactivity period increases.
P (t)|t=∞ + 6.3689× 104(W/$) Rex(t)|t=∞ (2.49)
2.11.5 Coolant Flow Shut-down
With this version of the model it is also possible to simulate the behaviour of the reactor in the event of the coolant
flow shutting down. This is done by linearly reducing the coolant velocity to zero over a period of time. An example
is shown in Figure 2.19 where the coolant velocity is linearly decreased to zero over the first 10s:
v˜c(t) =
(0.392− 0.0392
t
s )m/s for t < 10s
0 otherwise
(2.50)
As can be seen, the immediate effect is for the coolant outlet temperature to rise and eventually tend toward
the reactor temperature. This is because no new coolant is flowing into the cooling coils in order to cool them and
no hot water is leaving the coils. The temperature of the reactor also begins to rise causing a negative reactivity to
be added. This reduces the power and so the voidage production and the voidage falls. Because the temperature
increase happens slowly compared to changes in voidage there is no peak or trough caused in the voidage or power
and the effect of falling voidage is solely to reduce the rate at which the power decreases. Ultimately the power
tends to zero as there is no way to eject energy from the core.
2.12 Conclusions
In this chapter a basic point kinetics model of MIPR which models the power, vertically discretised radiolytic gas
profile, homogeneous fuel solution temperature, vertically discretised coolant temperature profile and the effects of
delayed neutrons has been created. The relevant parameters have been found through consultation with literature
and use of the MCNP code. Simulations performed have included step, ramp and sinusoidal reactivity insertions
and the shutdown of coolant flow.
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Figure 2.19: The first 2000s of reactor response initiated by the linear reduction of the coolant velocity to zero over
the first 10s of the simulation.
The results show that significant power peaks can be created from step and fast ramp insertions which are
ultimately reversed by the effects of delayed neutrons and increasing voidages. For higher reactivity insertions the
effect of delayed neutrons become increasingly less important compared to the effects of radiolytic gas. Slower ramp
insertions produce a slower, more gentle increase in power instead of a sharp peak. Ultimately, the system tends
towards an equilibrium power which is linearly related to the reactivity insertion. Negative reactivity insertions
more negative than -3.17$ cause the reactor to shut down.
Sinusoidal insertions across a large range of frequencies are shown to tend to a bounded oscillation, generally
with an elevated average power and fuel solution temperature. The strongest response to a periodic insertion
occurs at a period of 18s and it is suggested this is due to a resonance of the driving reactivity insertion and the
void-induced reactivity. A shutdown of coolant flow is seen to cause the reactor to smoothly shut down and the
temperature of the reactor rises.
It is shown that voidage varies on the timescale of seconds and the associated reactivity is important on these
timescales whilst temperature feedback is important on the timescale of minutes as the large heat capacity of the
fuel solution causes temperature to vary slowly. The feedback to power due to delayed neutrons is shown to respond
very quickly to changes in power and is important in damping sudden changes in the power level.
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Chapter 3
Uncertainty Modelling Using
Polynomial Chaos
3.1 Introduction
The majority of work presented in this chapter, including figures, is reproduced from Cooling et al. [2013].
In this chapter the method of intrusive polynomial chaos is applied to the model described in Chapter 2.
Uncertainty in temperature feedback coefficient, void feedback coefficient, heat transfer coefficient between the
fuel solution and coolant, void velocity and the void production coefficient is modelled and analysed in turn for a
step reactivity insertion of 1$. Monte Carlo simulation is also used to model the case where all these parameters
are simultaneously uncertain and uncorrelated. An example of the convergence of the simulation with increasing
polynomial order and number of Monte Carlo realisations is also presented in order to compare the computational
efficiency of the two methods.
3.2 Constructing a Polynomial Chaos Model
In this study we will be using intrusive polynomial chaos to model the effect of uncertainty in the temperature
feedback coefficient αT , void feedback coefficient γV , heat transfer coefficient between the fuel solution and coolant
hcoil, void velocity vB and the void production coefficient GRG. These parameters have been chosen because they
are values which are often difficult to predict or measure. Because there will only be one variable uncertain in a
given simulation we use one stochastic dimension ξ.
The procedure when applying polynomial chaos is to expand parameters in stochastic space ξ by resolving each
variable into moments Xl which are defined through the orthogonal polynomials φi(ξ) as in equation (3.1) where
X includes the variables P , C, VRG, TFS , Tc, VRG and Tc as well as one of the parameters vRG, hcoil, GRG, γV and
αT which has a pre-defined distribution in uncertainty space. All other parameters are deterministic values with
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no uncertainty. N is the order of the polynomial expansion.
X(ξ, t) =
N∑
l=0
Xl(t)φl(ξ) (3.1)
The polynomials used are the Legendre polynomials; the first six orders are summarised in Table 3.1. Legendre
polynomials are used because they represent uniform probability distributions well. If other probability distributions
were used, different polynomial basis functions would be more appropriate as detailed in Xiu and Karniadakis [2002].
The Lengendre polynomials satisfy the orthogonality relations of Equations (3.2) and (3.3).
l φ(ξ)l
0 1
1 ξ
2 12
(
3ξ2 − 1)
3 12
(
5ξ3 − 3ξ)
4 18
(
35ξ4 − 30ξ2 + 3)
5 18
(
63ξ5 − 70ξ3 + 15ξ)
6 116
(
231ξ6 − 315ξ4 + 105ξ2 − 5)
Table 3.1: The Legendre polynomials.
∫ 1
−1
φl(ξ)ρ(ξ)φm(ξ)dξ =Alδlm (3.2)∫ 1
−1
φl(ξ)ρ(ξ)φm(ξ)φn(ξ)dξ =Blmn (3.3)
Here we have also defined the triple product Blmn which will be useful later. ρ(ξ) represents the probability
density function assigned to the uncertain parameter and will be taken to be a uniform distribution such that:
ρ(ξ) =

1
2 for − 1 < ξ < 1
0 otherwise
(3.4)
Another necessary tool is the ability to resolve a function of ξ into its constituent moments. This may be
achieved through manipulation of Equations (3.1) and (3.2) to obtain:
Xl(t) =
∫ 1
−1X(ξ, t)ρ(ξ)φl(ξ)dξ∫ 1
−1 φl(ξ)ρ(ξ)φl(ξ)dξ
=
∫ 1
−1X(ξ, t)ρ(ξ)φl(ξ)dξ
Al
(3.5)
Finally, we need the ability to convert these different moments into a mean X¯(t) and standard deviation σX(t).
These are defined in Equations (3.6) and (3.7) respectively [Gerritsma et al., 2010].
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X¯(t) =X0(t) (3.6)
(σX(t))
2
=
N∑
l=1
(Xl(t))
2
Al (3.7)
3.3 Example: Void Velocity
As an example, we now proceed to modify Equations (2.17) to (2.24) so that uncertainty in the void velocity vB
may be propagated by the polynomial chaos method. We define the void velocity in stochastic space in Equation
(3.8).
vB(ξ) =
v+B + v
−
B + ξ(v
+
B − v−B)
2
(3.8)
Combined with Equation (3.4) this means we are assuming a uniform probability distribution for vB between
v+B and v
−
B . We may use Equation (3.5) to write the moments of vB :
vBi =

v+B+v
−
B
2 for i = 0
v+B−v−B
2 for i = 1
0 for i > 1
(3.9)
We assume that the parameters hcoil, GRG, γV and αT have no uncertainty and so are not functions of ξ. We
assume that the variables P (t), TFS(t, z), Tc(t, z), V
′
RG(t, z), T¯c(t) and VRG(t) are all functions of ξ as described
by Equation (3.1) in Equations (2.17) to (2.21). We then multiply each of these equations by φi(ξ) and integrate
over ξ between -1 and 1. Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) where appropriate, we obtain the equations of the intrusive
polynomial chaos model for uncertain void velocity:
As
dPs(t)
dt
=As
8∑
i=1
λiCis(t) +
β
Λ
As (Rex(t)− 1)Ps(t)
+
β
Λ
N∑
k=0
N∑
l=0
Bkms (αT0 (TFSk(t)− TFSk(t)|t=0) + γV 0 (VRGk(t)− VRGk(t)|t=0))Pl(t) (3.10)
dCis(t)
dt
=− λiCis(t) + βi
Λ
Ps(t) (3.11)
dTFSs(t)
∂t
=
Ps(t)
mFScFS
− ncoil hcoilAcoil
mFScFS
(
TFSs(t)− T¯cs(t)
)
(3.12)
∂Tcs(t, z)
∂t
=− v˜c ∂Tcs(t, z)
∂z
+
hcoilAcoil
mccc
(TFSs(t)− Tcs(t, z)) (3.13)
As
∂V ′RGs(t, z)
∂t
=−
N∑
k=0
N∑
l=0
BklsvBk
∂V ′RGl(t, z)
∂z
+AsGRGPs(t)ψˆ(z) (3.14)
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These are the governing equations of the polynomial chaos system when we assign an uncertainty to vB where
s, k and l represents the polynomial moment under consideration. To complete the description we also define the
total voidage and average coolant temperature in the polynomial chaos system:
VRGs(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RGs(t, z)dz (3.15)
T¯cs(t) =
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
Tcs(t, z)dz (3.16)
Finally, we must use Equation (3.5) to define the starting conditions in the polynomial chaos system from the
deterministic equilibrium conditions as described in (2.38) to (2.42). We note that, of these equations, only (2.39)
and (2.40) are functions of the uncertain parameter vB and so only these variables will initially have non-zero
moments for anything other than i = 0. These are defined in Equations (3.17) and (3.18) All other variables will
initially be as described in Equations (2.38) to (2.42) in the zeroth order and zero in all other orders.
V ′RGl(t, z)|t=0 =GRG P (t)|t=0
cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) ∫ 1−1 φl(ξ)ρ(ξ)dξvB(ξ)
Al
(3.17)
VRGl(t)|t=0 =GRG P (t)|t=0
piHFS cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
−HNF
(
sin
(
pi(HFS+δbase)
HNF
)
− sin
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
))
pi
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) ∫ 1−1 ρ(ξ)φl(ξ)dξvB(ξ)
Al
(3.18)
3.4 Convergence and Comparison with Monte Carlo
It is found that the polynomial chaos method outlined in Section 3.2 and a simple randomly sampled Monte Carlo
simulation converge as the polynomial order and number of realisations is increased. For an example, we look to
the case of a step 1$ reactivity insertion with uncertainty in the void velocity parameter which is assumed to have
a uniform probability distribution between 50% and 150% of its base value. The results are displayed in Figure 3.1.
As can be seen, the behaviour of all simulations are similar with the exception of the PC Order 1 simulation.
This shows non-physical behaviour including the standard deviation of the power dropping to zero just over 1s and
again at around 20s into the simulation. This happens because the term P1(t) changes sign and so, as there are no
higher order terms, the standard deviation drops to zero before increasing again due to Equation (3.7). There is
also an initial rise in standard deviation between 0.1s and 1s which is not physically correct. A simple explanation
is that this is due to the inability of low order intrusive polynomial chaos to accurately approximate the initial
conditions and is explained in more depth in Appendix D.
The higher order the polynomial approximation the more fidelity is available to model the parameters as time
progresses. Lower orders do not model the progression of the system as accurately as higher order systems and, as
the order increases, both the mean and standard deviation of all variables converge.
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Figure 3.1: The first 100s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ reactivity. The void velocity is given a
uniform probability distribution between 50% and 150% of its base value. In each figure the response is simulated
by Monte Carlo sampling with different numbers of realisations and PC expansions of different orders. Each
simulation was carried out on the same machine and the runtime of each simulation is recorded in the key. The
figure is continued on the next page.
The Monte Carlo simulations see convergence as the number of realisations increases. This convergence is fairly
slow and is proportional to
√
1
nMC
where nMC is the number of realisations. As can be seen from Figure 3.1 the
runtime is approximately proportional to nMC and 1000 realisations (taking 555s) is not sufficient to result in good
convergence (see Figure 3.1d for example). By contrast the polynomial chaos method is well converged at orders
4 and above. As order 4 takes 17s to run this demonstrates the computational efficiency of polynomial chaos in
simulations of this kind.
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Figure 3.1: Continuation of the figure from the previous page.
3.5 Results
We now proceed to model, in turn, the effect uncertainty in each of the parameters has upon the system. The
uncertain parameter in each case will have a uniform probability density between 50% and 150% of the base value
quoted in Table 2.9 and each simulation will follow a 1$ step insertion of reactivity. This means results may be
contrasted with the equivalent deterministic case shown in Figure 2.10. Unless otherwise stated, all simulations of
the effects of uncertainty will be carried out using sixth order polynomial chaos. When uncertainty is assigned to a
specific parameter, if the standard deviation of an output is large at a particular time then we may say that that
variable is sensitive to the uncertain parameter at that time.
The choice to model these parameters and to assign a large uncertainty was made because these parameters
often have a large uncertainty in real reactors. Williams [2011] shows how different assumptions about the void
profile can affect the calculation of the void feedback coefficient. Kornreich [1993] shows a significant variation
between calculated and experimental results of the temperature feedback coefficient. Durham [1955] shows the heat
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transfer coefficient may vary considerably with the build up of scale on the cooling coils and with reactor power (as
a result of varying fuel solution agitation by bubble formation). Celata et al. [2007] shows how the rising velocity of
bubbles is both difficult to model effectively and dependent upon the physical properties of the liquid medium and
the assumed radius of the bubbles. Meanwhile, the physical processes which govern the void production coefficient
described in Section 1.5.1 may vary considerably, particularly soon after the start-up of the reactor.
3.5.1 Void Feedback Coefficient
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Figure 3.2: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ with an uncertain void feedback coefficient.
As shown in Figure 3.2, when the void feedback coefficient is uncertain the main effect is to introduce uncertainty
at the top of the power peak and in the subsequent time of decreasing power. This has a corresponding effect on
the peak power and the time at which the peak power occurs as shown in Figure 3.3. This is because, as described
in Section 2.11.1, the void feedback and delayed neutrons control the power peaks. There are also oscillations in
the standard deviation of the power between 10s and 100s correlating with the secondary and further power peaks.
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The voidage follows a similar pattern although it lags the power slightly and the response is smoothed due to the
relatively long lifetime of voids in the system. The temperatures of the reactor and coolant are weakly affected by
the uncertainty in void feedback.
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Figure 3.3: The variation of peak power and the time at which it occurs with a varying void feedback coefficient. This
figure was produced by running the deterministic version of the code for various values of void feedback coefficient
and noting the peak power and time at which peak power occurs in each case.
At long times the power shows a moderate standard deviation (7.8kW compared to a mean of 263kW) when
an equilibrium is reached and, as a result, all other variables show a small standard deviation at the end of the
simulation. This implies the void feedback coefficient is important for transients and also of some importance when
considering the equilibrium power of the reactor.
3.5.2 Temperature Feedback Coefficient
The progression of the system with an uncertain temperature feedback coefficient is shown in Figure 3.4. The
effect of the temperature feedback coefficient is much less pronounced than that of the void feedback coefficient at
short times, including the power peaks, because the fuel solution only experiences significant heating over long time
periods. However, the temperature feedback coefficient does have a larger impact on the final equilibrium state
with the standard deviation at 2000s for an uncertain temperature feedback coefficient being 11.5kW compared to
7.8kW for the uncertain void feedback coefficient case. This corresponds with the fact that Figure 2.10b shows
that, at the end of the simulation, the temperature-induced reactivity has a larger magnitude than the void-
induced reactivity. This implies that the temperature feedback coefficient is important when calculating steady
state operating conditions but not for transients.
3.5.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient
The effect of an uncertain heat transfer coefficient between the fuel solution and cooling coils is shown in Figure
3.5. This uncertainty has a significant effect on the reactor temperature but almost no effect upon the coolant
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Figure 3.4: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ with an uncertain temperature feedback
coefficient.
outlet temperature. This is because we have assumed the initial power is 200kW in all cases and, at steady state,
the coolant removes the same power from the system as the power from fission deposits. Equation (3.19) (which is
found by substituting z = HFS into Equation (2.42)) shows the outlet coolant temperature is independent of heat
transfer coefficient. Note that mcv˜cHFS is the mass flow rate of coolant through each coil.
P (t)|t=0 =
mcv˜c
HFS
ccncoil
(
Tc(t, z)|t=0,z=HFS − Tc(t, z)|t=0,z=0
)
(3.19)
The substantial uncertainty in reactor temperature even at equilibrium is predicted in Equation (2.41) which
shows TFS is a function of hcoil. It is explained physically by the observation that the heat flux into the coils at
height z is proportional to TFS(t) − Tc(t, z) and inversely proportional to hcoil meaning an elevated heat transfer
coefficient requires a smaller temperature difference between coolant and fuel solution and vice versa. If the coolant
temperature is largely unaffected by the heat transfer coefficient it is apparent that a lower heat transfer coefficient
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Figure 3.5: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ with an uncertain heat transfer coefficient
between the fuel solution and coolant.
will result in a higher reactor temperature.
The uncertainty only propagates to power and voidage variables at late time when the temperature of the reactor
starts to change. At this point the effect on power is comparable to the effect from an uncertain void feedback
coefficient, resulting in a standard deviation of 7.5kW.
3.5.4 Void Velocity
The effect of an uncertain void velocity on the system is shown in Figure 3.6. All through the transient the voidage
has a large standard deviation. It is highest directly after the first peak in voidage as the voids created in the
primary power peak leave the reactor at different rates for different void velocities leading to a larger standard
deviation.
At early times, including the first power peak, there is little effect on the standard deviation of the power
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Figure 3.6: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ with an uncertain void velocity.
because there is not sufficient time for significant numbers of voids to leave the reactor regardless of void velocity.
The power profile described in Equation (2.10) concentrates void production in the centre of the reactor therefore
voids created by the transient will take several seconds to escape from the reactor in large quantities. The largest
effect comes around the secondary peak. This is because different values of void velocity will see a different period
between the primary and secondary power peaks as the void lifetime will differ. Correspondingly, subsequent peaks
and troughs do not overlap for different values of void velocity, leading to a high standard deviation. The final
standard deviation on the power at the new equilibrium is 7.8kW.
Uncertainty is only found in reactor temperature and coolant outlet temperature at late times when the reactor
has changed temperature due to the change in power. The effect is a little larger than for other variables but still
of a similar size.
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Figure 3.7: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$ with an uncertain void production
coefficient.
3.5.5 Void Production Coefficient
The effects of an uncertain void production coefficient are shown in Figure 3.7. The primary effect is on voidage
which sees a substantial standard deviation throughout the simulation. This is slightly lower than that produced
by a varying void velocity in Figure 3.6b because equilibrium voidage (Equation (2.40)) is proportional to the void
production coefficient but inversely proportional to the void velocity. The subsequent distributions see a higher
standard deviation for the inversely proportional case. Unlike the uncertain void velocity case, the uncertainty in
void production coefficient produces the greatest standard deviation in voidage when the mean voidage is rising.
The effects on power are identical to that of an uncertain void feedback coefficient in Figure 3.2a because the
amount of negative reactivity added to the system by excess power is proportional to GRGγV . The power sees its
highest standard deviation around and just after the first peak and during secondary and later peaks because it is
in these sections where the voidage is controlling the rate of decrease of the power. The final standard deviation in
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power is 7.8kW.
The effect on reactor temperature and coolant outlet temperature standard deviation is only significant after a
long time has elapsed and the reactor has had time to warm up due to the change in power.
3.5.6 Uncertainty on All Parameters
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Figure 3.8: The first 2000s after a step insertion of 1$ with all parameters simultaneously uncertain.
It is also possible to allow all the variables to be uncertain simultaneously. This is achieved by performing a
Monte Carlo simulation where, for each realisation, each variable analysed in Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.5 is sampled
simultaneously with no correlation from a uniform probability distribution ranging from 50% to 150% of the base
values quoted in Table 2.9. The results are shown in Figure 3.8. Additionally, the results are displayed alongside
the results obtained when each is allowed to vary individually in Figure 3.9.
The lines in Figure 3.9 entitled “Linear Sum” gives the standard deviation relating to the sum of the variances
of all the standard deviations obtained when parameters are assigned an uncertainty independently as in Sections
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Figure 3.9: The first 2000s of reactor response after a step insertion of 1$. The effect of one uncertain parameter
is simulated for each parameter in turn using sixth order polynomial chaos. Also shown are the results of all
parameters being assigned uncorrelated uncertainties simultaneously. This is modelled using Monte Carlo with 1000
realisations. The figure is continued on the next page.
3.5.1. The formula is given explicitly in Equation (3.20) where σi refers to the standard deviation of the cases
“Only Temperature Feedback Uncertain”, “Only Voidage Feedback Uncertain” and so on.
σ2linearsum =
∑
i
σ2i (3.20)
The physics displayed in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are similar to that described in Sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.5. However
these Figures make for an easy comparison of the magnitude of different effects and also yield other insights.
Firstly, the means of most variables are largely unaffected by which input parameter has an associated un-
certainty. The exception is the effect of uncertain void velocity on the void fraction and of an uncertain heat
transfer coefficient on reactor temperature. This is because the equilibrium values of reactor variables have a linear
dependency on the variables we have allowed to be uncertain in Equations (2.38) to (2.42) with the exception of
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Figure 3.9: Continuation of the figure from the previous page.
void content and reactor temperature which are more complex functions of vB and hcoil respectively. A linear
dependence means that the uncertain variable has the same relationship to ξ as the uncertain parameter. As the
probability functions of uncertain parameters are symmetrical around their base case values, the mean is unchanged
by the uncertainty at the equilibrium states at the start and end of the simulation.
Secondly, it is of note that when all parameters are uncertain the standard deviation is of the same order of
magnitude as the standard deviations produced when only one parameter is uncertain and also closely tracks the
“linear sum”. This informs us that adding uncertainty to one parameter does not make the system significantly
more sensitive to uncertainty in other parameters.
Finally, it is noted that, due to the complexities of the system, the new equilibrium state obtained is a function of
all the uncertain parameters, even if some are more important for different variables than others. This is evidenced
by the fact that the standard deviation is not zero at the end of the simulation for any of the cases where a parameter
is uncertain in isolation.
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3.5.7 Overall Comments on Parameters Sensitivity
A key observation of this investigation is that, by simulating an uncertainty in any of the chosen parameters as
large as 50% of its base value, the behaviour of the system is qualitatively similar and the power is not divergent
in any of the cases examined. This implies that, providing the system parameters are found in this range, small to
medium errors on the approximations made in Sections 2.3.6 to 2.3.10 will not cause the response of the reactor to
a reactivity insertion to change dramatically.
However, more precise knowledge of parameters studied can help reduce errors on reactor performance. In a
transient, the profile of the first power peak is dependent upon the void production coefficient and void feedback
coefficient. Secondary and subsequent peaks are dependent upon both of these factors as well as the void velocity.
The new equilibrium power obtained is a function of all five parameters with roughly equal importance given to
each.
The voidage profile is affected at all times (including the initial equilibrium condition) by the void production
coefficient and void velocity. Only during steep transients does the void feedback coefficient have much effect on
the void profile. Reactor temperature is strongly affected at all times by the heat transfer coefficient and weakly
by all other parameters at late times. The coolant outlet temperature is affected weakly by all parameters at long
time-scales.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the point kinetics model presented in Chapter 2 is modified using intrusive polynomial chaos to
model the effects of uncertainty in void feedback, temperature feedback, heat transfer coefficient between the fuel
solution and coils, void velocity and void production coefficient. The convergence of the case of a 1$ step insertion
with an uncertain void velocity is compared to the convergence a Monte Carlo model of the same case and it’s
found that the polynomial chaos case is well converged for PC order 4 and above and that Monte Carlo is not as
well converged with 1000 realisations which takes over 30 times as long to run.
When the results of each of the parameters being uncertain is compared it’s found that the means of the output
variables are not significantly affected by the uncertainties. However, comparing the standard deviations reveals
which parameters and processes are important at different parts of a transient. The void production and void
feedback coefficients are important in determining power peaks and also affect the power when the system achieves
equilibrium. The temperature feedback coefficient has the largest effect on the equilibrium power but has almost
no impact at transients and the heat transfer coefficient has a strong effect on the fuel solution temperature and a
moderate effect on the equilibrium power. The void velocity is found to affect the time it takes for voids to leave
the reactor and so has an impact as the power falls after the primary peak and on the timings of the secondary and
subsequent peaks.
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Chapter 4
An Extension to the Model to Include
Boiling
4.1 Introduction
The majority of work presented in this chapter, including figures, is reproduced from Cooling et al. [2014a] with
permission from the American Nuclear Society.
This chapter builds upon the point kinetics model of MIPR presented in Chapter 2. It introduces a model of
the creation of steam through boiling as well as its advection and condensation. The representation of the fuel
solution temperature is modified so the fuel solution temperature is modelled as a function of height. The velocity
of radiolytic gas and steam voids is modified to be a function of void fraction. A bubble radius variable is also
introduced which is also a fraction of void fraction. A simple model of mixing due to fluid flow is added which mixes
the fuel solution temperature, steam content and void content. The response of this model to step and sinusoidal
reactivity insertions and the shutdown of coolant flow are modelled and analysed.
4.2 Extending the Point Kinetics Model
We begin with the previous version of the model which is summarised in Equations (2.17) to (2.26) and discussed
at length in Chapter 2. Many of these equations will be modified and new equations will be added to accommodate
the new physical processes added in this chapter. The meaning of symbols and the values of the time independent
parameters are summarised in Section 4.4.
4.2.1 Vertical Temperature Discretisation
In Chapter 2 it was acceptable to assume the fuel solution temperature was homogeneous as the variation in
temperature across the fuel solution was reasoned to be small. However, with the introduction of boiling small
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variations in temperature across the reactor will have a significant impact on local superheat and steam formation.
This is the motivation for the removal of this assumption. This is achieved through changing TFS from being a
function of time only to a function of time and height.
To make this change it is convenient to write the heat transfer per unit height Ecoil:
E′coil(t, z) = hcoilA
′
coil (TFS(t, z)− Tc(t, z)) (4.1)
where A′coil=0.2565m is the area of one cooling coil per unit height. We may then re-write Equations (2.19) and
(2.20):
∂TFS(t, z)
∂t
=
HFS
mFScFS
(
P (t)ψˆ(z)− ncoilE′coil(t, z)
)
(4.2)
∂Tc(t, z)
∂t
=
E′coil(t, z)
mccc
− v˜c ∂Tc(t, z)
∂z
(4.3)
For the purposes of calculating the temperature feedback in Equation (2.17) it is also necessary to define the
average fuel solution temperature T¯FS(t):
T¯FS(t) =
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
TFS(t, z)dz (4.4)
4.2.2 Void Velocity
Unlike in Chapter 2, the presence of steam means the void content may vary considerably and so an assumption
of constant void velocity is less accurate and modelling void velocity as a function of void fraction is now more
appropriate. We begin by defining the void fraction V F (t, z) as:
V F (t, z) =
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z)
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z) +AR
(4.5)
where V ′S(t, z) is steam volume per unit height and AR is the cross-sectional area of the reactor. Separately,
Azbel [1981] gives a relation for the void fraction as a function of void velocity vB and bubble radius rB in Equations
(4.6)1 to (4.9).
1This equation contains a sign error correction compared to Azbel’s presentation
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V F =
θ
1
2
2
(1 + θ)
(
arcsin
(
1− θ
1 + θ
)
+
pi
2
)
− θ (4.6)
θ =
3CDv
2
B
8grB
(4.7)
CD =0.82
(
gµ4l
ρlσ3l
) 1
4
ReB (4.8)
ReB =
2ρlvBrB
µl
(4.9)
where θ is an intermediate variable defined for convenience in Equation (4.7), g is the acceleration due to gravity
(9.81m/s2), CD is the drag coefficient of the bubble, µl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, ρl is the density of the
liquid, σl is the surface tension of the liquid and ReB is the Reynolds umber of the bubble. Combining Equations
(4.7) to (4.9) we obtain an expression for θ which is a function of void velocity but not bubble radius:
θ = 0.615
(
ρl
gσl
) 3
4
v3B (4.10)
Substituting relevant values for MIPR we may relate void velocity to void fraction. The result is shown in Figure
4.1. In conjunction with Equation (4.5) we may express the bubble velocity in MIPR vB(t, z) as a function of t and
z through V ′RG(t, z) and V
′
S(t, z).
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Figure 4.1: The velocity of bubbles as a function of void fraction in MIPR according to Equations (4.6) and (4.10).
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4.2.3 Bubble Radius
We proceed to relate the velocity of bubbles to the bubble radius. Note that this section will include many variables
and relations which overlap those used in Section 4.2.2 but, due to different approximations and correlations used,
mixing equations found in these two sections may not be physically meaningful in every case.
Celata et al. [2007] describe three regimes of bubble motion defined by the Eo¨tvo¨s number E0, the definition of
which is given by Equation (4.11), where ρB is the density of the bubble, ρl is the density of the liquid, rB is the
radius of the bubble and σl is the surface tension of the liquid. Celata states that if E0 < 0.25 the bubble is in the
viscosity dominated regime, if 0.25 < E0 < 40 the bubble is in the surface tension dominated regime and if E0 > 40
inertial forces dominate.
E0 =
4gr2B(ρl − ρB)
σl
(4.11)
To obtain the terminal velocity we balance forces. We may calculate the drag force FD using Equation (4.12)
and the buoyancy force FB through Equation (4.13) where we have assumed that the density of the bubble is
negligible. By equating FD and FB we may calculate vB at the terminal velocity of the bubble. We do this in
Equation (4.14).
FD =
ρlv
2
BCDpir
2
B
2
(4.12)
FB =
4pir3Bρlg
3
(4.13)
vB =
(
8rBg
3CD
) 1
2
(4.14)
We proceed by obtaining a correlation for the drag coefficient CD. Celata et al. [2007] review a number of
different correlations and finds that a correlation for CD proposed in Tomiyama et al. [1998] produces a good fit
to experimental data across all three regimes. Different correlations are supplied for a pure system, a slightly
contaminated system and a fully contaminated system. For MIPR, the correlation which is appropriate is that
of a fully contaminated system due to the uranyl nitrate and nitric acid dissolved in the water (for reference, the
atomic composition of the fuel solution is given in Table 2.3). In addition, after the reactor has been operational
for a period of time, fission products will have begun to accumulate in the fuel solution, making the contaminated
system correlation even more appropriate. Note that simulating this ageing of the fuel solution is beyond the scope
of this work. The correlation for this case is presented in Equation (4.15).
CD = max
(
24(1 + 0.15Re0.687B )
ReB
,
8
3
E0
E0 + 4
)
(4.15)
We are unable to construct an analytical solution for vB as the bubble Reynold’s Number ReB is used in
Equation (4.15) to calculate CD and is itself a function of vB . However, we may still solve the equation numerically
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for different values of rB . The results of this are displayed in Figure 4.2a. Using Figure 4.1 we may also relate the
bubble radius to the void fraction as in Figure 4.2b.
The local peak in void velocity at radius of 1mm is due to behaviour in the surface tension regime described
by Celata et al. [2007]: “An intermediate region (surface-tension-dominated), in which surface tension and inertia
forces determine the terminal velocity. Bubbles are no longer spherical in this region and the terminal velocity
may either increase, remain constant or decrease with the bubble diameter.” The peak itself may not be quite as
sharp in reality (it is due to the “max” function in Equation (4.15)). However, Celata provides a comparison of
the results of this correlation with experiment and, even near this transition point, the correlation provides answers
correct to within a few percent. In addition, Peebles and Garber [1953] gives a plot of a “typical” velocity-radius
profile for bubbles in water which contains a similarly-shaped peak of 0.335m/s at a bubble radius 1.01×10−3m in
good agreement with Figure 4.2a. As such, this correlation will be assumed to be accurate enough to be used in
this model.
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Figure 4.2: Bubble velocity inside MIPR as a function of bubble radius and bubble radius as a function of void
fraction.
Figure 4.2b allows us to express the radius of a bubble in MIPR as a function of void fraction as given in Equation
(4.5) through the use of Figure 4.2a and Equations (4.6) and (4.10). In some regions there are multiple values of
bubble radius for a single void fraction. To avoid numerical problems in the code it is necessary to approximate
the relationship between void fraction and bubble radius so radius monotonically increases with void fraction. To
do this we introduce an approximation of the form of Equation (4.16). For values of void fraction below 0.611 we
use the lower branch of Figure 4.2b whilst above this value we use Equation (4.16).
rB(t, z) = 0.0008− 0.05(V F (t, z)− 0.611) + 12(V F (t, z)− 0.611)2 for V F (t, z) > 0.611 (4.16)
At large radii bubbles may break up due to inertial forces creating disturbances in the bubbles’ surfaces at sizes
comparable to the radius of the bubble. This phenomenon is discussed in Batchelor [1987] and the physics of such
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disturbances is analysed. The nature of these disturbances are dependent on the conditions which create them
and so an analytical solution of the maximum stable radius is not obtainable. However, Batchelor does discuss the
results of Grace et al. [1978] where the maximum diameter of bubbles in various fluids are observed. The largest
of these is 8.9cm in a sugar solution (a corresponding rise velocity of 64.2cm/s is given which matches the results
presented here in Figure 4.1). This corresponds to a radius of 4.45cm which is slightly above the maximum radius
presented in Figure 4.2. Given that the correlations used in this work only extend to cover the region presented by
Figure 4.2 this means that the bubbles modelled in this model would not necessarily break up.
It is possible that the turbulent environment of the reactor and the rapid formation of bubbles through boiling
could create more disturbances or disturbances of a higher magnitude, causing bubble breakup in MIPR to occur
at a lower radius. However, the work of Clift and Grace [1972] mitigates some of the impact this may have. This
contains a series of photos taken of a bubble of diameter ∼ 20cm rising in a two dimensional column breaking up
over a time of approximately 0.6s. If a large bubble takes ∼0.6s to break up inside MIPR and it is travelling at
∼60cm/s then it will travel 36cm during that breakup time. It will later be shown in Figure 4.11e that the highest
void fractions in MIPR are created by steam formed at the hottest point at the reactor which is a little below
the middle of the reactor. This means the largest bubbles have only ∼ 50cm to travel before escaping the fuel
solution. This means that, if large bubbles begin to break up soon after formation, they will only finish breaking
up just before reaching the fuel solution surface. These considerations mean that the inclusion of bubble breakup
mechanics are not necessary in this model because the effects of the process will be minor if they are present at all.
4.2.4 Boiling
Before considering boiling and condensation we must find out where in the reactor this occurs. The two primary
candidates are on reactor components and on existing radiolytic gas bubbles. We may work out which is dominant
by examining the areas of each and the rate at which steam will move into/out of bubbles per unit area on each.
The rate at which steam is formed by evaporation or removed by condensation is governed by the mass flux across
the bubble surface which is proportional to the heat transfer coefficient across the surface. The heat transfer
coefficient for evaporation/condensation across a bubble surface is discussed by Fagri and Zhang [2006] and is given
in Equation 4.17.
hB =
(
2αB
2− αB
)(
L2lv
Tvvlv
)√
Mv
2piRTv
(
1− pvvlv
2Llv
)
(4.17)
where αB is the mass accommodation coefficient of the vapour, Llv is the latent heat of vaporisation of the fluid,
Tv is the vapour temperature, vlv is the specific volume difference of the vapour and liquid phases, Mv is the molar
mass of the vapour, R is the universal gas constant and pv is the vapour pressure. As can be seen, for a given fluid
of a certain temperature, the higher the vapour pressure the lower the heat transfer coefficient (providing αB is
approximately constant).
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pv =
2σl
Rbubble
+ pl (4.18)
The pressure of a bubble is given by Equation (4.18) [Gamble, 1959] which, in turn, implies that boiling is slower
on the surface of a small bubble. Indeed, small enough vapour bubbles will collapse even in a super-heated liquid
as predicted by Equation 4.17 where a negative value of hB is produced for high values of pv.
The rate of steam creation on the bubble surfaces and the solid surfaces in MIPR is also proportional to the
area of the corresponding surface. In Chapter 2 a void fraction of 4.5% was approximately typical for the reactor,
equating to a volume of 8.1l. Figure 4.2b shows that this is consistent with a bubble radius of approximately
6×10−5m. This means there are approximately 8.95×109 bubbles in the reactor at any one time. This would
provide a total bubble surface area of 404.9m2. By contrast the surface area of the cooling coils, reactor wall,
reactor bottom and control rod sheath is 3.39m2, 1.50m2, 0.145m2 and 0.177m2 respectively, giving a total of
5.21m2.
We now have the information needed to ascertain where in MIPR boiling will occur. In an ideal model the
solid surfaces in MIPR are perfectly smooth and hemispherical bubbles must form, beginning at a very small size
(and, correspondingly, a higher vapour pressure and lower value of hB). In reality, bubbles will form on small
imperfections, leaving an even smaller area than the 5.21m2 surface area of the reactor components available for
heat transfer.
The size of such imperfections will vary and may be larger than the 6×10−5m radius of the radiolytic gas
bubbles. However, the contribution to the pressure from the relatively small size of the radiolytic gas bubbles may
be calculated from Equation (4.18) as 2σlRbubble=2140Pa (using σl=0.0642N/m as found in Grant et al. [1948] for the
uranyl nitrate solution of MIPR at 80oC). As the reactor is at atmospheric pressure (∼1×105Pa) this is a small
addition which will not make formation of steam on the bubbles significantly less favourable in the bulk than on
imperfections on surfaces.
Finally, it may be observed that surfaces such as the cooling coils tend to be surfaces where heat leaves the fuel
solution and so will actually be the coolest parts of the reactor. The fuel solution in the boundary layer around
such structures may not even be above the saturation temperature.
Overall, the pressure of the bubbles forming on surfaces will be similar to that of radiolytic gas bubbles, the
temperature of the liquid near surfaces will be lower than the bulk temperature and the boiling area of solid surfaces
will be less than that of the radiolytic gas. Thus, we may conclude that the vast majority of boiling in the reactor
will be nucleated on the radiolytic gas bubbles.
The main processes relating to steam which must be accounted for are evaporation, condensation, advection
due to buoyancy and mixing by fluid flow. The latter will be addressed in Section 4.2.7. It is assumed that, once
the fuel solution temperature TFS is greater than the saturation temperature of the solution TSat, steam will be
formed by heat travelling from the fuel solution to the bubble with heat transfer coefficient hB . The area over
which this transfer occurs is the bubble surface area per unit height A′B and the volume of steam produced per unit
energy is inversely proportional to ρSLS where ρS=0.59kg/m
3 is the density of steam at atmospheric pressure and
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saturation temperature and LS=2.257×106J/kg is the latent heat of evaporation of water. When steam is present
and TFS < Tsat the reverse process takes place and water condenses from the steam phase. fBC is a parameter
which takes a value between 0 and 1 which reduces the heat transfer coefficient in the event of condensation. The
physical phenomenology and functional form of fBC are discussed in Section 4.2.6. These assumptions allow us
to define the rate at which energy is transferred per unit height from the fuel solution to the latent heat of steam
E′B(t, z) in Equation (4.20). Thus, we must add a term −HFSE
′
B(t,z)
mFScFS
to Equation (4.2) which governs fuel solution
temperature. We may also produce the simplest version of the equation governing the steam volume per unit height
VS which only takes evaporation and condensation into account in Equation (4.19).
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂t
=
E′B(t, z)
ρSLS
(4.19)
E′B(t, z) =
0 for V
′
S(t, z) = 0 and TFS(t, z) < Tsat
fBC(t, z)hBA
′
B(t, z) (TFS(t, z)− Tsat) otherwise
(4.20)
A′B(t, z) =
3 (V ′RG(t, z) + V
′
S(t, z))
rB(t, z)
(4.21)
We assume that, as the steam and radiolytic gas are mixed together in the gas bubbles, the steam advects
upwards with the same speed as the radiolytic gas bubbles vB(t, z) which is discussed in Section 4.2.2. As such, we
may add the term −vB(t, z)∂V
′
S(t,z)
∂z to Equation (4.19).
Finally, we must account for the effect that steam volume has on the reactivity of the system. We do this by
adding the term −βγVΛ (VS(t) − VS(t)|t=0)P (t) to Equation (2.17) which governs the rate of change of power. We
also define the total steam volume VS :
VS(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′S(t, z)dz (4.22)
The saturation temperature Tsat of the fuel solution is a little higher than that of water due to the uranyl nitrate
dissolved in it. From Lang and Nethaway [1958] it is possible to ascertain that the saturation temperature of the
uranyl nitrate solution in MIPR is about 375K, which is the value that will be used for Tsat.
4.2.5 Boiling Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient
It was determined in Section 4.2.4 that boiling is mostly nucleated on the radiolytic gas bubbles. It is difficult
to solve Equation (4.17) directly due to large uncertainties in αB , the accommodation factor for steam, which is
discussed in Davis [2006]. Instead we refer to the work of Greenfield et al. [1954] who simulated boiling in the
bulk of a fluid through volumetric heating by heating it with an electric current and monitoring steam production
using x-ray attenuation. They found that, with a superheat of 1.4oC, bubbles grew linearly in volume at a rate of
drB
dt =0.0135m/s. Measurements were carried out until 2×10−2s when bubbles reached a size of ∼3×10−4m. This
means values obtained from this experiment should be valid for the state of MIPR. We may relate the growth rate
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of bubbles to the heat transfer coefficient using Equation (4.23)
4piρSLSr
2
B
drB
dt
= 4pihB(Tl − Tsat)r2B (4.23)
Cancelling 4pir2B and using appropriate values we obtain hB=1.28×104W/m2/K. By means of comparison, this
equates to an αB value of 1.78×10−3 in Equation (4.17). This is below the range of 3×10−3 and 1.0 which Jamieson
[1964] reports as being historically common and also below the approximate value of 1×10−2 which Davis [2006]
presents as the condensation coefficient of water at long timescales when discussing the work of Johnstone and Smith
[1966]. The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear. However, as previously noted, there is a large uncertainty in
the value of αB . Given that the experiments of Greenfield et al. [1954] closely resembles the situation within MIPR
we take the directly relevant experimental results as the best indication of the vale of hB which will we proceed to
assume to be 1.28×104W/m2/K for the remainder of this work.
4.2.6 Reduction in hB in the Case of Condensation
As stated in Park et al. [1996] the heat transfer coefficient of a condensing gas is decreased significantly in the
presence of a non-condensable gas due to the formation of a layer depleted of the condensing gas near the boundary.
The gas which is condensing must first diffuse through this layer in order to reach the boundary, slowing conden-
sation. This is approximated in this model by the parameter fBC in Equation (4.20) which ranges between 0 and
1.
Bury et al. [2012] gives the following correlation for fBC :
fBC =
1.00− 1.165g
0.26
a for ga < 0.3
0.21− 0.16ga for ga > 0.3
(4.24)
where ga is the air fraction by mass.
We may test this correlation against data provided by Park et al. [1996] which examines how condensation rate
is affected by a number of different variables including the air fraction. From their results values of fBC may be
estimated for a number of different values of ga. Additional data points may be found from Martin-Valdepenas
et al. [2005] which summarises the data from two sets of experiments: the MIT Steam Condensation Experiment
[Dehbi et al., 1991] and the Scaled AP600 Experiments [Anderson et al., 1998]. However, in these cases, values are
not given for hB when no steam is present. In order to scale the data we chose to assume that, for these data sets,
the lowest value of ga available lies perfectly on the line described by Equation (4.24). An additional source of error
comes from the fact that not all experiments were performed at the same pressure. To correct for this we use the
relationship between the heat transfer coefficient and pressure from Martin-Valdepenas et al. [2005] that h ∝ P 23
to normalise all results to the same pressure. These data are combined to produce Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 shows the correlation of Equation (4.24) approximates the data of these experiments reasonably
well and, as such, will be used in the model. All that remains is to convert ga to a volume fraction of air using
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Figure 4.3: Data from Park et al. [1996], Dehbi et al. [1991] and Anderson et al. [1998] compared against the
correlation in Equation (4.24) which is taken from Bury et al. [2012]. Note that the Dehbi et al point with an air
fraction of 0.3 and the Anderson point with an air fraction of 0.42 have been fitted to Bury’s correlation exactly to
allow the presentation of the rest of these data series in this figure. As such, only the relative decline in these data
series may be meaningfully examined in this Figure, not the value itself. The data series from Park et al is not
affected by this limitation.
Equation (4.25). It is important to note that the volume fraction is what determines the transport properties of
steam through the non-condensable gas barrier as the number of particles are proportional to volume of an Ideal
Gas.
ga =
VaMa
VaMa + VSMS
(4.25)
where Ma is the molar mass of air and MS is the molar mass of steam. Thus we may re-write Equation (4.24)
as a function of steam volume and non-condensable gas volume by substituting Equation (4.25) for ga.
fBC =
1.00− 1.165
(
VaMa
VaMa+VSMS
)0.26
for VaMaVaMa+VSMS < 0.3
0.21− 0.16 VaMaVaMa+VSMS for VaMaVAMa+VSMS > 0.3
(4.26)
We may further tailor this expression for our model by replacing Va with VRG as radiolytic gas makes up the
non-condensable gas in the bubbles in MIPR and the volume of 1 mole of radiolytic gas will be the same volume as
the volume of 1 mole of air at the same temperature and pressure. Note that Ma is not replaced by MRG. Using
the values Ma=0.0290kg/mole and MS=0.0180kg/mole and noting that, if evaporation is taking place, fBC = 1 we
obtain the form of fBC for this model:
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fBC(t, z) =

1.00 for TFS(t, z) > Tsat
1.00− 2.796
(
V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
)0.26
for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) < 0.3
0.21− 4.64 V ′RG(t,z)29V ′RG(t,z)+18V ′S(t,z)′(t,z) for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) > 0.3
(4.27)
This correlation and the data used to verify it come from the case of steam condensing on a solid surface but,
in MIPR, the case is that of a free bubble condensing. At first glance, this may appear to be a cause for concern.
However, as pointed out by Othmer [1929], the heat transfer coefficient hB is found by the consideration of a series
of impedances to heat flow, combined in the form of Equation (4.28):
1
hB
=
∑
i
1
hi
(4.28)
where hi may include the transfer coefficient across the boundary, through the diffusion layer of depleted steam
and so on. As can be seen from Figure 4.3 the overall heat transfer coefficient drops by over an order of magnitude
meaning the resistance to heat flow from the diffusion layer of the gas phase comes to dominate and this is not
dependent upon the type of surface the condensation is taking place on. In addition, the data from Park et al.
[1996] in Figure 4.3 measures the thickness of a condensate film which builds up on a surface of approximately
0.5-2mm thickness. This means that, even though this data is for the case of condensation on a surface, the phase
change will actually occur on a boundary between the gas and liquid phases which is a significant distance removed
from the physical surface. This means the value of fBC(t, z) should be applicable in this model of MIPR.
4.2.7 Fuel Solution Mixing
The fuel solution is heated non-uniformly due to the power profile which is a function of both z (Equation (2.22))
and r in cylindrical coordinates as discussed in Appendix B. This heating causes a buoyancy-driven convective flow.
In addition the water is agitated by the production and rising of radiolytic gas bubbles. These two processes lead
to a complicated process by which the fuel solution is continually mixed. A full examination of the fluid transport
phenomena present is beyond the scope of this study. However, it is necessary to make some assumptions to quantify
these processes which mix the contents of the reactor. In this model the radiolytic gas and steam volumes and fuel
solution temperature will be mixed by these processes. An example of such fuel solution circulation patterns in a
similar reactor is shown in Figure 4.4.
We begin by modelling an eddy due to convection as a circle of rotating fluid of radius reddy as in Figure 4.5. A
field X (which may be fuel solution temperature, radiolytic gas volume or steam volume) initially with a value X+
at the top (z = reddy), X0 in the centre (z = 0) and X− at the bottom (z = −reddy). After a quarter of a rotation
the fluid at the middle will be replaced half with fluid from z = reddy and half with fluid from z = −reddy meaning
that, at z = 0 the field X will have a value of X++X−2 if we assume the liquid is horizontally homogeneous. The
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(a) Upper Section (b) Lower Section
Figure 4.4: Simulations of fuel solution flow patterns inside SUPO at steady state. Reproduced from Buchan et al.
[2012]. Note the eddies forming around the cooling coils (the periodic dark blue regions devoid of any arrows).
time taken for such a quarter of a rotation to take place is τeddy:
τeddy =
pireddy
2veddy
(4.29)
where veddy is a characteristic speed of material in the eddy. In this time all material at z = 0 has been replaced
by material, half of which is from z = −reddy and half of which is from z = reddy. The change in the field X in this
time period is thus:
∆Xeddy =
(X+ −X0) + (X− −X0)
2
=
X+ +X− − 2X0
2
(4.30)
We may approximate the rate of change in X at z = 0 as
∂X(t, z)
∂t
∼ ∆Xeddy
τeddy
=
veddy(X+ +X− − 2X0)
pireddy
(4.31)
If we Taylor expand X in z around z = 0 we may simplify this to
∂X(t, z)
∂t
=
veddyreddy
pi
∂2X(t, z)
∂z2
(4.32)
We assume that the fields of fuel solution temperature, radiolytic gas concentration and steam concentration are
all affected by this motion in the same way as the motion is simply advecting parcels of fluid around the system. As
such we may add the term DFS
∂2V ′RG(t,z)
∂z2 to Equation (2.21), DFS
∂2V ′S(t,z)
∂z2 to Equation (4.19) and DFS
∂2TFS(t,z)
∂z2
to Equation (2.19) where DFS is defined as
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Figure 4.5: A simple model of the eddies found in an AHR which assumes circular motion. A field X initially has
a value X0 on the horizontal line running through the circle centre, X+ on the horizontal line through the top of
the circle and X− on the horizontal line through the bottom of the circle.
DFS =
veddyreddy
pi
(4.33)
We may gain estimates of veddy and reddy from Buchan et al. [2012] which presents the modelling of fluid flow
within the AHR SUPO. The original data was examined in order to clarify these results further [Buchan, private
comm, 2012]. The fluid flow patterns modelled are reproduced here in Figure 4.4 and can be seen to progress
around the cooling coils and extend over the whole extent of the reactor. Some eddies are smaller, although it is
plausible that the smallest eddies, away from the central axis, are influenced by the curvature at the edge of the
reactor. Given that SUPO has a radius of ∼15cm, we estimate the radius of the smallest eddy in Figure 4.4 is
∼3cm. We can use this radius to place an approximate minimum bound on the radius of eddies likely to be found
in MIPR. The fact that some eddies covered the entire height of the reactor means that for MIPR (which has a
fuel solution surface height of ∼88cm) we may estimate an upper bound of eddy radius of ∼ 44cm. As such, we
estimate the characteristic eddy size of MIPR to be ∼ 15cm, although it is acknowledged that there may be an
error in this estimate and eddies in MIPR would likely have a large range of sizes. Fluid flow velocities in Figure 4.4
are typically around 7cm/s. Using these figures in Equation (4.33) we obtain a value for DFS of 3.34×10−3m2/s.
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4.2.8 Heat Transfer Coefficients to Sides, Base and Plenum
We must calculate the heat transfer coefficients to the sides, base and plenum of the reactor. It will be assumed
that the temperatures of the exterior of the graphite casing (represented by Tbase and Tside) and the plenum gas
(represented by TP ) are held constant at the inlet temperature of the coolant Tin.
First, we consider the sides and base. Both of these paths for heat are through the interface between the
fuel solution and the solid cladding and then conduction through the cladding and the graphite moderator. A
representation of the geometry of MIPR is found in Figure 2.2 and measurements are found in Table 2.1.
Equations giving the heat transfer coefficient of a annular prism and a slab as a function of thermal conduc-
tivity are given in Equations (4.34) and (4.35) respectively where di=0.544m is the inner diameter of the annulus,
do=1.414m is the outer diameter of the annulus, dslab=0.43m is the distance of the slab through which heat is
conducting and kth is the thermal conductivity of the material.
hann =
2kth
di ln
(
do
di
) (4.34)
hslab =
kth
dslab
(4.35)
Baker [1970] discusses how the range of thermal conductivities of graphite is quite large and may be dependent
on the type of graphite and the direction in which the heat is being conducted (parallel or perpendicular to the
carbon plane). However, Baker states that a typical value for “nuclear graphite” is between 0.15 and 0.4cal/s/cm/C.
We will assume the graphite used in MIPR has a thermal conductivity of 100W/m/K which is within this range.
Using appropriate values we obtain the heat transfer coefficient for the graphite at the side of the reactor
is hgraph,side=384.9W/m
2/K and the heat transfer coefficient for the graphite at the bottom of the reactor is
hgraph,bottom=232.6W/m
2/K.
Next we must find the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel solution and the vessel wall. Some useful
relations given for heat transfer of an external flow are given in Kok [2009] and are replicated below for a generic
fluid (denoted by subscript f).
hbf =0.332kfPr
1
3
f
(
ρfvf
µfdf
) 1
2
(4.36)
Prf =
cfµf
kf
(4.37)
where Prf is the Prandtl number of the fluid. We may use the eddy velocity and eddy radius (both of which are
discussed in Section 4.2.7) to give typical velocity (vf ) and length (df ) scales for the system. We may obtain from
Grant et al. [1948] that ρFS=1159.9kg/m
3 at 80oC. We may use Figure 4.6 to obtain an analytic approximation for
the fuel solution viscosity µFS as function of temperature in Equation (4.38). By extrapolating this to the operating
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temperature of MIPR (80oC) we estimate a value of 3.567×10−4Ns/m2. The thermal conductivity of uranyl nitrate
was not found in the literature. Instead, we assume it has the same value as water and so kFS=0.58W/m/K. The
heat capacity cFS may be found to be 3.43×103J/K/kg in Souto [2002].
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Figure 4.6: The viscosity of uranyl nitrate. The data points are interpolated in terms of uranyl nitrate concentration
from Grant et al. [1948] to give the dynamic viscosity µFS of MIPR. The curve of best fit is given in Equation
(4.38).
µFS =
(
0.002411− 0.0002887(T/oC)0.4478)Ns/m2 (4.38)
With these numbers we use Equations (4.36) and (4.37) to find the Prandtl number of the fuel solution
PrFS=2.11 and hbFS=304.2W/m
2/K. When combining heat transfer coefficients the manner of combination is
the same as Equation (4.28). Thus, we write:
hside =
1
1
hbFS
+ 1hgraph,side
= 169.9W/m
2
/K (4.39)
hbase =
1
1
hbFS
+ 1hgraph,bottom
= 131.8W/m
2
/K (4.40)
To incorporate the heat loss through the sides into the model the term E′side will be added to Equation (4.2).
This is defined in Equation (4.41)
E′side = hsideA
′
side(TFS − Tside(t, z)) (4.41)
where A′side=1.708m is the area of the side of the fuel solution per unit height. When working out the heat
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transfer coefficient between the fuel solution and the plenum gas we must consider heat transfer through the
boundary layers of both materials. We already know the heat transfer through the boundary layer of the fuel
solution is hbFS .
We need to obtain hbP lenum. This requires us to make some basic assumptions about the gas circulation system
in MIPR so we can obtain vf and df . When AHRs are operated in steady state, air is required to be blown into and
extracted from the plenum gas at a rapid pace to ensure the hydrogen portion of the radiolytic gas is sufficiently
diluted that it does not combust. Bunker [1963] describes SUPO (an AHR similar in many ways to MIPR). SUPO
ran at a steady state of 25kW and required 220cc/min (3.67×10−4m3/s) of air removal to remove the radiolytic
gas and maintain good dilution of the radiolytic gas in the plenum (it is an interesting note that the rate at which
hydrogen and oxygen could be recombined was actually the limiting factor of the power at which SUPO could be
operated). If we assume that MIPR requires a comparable dilution of the radiolytic gas and that radiolytic gas
production is approximately proportional to reactor power we may conclude that MIPR needs a gas circulation of
about 2.93×10−3m3/s.
The total volume of the plenum gas above the reactor is 2.234×10−2m3 meaning gas blown into the reactor
spends on average 7.62s inside the plenum gas. If we assume that the gas which is blown in travels around most
of the plenum volume in this time we may estimate the eddy radius in this region to be around 20cm, meaning
the gas travels ∼0.8m in one circuit, meaning it has a speed of ∼0.105m/s. We may substitute these values and
relevant values for air at STP (Prair=0.713, ρair=1.205kg/m
3, kair=0.0257W/m/K and µair=1.821×10−5Ns/m2)
into Equation (4.36) to find that hbP lenum=4.49W/K/m
2. We can use this to calculate the heat transfer coefficient
between the bulk fuel solution and bulk plenum gas as follows:
hplenum =
1
1
hbFS
+ 1hbPlenum
= 4.42W/m
2
/K (4.42)
The heat loss through the base and to the plenum gas will be implemented through the boundary conditions in
Section 4.2.9.
4.2.9 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for radiolytic gas and steam are described by Equations (4.43) to (4.46) which represent
the case where no gas can enter or leave from below z=0 or enter from above z = HFS . We also enforce a boundary
condition on the fuel solution temperature at the top and bottom of the fuel solution in order to facilitate a heat
flux from the fuel solution to the plenum gas and the base of the reactor respectively. These conditions are given
in Equations (4.47) and (4.48).
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vB(t, z)|z=0 V ′RG(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(4.43)
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (4.44)
vB(t, z)|z=0 V ′S(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(4.45)
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (4.46)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
=
hbase
DFSρFScFS
(Tbase − TFS(t, z)|z=0) (4.47)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=
hplenum
DFSρFScFS
(TP − TFS(t, z)|z=HFS ) (4.48)
4.3 Summary of Equations
By combining all the modifications and additions to Equations (2.17) to (2.25) we may summarise the equation set
as follows, beginning with those with a time derivative on their left hand side:
dP (t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiCi(t)+
β
Λ
(
Rex(t) + αT (T¯FS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t) + VS(t)− VRG(t)|t=0 − VS(t)|t=0)− 1
)
P (t)
(4.49)
dCi(t)
dt
=− λiCi(t) + βi
Λ
P (t) (4.50)
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂t
=GRGP (t)ψˆ(z)− vB(t, z)∂V
′
RG(t, z)
∂z
+DFS
∂2V ′RG(t, z)
∂z2
(4.51)
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂t
=
E′B(t, z)
ρSLS
− vB(t, z)∂V
′
S(t, z)
∂z
+DFS
∂2V ′S(t, z)
∂z2
(4.52)
∂Tc(t, z)
∂t
=
E′coil(t, z)
mccc
− v˜c ∂Tc(t, z)
∂z
(4.53)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂t
=
HFS
mFScFS
(
P (t)ψˆ(z)− ncoilE′coil(t, z)− E′side(t, z)− E′B(t, z)
)
+DFS
∂2TFS(t, z)
∂z2
(4.54)
The equations have the following boundary conditions:
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vB(t, z)|z=0 V ′RG(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(4.55)
∂V ′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (4.56)
vB(t, z)|z=0 V ′S(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(4.57)
∂V ′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (4.58)
Tc(t, z)|z=0 =Tin (4.59)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
=
hbase
DFSρFScFS
(Tbase − TFS(t, z)|z=0) (4.60)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=
hplenum
DFSρFScFS
(Tplenum − TFS(t, z)|z=HFS ) (4.61)
We also make the following definitions of variables used in the evaluation of Equations (4.49) to (4.54)
ψˆ(z) =
pi sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
(HNF )
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) (4.62)
E′B(t, z) =
0 for V
′
S(t, z) = 0 and TFS(t, z) < Tsat
fBC(t, z)hBA
′
B(t, z) (TFS(t, z)− Tsat) otherwise
(4.63)
fBC(t, z) =

1.00 for TFS(t, z) > Tsat
1.00− 2.796
(
V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
)0.26
for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) < 0.3
0.21− 4.64 V ′RG(t,z)29V ′RG(t,z)+18V ′S(t,z)′(t,z) for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) > 0.3
(4.64)
V F (t, z) =
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z)
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z) +AR
(4.65)
A′B(t, z) =
3(V ′RG(t, z) + V
′
S(t, z)
rB(t, z)
(4.66)
E′coil(t, z) =hcoilA
′
coil (TFS(t, z)− Tc(t, z)) (4.67)
E′side(t, z) =hsideA
′
side(TFS − Tside(t, z)) (4.68)
VRG(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RG(t, z)dz (4.69)
VS(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′S(t, z)dz (4.70)
T¯FS(t) =
1
HFS
∫ HFS
0
TFS(t, z)dz (4.71)
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Finally, the void velocity and bubble radius are found as a function of void fraction by reference to Figures 4.1
and 4.2b.
4.4 Summary of Parameters and Variables
Many of the physical parameters used in this model are detailed in Chapter 2. In Table 4.1 we summarise those pa-
rameters alongside those derived in this chapter. Meanwhile, variables which are a function of time are summarised
in Table 4.2.
Parameter Symbol Value Discussion
Surface area of one coil per unit height A′coil 0.226m
2 Section 4.2.1
Surface area of side of vessel per unit height A′side 1.708m
2 Section 4.2.8
Delayed neutron precursor fractions βi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Total delayed neutron precursor fraction β 0.00681 Section 2.3.5
Coolant specific heat capacity cc 4.181×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution specific heat capacity cFS 3.43×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution mixing coefficient DFS 3.34×10−3m2/s Section 4.2.7
Void generation coefficient GRG 4.57×10−9m3/J Section 2.3.10
Boiling heat transfer coefficient hB 1.28×10−4W/m2/K Section 4.2.5
Heat transfer coefficient hcoil 1300W/m
2/K) Section 2.3.8
Heat transfer coefficient through reactor base hbase 131.8W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Heat transfer coefficient between fuel solution and plenum gas hplenum 4.42W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Heat transfer coefficient through reactor side hside 169.9W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Fuel solution height HFS 0.881m Section 2.3.1
Neutron flux profile height HNF 1.0523m Section 2.3.3
Latent heat of evaporation of steam LS 2.257×106 J/kg Section 4.2.4
Mass of coolant in one coil mc 0.204kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution mass mFS 213.8kg Section 2.3.1
Number of cooling coils ncoil 15 Section 2.3.1
Saturation temperature of fuel solution Tsat 375K Section 4.2.4
Coolant vertical speed v˜c 0.392m/s Section 2.3.1
Temperature feedback coefficient αT -0.02972$/K Section 2.3.7
Void feedback coefficient γV -131.0$/m
3 Section 2.3.6
Bottom neutron extrapolation distance δbase 0.1365m Section 2.3.3
Plenum neutron extrapolation distance δplenum 0.0358m Section 2.3.3
Generation time Λ 1.8202×10−4s Section 2.3.4
Delayed neutron precursor lifetimes λi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Density of steam ρS 0.59kg/m
3 Section 4.2.4
Power profile ψˆ(z) See Equation (2.10) Section 2.3.3
Table 4.1: Summary of input parameters.
4.5 Solution of Equations
For a given simulation, Equations (4.49) to (4.54) are solved in the manner described in Section 2.6. Again, the
reactor is discretised into 50 vertical heights as it was found that evaluating the functions of z at more than 50
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Variable Symbol
Surface area of gas bubbles per unit height A′B(t, z)
ith delayed neutron pre-cursor power equivalent Ci(t)
Power per unit height boiling fuel solution E′B(t, z)
Power per unit height transferred from fuel solution to coolant E′coil(t, z)
Boiling heat transfer scaling factor fBC(t, z)
Power P (t)
Radius of gas bubbles rB(t, z)
External reactivity Rex(t)
Coolant temperature Tc(t, z)
Fuel solution temperature TFS(t, z)
Gas advection speed vB(t, z)
Total radiolytic gas volume VRG(t)
Radiolytic gas volume per unit height V ′RG(t, z)
Total steam volume VS(t)
Steam volume per unit height V ′S(t, z)
Void Fraction V F (t, z)
Table 4.2: Summary of time-dependent variables and their symbols.
heights did not provide a notable change of results but was slower to run. Equations (4.62) to (4.71) do not involve
temporal derivatives and so are not directly solved by the ODE-solving subroutine but are, instead, evaluated
where necessary to give a value required by the solver. Equations (4.55) to (4.61) are boundary conditions which
are included in the time dependent equations when they are discretised in z.
4.6 Initial Conditions
4.6.1 Finding the Initial Conditions
As in Section 2.10, the system is desired to start in an equilibrium condition at a specified power P (t)|t=0 (200kW
for MIPR). The other variables should be such that all the time differentials of Equations (4.49) to (4.54) are zero.
We can solve for the equilibrium delayed neutron precursor power analytically as:
Ci(t)|t=0 =
βi
Γλi
P (t)|t=0 (4.72)
However, all other variables are more complicated functions of P (t)|t=0 and cannot be solved analytically and
must be found using the process outlined below.
First, the power is set to 200kW and an initial guess of all variables is made. Then Equations (4.49) to (4.54)
are used to step the model in forward in time with the help of Equations (4.62) to (4.71). This process repeats
until the change in the state of the reactor is small enough that the reactor has effectively obtained a steady state.
This is the steady state of the reactor at a power of 200kW and is adopted for the starting conditions of the main
simulation at t = 0.
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4.6.2 The Initial Conditions
We define the instantaneous average bubble velocity vBAv(t) in Equation (4.73) and the bubble lifetime τB(t) in
Equation (4.74).
vBAv(t) =
∫HFS
0
vB(t, z)(V
′
S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z))dz∫HFS
0
(V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z))dz
(4.73)
τB(t) =
∫ HFS
0
ψˆ(z)dz
∫ HFS
z
dz′
vB(t, z′)
(4.74)
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Figure 4.7: Various plots depicting the steady state of MIPR running at 200kW.
At the equilibrium state we obtain that vBAv(t)|t=0=2.9×10−2m/s and τB(t)|t=0=14.5s. The average fuel
solution temperature is 347.6K, the coolant outlet temperature is 320.2K, the average voidage is 8.5% and there is
no steam present. Of the 200kW power produced, 183.0kW is rejected through the cooling coils, 15.2kW through
the sides of the reactor, 1.7kW through the base and less than 0.1kW to the plenum gas. Figure 4.7 contains many
plots portraying the initial state. As can be seen, despite the uneven heating due to the power profile described
in Equation (4.62) and the coolant temperature being higher further up the reactor, the fuel solution temperature
profile is relatively flat and smooth. This shows that the mixing of the fuel solution through eddies happens over a
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shorter time-scale than the addition of heat through fission or removal of heat by the cooling coils and effectively
flattens this profile.
The most striking change in the voidage profile (Figure 4.7a) between this version of the model and the previous
one is that the voidage is no longer zero at the base of the reactor as it was in Figure 2.9a. Physically this is because
the action of fuel solution mixing discussed in Section 4.2.7 gives voids a mechanism for voids to move downwards.
Mathematically, this is represented in the model by the boundary condition in Equation (4.43).
4.7 Results
4.7.1 Step Reactivity Insertions
Step reactivity insertions are defined in the same way as in Section 2.11.1. We find that there are two regimes:
Non-Boiling, and Boiling.
Non-Boiling
The Non-Boiling regime occurs when the reactivity insertion does not cause the maximum fuel solution temperature
to exceed the saturation temperature of the liquid. This is found to happen when Rex(t) <$1.2. To illustrate this
regime we study the case of a 1$ insertion. Figure 4.8 portrays the progression of the system in this case and is
very similar to the step insertions studied in Section 2.11.1 and so will not be discussed in great detail here. The
main differences between these results and those produced by the more basic model are the magnitude of the void
volume and the fuel solution and coolant outlet temperature which are primarily due to the modifications made to
the void velocity and the cooling through the sides and base of the vessel respectively.
What is observed in Figure 4.8 is the power initially increasing due to the external reactivity insertion. However,
this is curtailed by a rising voidage and, more importantly, the relative lack of delayed neutron pre-cursors causing
a significant drain on the prompt neutron population and, so, power. After some very small oscillations in power
due to voids leaving the reactor the power begins slowly reducing as the reactor heats up. By 800s the reactor
has settled into a new steady state with a higher voidage, fuel solution temperature and fuel solution temperature
compared to the initial state.
During the transient it is possible to examine the temperature profile of the fuel solution. Three such snapshots
are presented in Figure 4.9. The fuel solution temperature profile after 1s is slightly more peaked than either the
fuel solution temperature at 0s or 1000s because energy is not added to the system uniformly. Instead, it is added
in a fashion proportional to the power profile as defined in Equation (2.22) which is, itself, peaked. This peak of
temperature profile is more pronounced for larger reactivity insertions (such as in Figure 4.11d) as these lead to
higher maximum powers. As time progresses the fuel solution mixing described in Section 4.2.7 causes the profile to
become more flattened. In Figure 4.9c it can be seen that the peak fuel solution temperature at the new equilibrium
state is just below the saturation temperature of 375K at its highest point.
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Figure 4.8: The first 1000s of reactor response following a 1$ step reactivity insertion.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature profiles at various times following a 1$ step reactivity insertion. The flat blue dotted line
represents the saturation temperature of the fuel solution.
Boiling
The boiling regime occurs for reactivity insertions above 1.2$. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 display results from a 2$ step
insertion. Initially an exponential growth of power is seen until a peak of 73MW at 0.074s. Due to the production
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Figure 4.10: The first 1000s of reactor response following a 2$ step reactivity insertion.
of voids and the relative lack of delayed neutron precursors the power begins to decline rapidly until about 0.1s
when the delayed neutron precursors begin to decay more rapidly than they are produced (causing the delayed
reactivity-equivalent to become positive), causing a dramatic reduction in the rate of power reduction.
The power keeps decreasing at this slower rate until ∼4s when the radiolytic gas produced in the initial power
peak exits the system. The power rises to a modest secondary power peak followed by a period of slow power
reduction as the fuel solution warms. This continues until about 59s when the peak temperature of the reactor
exceeds the saturation temperature of 375K and steam is rapidly created, causing the power to sharply drop. Steam
is created, travels to cooler regions of the reactor and condenses, increasing the region of the reactor which is above
the saturation temperature. The system quickly settles into a new equilibrium state.
By examining the profiles of temperature and voidage in Figure 4.11 we are able to obtain more information about
the simulated behaviour. Through comparison of Figures 4.11a and 4.11b to Figures 4.11c and 4.11d we can see that,
before advection or fuel solution mixing has a chance to take effect the extra voidage and thermal energy produced
in the transient are concentrated in the central region. Figures 4.11e and 4.11f show that, at long timescales, the
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Figure 4.11: Temperature and voidage profiles at various times following a 2$ step reactivity insertion. The blue
dotted line represents the saturation temperature of 375K.
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temperature profile becomes more uniform. The maximum superheat in Figure 4.11f is approximately 9.4×10−3K
at a height of 0.565m. The fuel solution is above the saturation temperature between 0.525m and 0.630m above
the base of the reactor whilst steam is present in the region between 0.471m and 0.72m. This implies that steam
does not actually reach the surface of the reactor but, instead, is moved into the regions of the reactor below the
saturation temperature where it condenses. For larger reactivity insertions, steam is observed to escape the fuel
solution instead of condensing as the region above the saturation temperature is larger. However, this does not
significantly affect the overall response of the system.
4.7.2 Peak and Equilibrium Powers as a Function of External Reactivity Insertion
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Figure 4.12: Peak power and equilibrium power following a step reactivity insertion as a function of the reactivity
inserted.
We proceed to model a series of step reactivity insertions. In each case we run the simulation until an equilibrium
is attained and record the power at this new equilibrium as well as the maximum power attained in the first power
peak. This results are displayed in Figure 4.12. Figure 4.12a shows the peak powers achieved. The peak power for
external reactivity insertions less than 0$ are not recorded because no power peaks or troughs in power as a function
of time are formed. Note that the peak powers are often sustained for only a very small fraction of a second. As
would be expected, the peak power increases as the external reactivity insertion increases. This is because, for a
larger external reactivity insertion, the power will initially rise faster and more energy will need to be deposited
until enough negative reactivity has been inserted to make the reactor subcritical.
Figure 4.12b shows the equilibrium power as a function of external reactivity insertion and may be directly
compared to the result of the previous iteration of the model in Figure 2.16. The response is split into three distinct
regimes. For Rex(t)|t=∞ <-3.8$ the equilibrium power is zero. In this regime when the radiolytic gas and steam
fractions are zero and the fuel solution temperature is reduced to the coolant inlet temperature there is still a
negative total reactivity. This means that any non-zero power will inevitably decay to zero.
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In the region −3.8$ < Rex(t)|t=∞ < 1.2$ the fuel solution does not boil in its final state. The result is a fairly
linear relationship between P (t)|t=∞ and Rex(t)|t=∞ with a gradient of approximately 57kW/$. This may be
compared to the gradient of 64kW$ found in Section 2.11.3 for the previous version of the model. Also note that,
in this version of the model, the relationship is not exactly linear, mainly because the equilibrium void content is
no longer a linear function of power due to the void velocity being a function of void fraction.
For Rex(t)|t=∞ > 1.2$ the fuel solution is boiling and P (t)|t=∞ only increases at a maximum gradient of about
9kW/$ in the range examined. The reason that this gradient is so much lower than the non-boiling region is that,
in the final equilibrium state, the power will be as high as is required to cause the total reactivity to equal zero. The
reactivity feedback due to steam is very efficient in terms of negative reactivity deposited per unit energy produced
by the reactor compared to radiolytic gas and fuel solution temperature rise.
We may define the feedback efficiency of a feedback mechanism to be equal to the amount of negative reactivity
added per unit energy produced by the reactor. For radiolytic gas this is GRGγV =-5.99×10−7$/J. For steam this
is γVρSLS =-9.84×10−5$/J. For temperature change of the fuel solution this is αTmFSρFScFS =-3.85×10−8$/J.
We note that the proportions of feedback efficiencies for these mechanisms will be similar for any size of reactor.
It was noted in Section 2.3.6 that γV is approximately inversely proportional to fuel solution volume and that αT
did not appear strongly correlated with fuel solution volume. The fuel solution temperature feedback efficiency is
inversely proportional to fuel solution mass (which is proportional to fuel solution volume). This means all feedback
efficiencies would be expected to be roughly inversely proportional to fuel solution volume and the ratios between
them should be conserved for any size reactor with the same composition as MIPR. However, differing fuel solution
compositions could affect the temperature feedback coefficient αT through differing Doppler feedback effects and
differing reactor pressures would affect GRG through the compression of voids.
Feedback efficiency is a somewhat blunt measure as the negative reactivity in each case will leave the system;
in the case of steam and radiolytic gas this reactivity will leave the system through advecting out of the fuel
solution due to buoyancy, and thermal energy will be removed from the fuel solution through cooling mechanisms.
These removal rates may operate on different timescales and these timescales will change over the development of
a transient due to non-linearities. However, the feedback efficiency does provide a good description of the factors
which reverse a power peak (as these are much quicker than any of the removal mechanisms) and give a starting
point for examining the feedbacks on longer timescales.
This analysis leads us to the fact that, over short timescales, radiolytic gas dominates feedbacks in the non-
boiling regime. When the fuel solution temperature exceeds the saturation temperature steam dominates due to
its high feedback efficiency. It’s also worth noting that, when boiling occurs, temperature feedback is effectively
capped because the fuel solution temperature never rises appreciably above the saturation temperature. This
analysis explains why, once boiling occurs, higher reactivity insertions don’t dramatically increase the equilibrium
power: the steam feedback is so efficient it can provide large negative feedbacks with only a very small increase in
power.
In Figure 4.12b we also note that, at the boiling transition, the equilibrium power actually decreases with
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increasing reactivity in a short sharp drop. This marks the start of the boiling regime where power is depressed by
the creation of steam. This drop is caused by the highly efficient steam feedback partially replacing the less efficient
radiolytic gas feedback and, whilst the drop is measurable in these simulations, is not large (the drop is ∼10kW).
4.7.3 Sinusoidal Reactivity Insertion
In a similar fashion to Section 2.11.4, we now analyse the effect of sinusoidal reactivity insertions on the model. By
modelling reactivity insertions over a range of amplitudes and reactivity periods we may examine the reactor for
any resonances or interesting spectral responses.
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Figure 4.13: The first 1000s of reactor response to a sinusoidal reactivity insertion of reactivity period 10s and
amplitude 3$.
For small amplitude insertions the results are relatively similar to those seen in Figure 2.17. As a more interesting
case, we begin by modelling a reactivity insertion of amplitude 3$ and reactivity periods 10s. The results are
displayed in Figure 4.13. The power displays relatively broad peaks when the external reactivity is at its highest.
It is of note that the peak power reached in the first peak is 4.7MW, which is significantly lower than the peak
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power of 73MW produced by a 2$ step insertion in Figure 4.10. This comparison demonstrates how peak powers
are affected by the shape of the reactivity insertion as well as the magnitude with sharper insertions producing
higher power peaks.
The peak power in Figure 4.13 is brought under control by the radiolytic gas in the first power peak and sinks
to a low of 30kW. However, for the first 71s the average power is approximately 380kW and the fuel solution
temperature rises. At 71s steam is produced for the first time. This new feedback is strong enough to prevent
further significant temperature rise (although an oscillation with a small amplitude can be seen in Figure 4.13d).
Steam rapidly becomes the controlling feedback of the oscillation (as seen in Figure 4.13b) and the oscillations
attain a steady amplitude. The power ranges from 20kW to 5.6MW for these final stable oscillations. There is
some fine structure to the oscillation and there are subsidiary peaks of a smaller size between the main peaks caused
by steam leaving the system.
We may chose to examine the sensitivity of the system to different amplitudes and reactivity periods. To
examine the response of the system to such an external reactivity we may note the peak power obtained by the
system when it has reached its final equilibrium (for example, this value would be 5.6MW for the trace produced
by an insertion of 3$ amplitude and 10s reactivity period in Figure 4.13). The results of this analysis are shown in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Maximum power in the stable oscillations caused by sinusoidal reactivity insertions with various reac-
tivity periods and amplitudes at large values of t. The upper and lower bounds on the reactivity periods studied are
determined by computing power and memory restrictions.
Figure 4.14 shows some interesting results regarding the response of the system to a sinusoidal reactivity inser-
tion. The first point of note is that, for the same reasons noted in Section 2.11.4, as the period tends to zero the
power tends towards 200kW with little oscillation around this value. For very long reactivity periods the long-term
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oscillation peak power is also fairly small. This is because the increase in external reactivity is very gentle as it
happens over a long time period. As the reactivity period becomes very long the changes are so slow that the
instantaneous power becomes close to the equilibrium power for the current external reactivity insertion given in
Figure 4.12b.
The 1$ curve is relatively flat and has a shallow peak of 970kW at a reactivity period of 16s, which is similar to
the 18s resonance found in in Section 2.11.4. Again, it is likely that this is due to a resonance of the void lifetime
and external reactivity and the difference is due to an altered void lifetime due to the changes to void velocity
made in this iteration of the model. If this explanation is correct, we would expect the escape time to be around
16s. If we model the radiolytic gas created in one peak as being centred on the middle of the fuel solution then it
must travel HFS2 ∼0.44m to escape the fuel solution. This allows us to estimate that it would travel at a speed of
0.0275m/s if it takes 16s to escape the solution. Using Figure 4.1 we find that this velocity is for a void fraction of
approximately 9%. With a reactivity period of 16s and an amplitude of 1$ the radiolytic gas fraction varies between
7 and 11%. This is consistent with the resonance of radiolytic gas escape and the external reactivity peaks being
responsible for the peak at this reactivity period.
For the 2$ and 3$ amplitudes, the variation in the peak power is more pronounced. This is because boiling can
occur and steam can be produced in large quantities which causes large oscillations in reactivity (due to the high
feedback efficiency as discussed in Section 4.7.2). Correspondingly, this allows the power to attain more extreme
values at its highest. At very low reactivity periods however, the temperature of the fuel solution does not vary
sufficiently for boiling to occur. The result is a gentle transition between the boiling and non-boiling regimes at 0.8s
reactivity period for 2$ amplitude and a sharper transition at 0.35s for the 3$ amplitude. Note that approximately
coincident with the 2$ transition is a resonant peak at reactivity period 0.85s which is discussed later and whose
causes are unrelated to the transition to boiling regime.
There are several small variations around the general trends already discussed. This is caused by different
timescales relating to the lifetime of reactivity in the system causing reactivity peaks and troughs of reactivity to
overlap causing smaller or larger oscillations of power.
As an example we examine the sharpest peak in Figure 4.14, which is found with an amplitude of 2$ and period
0.85s (note that this unrelated to the dip in 3$ line at the same reactivity period). This has a comparatively high
oscillation peak power at long timescales (approximately 10MW). We can see the reason for this in Figure 4.15
which shows the last 5s of simulated period. As can be seen, there is a large sharp power peak which occurs when the
steam in the system reaches a minimum and the external reactivity reaches a maximum. This peak causes a small
rise in fuel solution temperature, causing the peak temperature to rise above the saturation temperature and steam
to form. This steam exits the system through condensation in cooler regions of the reactor and advection out of
the fuel solution. Before the steam can be fully removed, there is another peak in external reactivity which causes
a smaller broader increase in power which quickly subsides. However, the next maximum of external reactivity
occurs just as the steam content approaches zero, meaning the steam is providing little negative reactivity. This
combination of factors allows the power to rise very high (∼ 10MW) in the next large power peak. If the reactivity
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Figure 4.15: Reactor response to a sinusoidal reactivity insertion of reactivity period 0.85s and amplitude 2$.
period were shorter the steam would not have been removed and, if it were longer, increase in reactivity from
removed steam and from the peaking external reactivity would not align and there would instead be two, smaller
power peaks soon after one another. This leads to the heightened response for a reactivity period of 0.85s and an
amplitude of 2$.
4.7.4 Coolant Flow Shut-down
In the same way as Section 2.11.5, we may chose to simulate shut-down of the coolant flow as a rudimentary
representation of a potential accident scenario. Again, we define the coolant vertical speed v˜c to linearly go to zero
over the first ten seconds of the simulation.
Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the results of such a simulation. The coolant temperature rapidly rises to
match the fuel solution temperature once it stops flowing. Figure 4.17 shows the coolant was the main mechanism
through which the reactor is cooled prior to the cessation of its flow and so the fuel solution temperature begins to
rise. This reduces the power through the temperature feedback mechanism. The rate of temperature increase and
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Figure 4.16: The first 1000s of reactor response initiated by the linear reduction of the coolant velocity to zero over
the first 10s of the simulation.
power decrease is limited by the reducing radiolytic gas content causing a rise in reactivity. The delayed neutron
precursors are also decaying more rapidly than they are being created causing a positive delayed reactivity-equivalent
which slows the rate at which the power decreases.
After 187s the fuel solution begins to boil, causing a rapid reduction in power. Like the case of boiling through
a positive external reactivity studied in Section 4.7.2 the power quickly and smoothly settles to a new steady
equilibrium value. Unlike the simulation in Section 2.11.5, boiling prevents the fuel solution temperature from
rising further and the ejection of heat through the sides and base and to the plenum gas of the reactor allows an
energy balance to achieved with a non-zero power.
Figure 4.17 reveals that the escaping steam carries away a small amount of the reactor’s power in the form of
the latent heat of the created steam. This occurs in small fits and bursts which indicates the steam sometimes
escapes the reactor. However, the small variations in steam content are not large enough to show in Figure 4.16c
or to cause significant variations of power in Figure 4.16a (close investigation reveals a variation of around 100W
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Figure 4.17: The heat rejected from the system following a linear reduction of the coolant velocity to zero over the
first 10s. The heat rejected is defined here as the amount of energy rejected from system comprised of the fuel
solution and the cooling coils.
only).
At t=0, the ratios of heat rejection through different mechanisms in Figure 4.17 are fairly typical of all simulations
performed with this iteration of the model. Heat rejection through cooling coils dominates, whilst heat rejection
through the sides, base and surface of the fuel solution play smaller roles. The rejection due to steam is variable and
frequently zero (when no steam is produced or it all condenses before leaving the reactor) but, when it is non-zero,
it is typically small.
4.8 Conclusions
The most significant addition to the model in this chapter is that of boiling. Boiling induces a very strong negative
reactivity feedback when the peak fuel solution temperature exceeds the saturation temperature. This tends to
suppress the average power following large reactivity insertions. However, the fact that steam can be created and
be removed from the reactor very quickly causes rapid changes in reactivity and this can cause very high individual
power peaks under some circumstances. The rapid creation of steam could cause some variations in local pressure
which are not represented in the model which could have mechanical effects on the reactor. Boiling can be fairly
localised but can also extend across the entire top half of the reactor.
The addition of conductive cooling through the sides and base of the reactor and to the plenum gas slightly
reduces the fuel solution temperature but only contributes a few percent of the total cooling with the cooling coils
providing the rest. Heat rejection through steam leaving the reactor provides a negligible source of heat rejection
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even in the more violently boiling scenarios. The addition of the mixing due to fluid flow modifies the void profile and
ensures the newly added fuel solution temperature profile is relatively uniform, in line with results from Buchan
et al. [2012] shown in Figure 2.1b. The modified void velocity is a function of voidage and this produces some
changes to the void lifetime and the total amount of void content.
Following a step reactivity insertion, the system eventually tends to a steady state whether the reactor boils or
not. Boiling tends to accelerate convergence to this new equilibrium and, once boiling has ensued, the dependency
of final power on reactivity inserted becomes significantly weaker. Upon coolant shut-down, the temperature of the
reactor rises, the power drops and a new steady state is established. Simulations of a periodic external oscillation
show that amplitudes of 1$ are insufficient to cause boiling and only boiling leads to very high instantaneous powers.
Overall, we conclude that the strong negative reactivity injection associated with boiling tends to suppress the
average power. However, the rapid creation and removal of steam can result in rapid and large power swings
and very high power peaks but, in the absence of external reactivity changes, a steady state is achieved with no
oscillation at long time scales.
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Chapter 5
An Extension of the Model to Include
Pressure, Plenum Gas Tracking and
Axial Fuel Advection
5.1 Introduction
The majority of work presented in this chapter, including figures, is reproduced from Cooling et al. [2014b].
This chapter extends the capabilities of the previous iteration of the model, described in Chapter 4. An average
pressure which affects the volume of radiolytic gas and steam is added. Plenum gas composition and temperature
are added as variables and representations of the processes which control these variables are added. A representation
of vertical advection of solution due to voidage and thermal expansion is implemented. To reflect the new time-
dependent variation in local fuel solution density, the expression describing the neutron flux profile is modified.
This model is applied to a number of different physical scenarios including step and ramp reactivity insertions and
failures of the plenum gas management system.
5.2 Extensions to the Model
We begin with the previous version of the model which is summarised in Equations (4.49) to (4.61) and is discussed
at length in Chapter 4. Many of these equations will be modified and new equations will be added to accommodate
the new physical processes added in this chapter. The meaning of symbols and the values of the time independent
parameters are summarised in Section 5.4.
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5.2.1 Geometrical Considerations
Table 5.1 summarises and defines a number of useful volumes and cross-sectional areas as a function of height. The
reactor is split into two regions - below the fuel solution surface height (found at z = HFS(t)) and above it. Below
the surface the volume is taken up by fuel solution, radiolytic gas, steam and objects such as cooling coils. Above
the surface the volume is taken up only by objects and plenum gas. The fuel solution will be assumed to be able to
expand due to heating (but to be incompressible at each temperature) and so its density and volume are functions
of time. As such, the fuel solution surface height will now be a function of t.
Symbol Description
HR Height of reactor vessel
HFS(t) Height of fuel solution surface
AR Cross-sectional area of reactor interior (excluding cooling coils, control rod and casing)
AFS(t, z) Cross-sectional area taken up by fuel solution (excluding gas voids)
V ′RG(t, z) Cross-sectional area taken up by radiolytic gas (also the radiolytic gas volume per unit height)
V ′S(t, z) Cross-sectional area taken up by steam (also the steam volume per unit height)
Vint Total volume of reactor interior and structures (including cooling coils, control rod and casing)
VR Total volume of reactor available for fluids (excluding cooling coils, control rod and casing)
Vobj Total volume of cooling coils, control rod and control rod casing
VFS(t) Total volume of fuel solution
VRG(t) Total volume of radiolytic gas below fuel solution surface
VS(t) Total volume of steam below fuel solution surface
VP (t) Total volume of plenum gas
Table 5.1: Definitions of various different volumes and cross-sectional areas.
We may note some useful relationships between these variables:
AR =AFS(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z) + V
′
S(t, z) for z < HFS(t) (5.1)
VFS(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
AFS(t, z)dz (5.2)
VRG(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
V ′RG(t, z)dz (5.3)
VS(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
V ′S(t, z)dz (5.4)
Vint =VR + Vobj (5.5)
VR =VFS(t) + VRG(t) + VS(t) + VP (t) = ARHR (5.6)
V F (t, z) =
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z)
AR
(5.7)
We have also re-defined the void fraction V F (t, z) from Equation (4.65) in Equation (5.7). This is necessitated
by the new ability of fuel solution to move around the reactor.
In the models presented in Chapters 2 to 4 the fuel solution height was considered fixed but now we allow for it
to be influenced by thermal expansion of the fuel solution and the volume of both radiolytic gas and steam below
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the surface (this will be discussed further in Section 5.2.5.). As such, it is now necessary to assume that the cooling
coils continue spiralling at the same angle to the top of the reactor rather than just to the top of the fuel solution
as was done previously.
Measurements of the reactor are given in Table 2.1 and the reactor geometry is displayed graphically in Figure
2.2. In the previous iterations of the model the fuel solution height was taken to be constant at 0.881m and the
cooling coil length was 7.2m meaning the coils spiral upwards at an angle of 7.03o. This means that, as the cooling
coils now extend upwards to a height of 1.2m (the value of HR), each coil now has a length of 9.81m.
Given that there are 15 coils within the reactor this means the cooling coils take up an area of 0.0377m3. The
volume of the control rod structure in the centre to be 0.0046m3. Vint is calculated to be 0.2785m
3. This means
we may calculate Vobj= 0.0423m
3, VR=0.2362m
3 and, as the distribution of cooling coils and control structure is
even through the container, AR=0.1968m
2.
Due to the fact that the amount of fuel solution varies with height we must also make a slight change to the
diffusion of temperature in the system in order to conserve energy. We do this by modifying Equation (4.54):
∂TFS(t, z)
∂t
=
HFS
mFScFS
(
P (t)ψˆ(z)− ncoilE′coil(t, z)− E′side(t, z)− E′B(t, z)
)
+
DFS
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)
∂2 (AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)TFS(t, z))
∂z2
(5.8)
5.2.2 Revised parameters units
The previous version of the model, described by Equations (4.49) to (4.61), discusses material amounts (such as
of radiolytic gas and steam) in terms of volume. However, the extensions to the model allow for expansion and
compression due to temperature and pressure meaning, instead of the volume, the number of moles of a substance
is now the natural quantity to track as it is conserved as temperature and pressure change.
As such we revise Equations (4.51) and (4.52) as follows:
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∂n′RG(t, z)
∂t
=GRGnP (t)ψˆ(z)− vB(t, z)∂n
′
RG(t, z)
∂z
+DFS
∂2n′RG(t, z)
∂z2
(5.9)
∂n′S(t, z)
∂t
=
E′B(t, z)
MSLS
− vB(t, z)∂n
′
S(t, z)
∂z
+DFS
∂2n′S(t, z)
∂z2
(5.10)
V ′RG(t, z) =
n′RG(t, z)RTFS(t, z)
pR(t)
(5.11)
V ′S(t, z) =
n′S(t, z)RTFS(t, z)
pR(t)
(5.12)
VPH(t) =
nPH(t)RTP (t)
pR(t)
(5.13)
VPO(t) =
nPO(t)RTP (t)
pR(t)
(5.14)
VPS(t) =
nPS(t)RTP (t)
pR(t)
(5.15)
VPN (t) =
nPN (t)RTP (t)
pR(t)
(5.16)
VP (t) =VPH(t) + VPO(t) + VPS(t) + VPN (t) (5.17)
where n′RG(t, z) and n
′
S(t, z) are the number of moles of radiolytic gas and steam per unit height respectively,
MS=0.018kg/mol is the molar mass of steam, GRGn is the number of moles of radiolytic gas produced per joule of
energy deposited and pR(t) is the average reactor pressure. We also introduce the number of moles and volume of
hydrogen, oxygen, steam and nitrogen in the plenum gas: nPH(t), VPH(t), nPO(t), VPO(t), nPS(t), VPS(t), nPN (t)
and VPN (t) and the plenum gas temperature TP (t).
In Section 2.3.10 the volume of radiolytic gas produced per unit energy deposited GRG was found by using
Figure 1.6 which gives the number of molecules of hydrogen produced per eV of energy released by fission. As part
of the derivation of GRG the number of moles of radiolytic gas produced per joule of energy deposited was calculated
to be 1.56×10−7mol/J. This is directly converted from Figure 1.6 which is a function of uranium concentration but
not temperature or pressure and so this value is suitable for use as GRGn.
5.2.3 Pressure
The effects of pressure modelled in this chapter will be restricted to the effects of the average vessel pressure.
Extensions to local pressure and pressure waves are beyond the scope of the present work. It may be expected that
such additions could lead to high local pressures and pressure waves caused by the localised and rapid evaporation
found at the onset of boiling found in Section 4.7. However, to effectively model such events would require a
significantly more complex fluid flow model.
Instead, we define an average reactor pressure pR(t) which is found by the ideal gas equation. If we assume
the fuel solution is incompressible then the radiolytic gas, steam and plenum gas are the compressible parts of the
system and these take up the space in the reactor vessel not occupied by the fuel solution or structures within the
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vessel. If we assume the reactor vessel to be sealed except for the gas management system (see section 5.2.4) then
we may represent the system pressure as follows:
pR(t) =
R ((nPS(t) + nPH(t) + nPO(t) + nPN (t))Tp(t)) + VRG(t) + VS(t)
VR − VFS(t) (5.18)
where R=8.31J/mol/K is the Universal Gas Constant and Tp(t) is the plenum gas temperature. Many of the
the parameters relating to the plenum gas will be discussed further in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.4 Plenum Gas and Gas Management System
Gas, whether steam, hydrogen or oxygen, produced in the fuel solution may advect upwards and out of the solution.
Upon doing so it will enter the plenum gas, which is the gas layer above the reactor. In order to prevent a build up
of gas in this region gas must be removed from the system. However, if the gas management system only removes
gas, eventually the plenum gas will become pure hydrogen and oxygen (assuming no boiling occurs) and ignition of
the plenum gas will be possible. Instead, we assume there is a gas management system which pumps air into the
system at a high rate and removes gas at a high rate. This keeps the hydrogen diluted whilst removing radiolytic
gas and steam from the vessel.
Such systems have been used in previous AHRs. Flora and Stitt [1962] discusses experiments aimed to study
the relationship between reactor behaviour and hydrogen ignition in the recombiner of the gas management system
in the KEWB reactor and Bunker [1963] gives an overview of the gas management system used in SUPO. In the
example of SUPO, large quantities of air are blown through the system to dilute the hydrogen content before the
gas exits the reactor vessel. The gas exits through a reflux condenser which condenses much of the water vapour,
captures fuel solution spray and acid vapour and siphons this back to the reactor vessel. Entrained liquid is then
removed by a stainless steel wool trap which also catches fission fragments. Before returning to the reactor vessel
the gas passes through a recombiner catalyst chamber of platinised alumina pellets which recombines the hydrogen
and oxygen. Bunker notes that the unstable burning of hydrogen in the system above operating powers of 30kW
was one of the main reasons for limiting the power of SUPO to 25kW, highlighting the importance of the gas
management and recombiner systems.
Any reactor will have a tailored gas management system, however. As it is external to the reactor vessel, a
detailed description of one for MIPR is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we aim to model the system only in
sufficient detail to approximate the flow of gases in and out of the reactor vessel. This allows production of a simple
model which tracks only the level of dilution of the radiolytic gases in the plenum whilst more complex interactions
with the gas management system are neglected.
In this model we separately track the hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and steam content of the plenum gas and
assume all other gases are negligible. We also assume the plenum gas is homogeneous and choose the gas blown
through the plenum in MIPR to be air, similar to SUPO. There are two routes for gas to enter and exit the reactor
vessel, which we will call the inlet and outlet. During normal operation, air is pumped in through the inlet and
plenum gas flows out of the outlet. If the reactor pressure rises above the inlet pressure pin then plenum gas will
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be modelled to flow out of both the inlet and outlet and if the reactor pressure drops below the outlet pressure pout
then air will be modelled to enter through both routes. Air entering the plenum will have a temperature equal to
that of the coolant inlet temperature Tin and will be assumed to be 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen. In each case,
the rate of gas flow will be proportional to the difference between the reactor pressure and pin for the inlet and pout
for the outlet. The constants of proportionality are n˙in and n˙out respectively.
Gas also enters the plenum gas from the fuel solution. This gas is composed of radiolytic gas and, if the fuel
solution is boiling, steam. The radiolytic gas is assumed to be stoichiometric and so is 1/3 oxygen and 2/3 hydrogen.
Both the radiolytic gas and steam enter the plenum by advecting out of the top of the fuel solution so the rate
at which gas is added to the plenum from the fuel solution is equal to 23 n
′
RG(t, z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t, z)|z=HFS(t) for
hydrogen, 13 n
′
RG(t, z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t, z)|z=HFS(t) for oxygen and n′S(t, z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t, z)|z=HFS(t) for steam. All
these gases are assumed to have a temperature equal to TFS(t, z)|z=HFS(t).
To track the temperature of the plenum gas TP (t) it is necessary to first assume that the plenum gas is well-
mixed at all times. There are three processes which change the temperature of the plenum gas. Two (air blown into
the plenum by the gas management system and radiolytic gas/steam entering the plenum from the fuel solution) are
associated with a mass flow whilst the third (conduction from the top of the fuel solution to the plenum) is not. Note
that the gas leaving the plenum through the gas management system does not cause a change in temperature. This
is because the gas leaving is the same temperature as the plenum gas as the plenum gas is amused homogeneous.
For a change in temperature associated with a mass flux there is (for a process x) a gas entering the plenum
at a rate n˙x with a temperature Tx. At this time the plenum will have a temperature TP (t) and a heat capacity
CP (t) =
∑
i nPi(t)mici where nPi, Mi and ci are the number of moles of gas i in the plenum, the molar mass of gas
i and the specific heat capacity of gas i respectively (both are summarised in Table 5.2). As such, the temperature
of the plenum will change at a rate equal to (Tx−TP )n˙xmxcxCp(t) . For the change in temperature due to conduction from
the top of the fuel solution rate of change is
(TFS(t,z)|z=HFS(t)−TP )hplenumAplenum
Cp(t)
i Molecule Mi (kg/mol) ci (J/K/kg)
H H2 0.002 14320
N N2 0.028 1040
O O2 0.032 919
S H2O 0.018 2027
Table 5.2: Molar masses and specific heat capacities of molecules within the plenum gas.
Combining all these considerations we obtain the following equations governing the plenum gas:
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dnPO(t)
dt
=

n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 + 0.21(pin − pR(t))n˙in + 0.21(pR(t)− pout)n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 + 0.21(pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPOnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPOnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPOnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.19)
dnPH(t)
dt
=

2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPHnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPHnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPHnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 for pin < pR(t)
(5.20)
dnPN (t)
dt
=

0.79(pin − pR(t))n˙in + 0.79(pR(t)− pout)n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
0.79(pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPNnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
−nPNnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPNnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.21)
dnSN (t)
dt
=

0 for pR(t) ≤ pout
−nPSnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
−nPSnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPSnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.22)
dTP (t)
dt
=
Ein(t) + Egas(t) + Eplenum(t)
Cp(t)
(5.23)
Ein(t) =

(n˙in(pin − pR(t)) + n˙out(pout − pR(t))) (0.79MNcN + 0.21MOcO)(Tin − TP ) for pR(t) ≤ pout
n˙in(pin − pR(t))(0.79MNcN + 0.21MOcO)(Tin − TP ) for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
0 for pin < pR(t)
(5.24)
Egas(t) =
(
n′RG(t, z)|z=HFS(t)
2MHcH +MOcO
3
+ n′S(t, z)|z=HFS(t)MScS
)
vB(t, z)|z=HFS(t) (5.25)
Eplenum(t) =(TFS(t, z)|z=HFS(t) − TP )hplenumAplenum (5.26)
CP (t) =nPH(t)MHcH + nPO(t)MOcO + nPN (t)MNcN + nPS(t)MScS (5.27)
nP (t) =nPH(t) + nPO(t) + nPN (t) + nPS(t) (5.28)
where Ein(t) and Egas(t) are the rate of change of thermal energy of the plenum gas due to gas entering the
plenum through the gas management system and from the fuel solution surface respectively. Eplenum is the rate of
change of thermal energy of the plenum gas through conduction from the fuel solution surface.
As MIPR is a conceptual reactor we are unconstrained when choosing values for pin, pout, n˙in and n˙out. As such,
we chose values of 6×104Pa and 1.4×105Pa for pin and pout and chose n˙in and n˙out to both be 1×10−5mol/Pa/s.
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Physically, these parameters represent the ability of the gas management system to inject air and extract gas as a
function of the reactor pressure and have been chosen solely as they were found to produce a change in pressure
during transients which was neither negligible nor extreme. This allows the simulations to show the types of
behaviour which may be expected in an AHR.
5.2.5 Varying Solution Height
To allow a varying solution height due to the amount of gas in the fuel solution and the thermal expansion of the
fuel solution we must allow the movement of fluid up and down. This will change properties of the fluid at a given
height z by advecting fluid into it from below or above. The properties which will be advected are the temperature
of the fuel solution and the steam and radiolytic gas content.
For a property X (which may be n′RG(t, z), n
′
S(t, z) or AFS(t, z)ρ(t, z)TFS(t, z)) there is an addition of the
form dX(t,z)dt expansion to its temporal derivative. This is caused by an advection at the upward speed caused by
the expansion below which is equal to the rate of change of volume below the level divided by the cross sectional
area of the volume available to the fuel solution at that height. This cross sectional area AR excludes internal
reactor structures such as the cooling coils which are not available to contain fluids. As such, we gain the following
equation:
∂X(t, z)
∂t expansion
=− ∂X(t, z)
∂z
vFSadv(t, z) (5.29)
vFSadv(t, z) =
∫ z
0
(
∂V ′RG(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂VS(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂ρFS(t,z
′)
∂t
AFS(t,z
′)
ρFS(t,z′)
)
dz′
AR
(5.30)
where ρFS(t, z) is the density of the fuel solution and discussed in detail in Section 2.3.7. The quadratic
approximation to density of Equation (2.12) will be used in this model. Equation (5.29) may be added to the
governing equations of the parameters listed at the start of this section in order to model the effect of the increase
in gas and fuel solution volume below it. This model leaves the height of the fuel solution surface defined implicitly
by the following equation:
∫ HFS(t)
0
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)dz = mFS (5.31)
Above this height there is no fuel solution and any radiolytic gas and steam is contained in the plenum gas as
described in Section 5.2.4. This equation is constrained such that 0 < HFS(t) < HR where HR=1.2m is the height
of the top of the reactor.
5.2.6 Power Profile
Previously, the normalised neutron flux profile ψˆ was defined by Equation (4.62) and was independent of time as
the fuel solution was assumed not to move around the reactor. However, in this version of the model that is no
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longer the case. We proceed to examine the normalised neutron flux profile for a number of different fuel solution
configurations using MCNP through the use of the F7 tally. Shultis and Faw [2011] describes this tally as a measure
of the fission energy deposition in a cell in units of MeV/g. If MCNP simulates N neutrons (where N is a large
number) we may use the definition of fission energy deposition to surmise that F7C , the result of an F7 tally over
a cell defined by spatial extent C, may be given by:
F7C = χF
∫
c
dx
∫
4pi
dΩˆ
∫∞
0
dEψN (x, Ωˆ, E)
∑
i nFi(x)σFi(E)∫
c
ρ(x)dx
(5.32)
where χF is the average energy released per fission (which is assumed to be constant), ψN (x, Ωˆ, E) is the neutron
flux profile which represents the histories of the N neutrons, nFi(x) and σFi(E) are the atomic density and the
microscopic fission cross-section of the ith fissionable isotope and ρ(x) is the density within the cell. We proceed
to create an MCNP input which represents a desired fuel distribution within the reactor. If we take a cell C such
that it is very small in z (and is found at z = zC) and extends across the entire cross sectional area of the fuel
solution region and assume the N is sufficiently large, that the energy spectrum of neutrons and the microscopic
fission cross sections do not vary significantly over the reactor and that there is not a significant variation in density
at each height then we may say that F7C ∝ ψˆ(t, zC).
As such, for a given configuration of fuel solution we may produce an MCNP model of that configuration and
sample F7C by defining cells which are thin slices through the reactor at different heights, performing an F7 tally
on these cells. If these results are then spatially normalised for the configuration, the results will sample ψˆ(t, z).
We proceed to model a number of different configurations of fuel solution (in each case keeping the total mass of
fuel solution constant) by varying AFS(t, z)ρ(t, z) throughout the fuel solution and observe the neutron flux profile
as described above. The results are shown in Figure 5.1.
In formulating these MCNP models of MIPR for the different fuel solutions it was assumed the mass of cooling
coils and coolant within the reactor as a function of height was independent of the fuel solution configuration
(this is a different assumption to that used in Section 2.3.2). Below the height of the fuel solution surface the
fuel solution, cooling coils and coolant are assumed a homogeneous mixture. The density of this mixture and the
relative abundances of different elements was varied to reflect different ratios of cooling coil and coolant to fuel
solution. The fuel solution surface was also varied in order to conserve the total mas of fuel solution. Note that, as
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) is varied as a function of height, a reduction in this value could refer to either the introduction
of voids (a decrease in AFS(t, z)) or the thermal expansion of the fuels solution (a decrease in ρFS(t, z)).
Figure 5.1 shows the results for a number of cases. The case where there are no voids is examined in Figure
5.1a which provides a baseline reading before the effects of a non-zero voidage and thermal expansion are taken into
account. Figure 5.1b presents the case where the fuel solution has a uniform voidage of 20% which gives information
regarding the effect of voids without a spatial variation or an elevated average temperature. Figure 5.1c represents
the case where voidage gradually increases from 0% at the base to 16% in increments of 2% every 10cm of height.
This gives a rough representation of the reactor when it is running as voids tend to accumulate preferentially near
the top of the reactor due to the upwards advection of gas.
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Figure 5.1: The normalised neutron flux profile as a function of height for different fuel solution configurations.
In addition, the the case of regions containing voids at the base, middle or top of the fuel solution will be
studied. For each location a small (20%) and large (50%) void fraction are considered. The presence of voids in the
middle and top may be thought of as being loosely representative of large volumes of bubbles produced in a burst
by, for example, the onset of boiling observed in Chapter 4 which could occur very rapidly and produce large local
void fractions and vertical gradients of void fraction. The case where voids are at the bottom of the reactor is not
a configuration of fuel solution which is anticipated to occur in the reactor (due to the upward advection of gas)
and will not be given much weight in the following construction of an approximation for the power profile but is
included for completeness.
This selection of configuration should provide a comprehensive set of tests for approximations to the neutron
flux. The general trend of results is to show that, as would be expected, the neutron flux profile is depressed where
the fuel solution concentration is decreased. We proceed to examine a number of different approximations to the
neutron flux profile that could be used. These approximations are compared to the MCNP results in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Normalised neutron flux profile as a function of height for different fuel solution configurations.
Void Independent
We begin by testing the cosine relationship used in Section 2.3.3. The functional form of ψˆ in this case is given
by Equation (5.33) for the case where the fuel solution height is a function of time. This assumes the neutron flux
profile is dependent upon the solution height but is independent of the local fuel solution density. It is clear that
this does not adequately represent the change in neutron flux profile due to the configuration of fuel solution.
ψˆ(t, z) =
pi sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
(HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum)
(
cos
(
piδbase
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS(t))
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)) (5.33)
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Proportional to Fuel Solution
Another assumption we might make is that the neutron flux profile is proportional to AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z). This
means the functional form is described by Equation (5.34). This is a dramatic improvement on the void independent
approximation described in Equation 5.33, and describes several of the test cases fairly well. However, for the cases
of large voids, this approximation is fairly poor.
ψˆ(t, z) =
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
∫HFS(t)
0
AFS(t, z′)ρFS(t, z′)) sin
(
pi(z′+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
dz′
(5.34)
Exponential Weighting
From the examination of Figure 5.1 some trends may be observed. One of the most obvious is that, in the presence
of significant voids the effect of the reflector is increased. This is particularly apparent in Figure 5.2h where, despite
the void being central, the neutrons are found preferentially below the void rather than above it. The effect may
also be observed in Figures 5.2c, 5.2e, 5.2f and 5.2i. This effect appears to be the main difference between the
“proportional” approximation and the MCNP results. This effect is not present in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b because
the fuel solution distribution is not a function of height between the base of the reactor and the fuel solution surface.
As such, we introduce another correction designed to weight the neutron flux profile towards the base of reactor
when there is a strong variation of fuel solution concentration. To do this we introduce a correction factor of the
form exp (−kz) where k is a function which increases with the amount of variation of AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) in the
system. We further stipulate k should be zero in the case where AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) is constant across the reactor
to preserve the good approximation to the power profile seen in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b. We chose to make k an
approximation of the the variance of AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) which is given by Υ
2
FS in Equation (5.35).
Υ2FS(t) =
∫HFS(t)
0
dzAFS(t, z)
2ρFS(t, z)
2
HFS(t)
−
(∫HFS(t)
0
dzAFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)
HFS(t)
)2
(5.35)
The functional form of this approximation of the flux is:
ψˆ(t, z) =
e−kΥΥFS(t)zAFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)) sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
∫HFS
0
e−kΥ2ΥFS(t)zAFS(t, z′)ρFS(t, z′)) sin
(
pi(z′+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)
dz′
(5.36)
where kΥ is a constant. Variation of this constant found that a value of 0.04m
2/kg2 provides the best fit to
the power profiles in Figure 5.2. This approximation provides a better fit than the “proportional”, specifically in
Figures 5.2c, 5.2e, 5.2f and 5.2h. The fits in Figure 5.2a and 5.2b are unchanged whilst 5.2f is changed without
being notably better or worse. Figures 5.2d and 5.2g show a worse fit than the “proportional squared” case but, as
these represent the unlikely case where voids are more prevalent at the bottom of the reactor than the top, this is
not particularly important.
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Local Average
The final modification which will be made to the previous approximation is to assume that the neutron flux profile
is proportional to the local average of AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z), choosing to define the extent of the region over which this
average is taken as being 5cm each side of the point in question. The value of 5cm was chosen because it produces
the best fit. This changes the approximation to the power profile to become:
ψˆ(t, z) =
e−kΥΥ
2
FS(t)z sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)( ∫min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]
max[0,z−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]−max[0,z−0.05m]
)
∫HFS
0
dz′′e−kΥΥ2FS(t)z′′ sin
(
pi(z′′+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
) ∫min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]
max[0,z′′−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]−max[0,z′′−0.05m]
(5.37)
As can be seen in Figure 5.2 this modification serves to make the power profile smoother in regions where
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) varies sharply which better matches the MCNP results in all cases.
Discussion of Adopted Power Profile
The final neutron flux profile which will be used will be the combination of Equations (5.37) and (5.35) which
provides approximate agreement with the broad features of the MCNP neutron flux profiles in all cases except for
those where the voids are concentrated at the base of the reactor which, as previously stated, are not likely to be
representative of states which occur within the reactor. This means we have reason to believe that the selected
function will approximate the static power profile of configurations of the fuel solution produced over time in the
simulation of the reactor as they would be predicted by MCNP.
A further implicit assumption has been made: the results of an MCNP simulation of the reactor in a given state
will accurately represent the instantaneous neutron flux profile of the reactor which is changing with time (this is the
quasi-static approximation). This assumption may not be perfectly accurate, as MCNP is a static approximation
dependent only upon the instantaneous fuel solution configuration whilst, in reality, the neutron flux will take a
finite amount of time to adapt to a changing fuel solution configuration. However, the fuel solution configuration
will change on the time scale of about a second (for voidage creation and advection) whilst the generation time is
of the order of 2×10−4s. This means the neutron flux should have sufficient time to adapt to the changing fuel
solution configuration and the quasi-static approximation made should provide a minimal error.
An alternative methodology for obtaining a quasi-static approximation would be to solve a deterministic steady
state equation for the exact fuel configuration of the fuel solution in the model. This would eliminate any error
due to the empirical approximations made in Figure (5.2). However, this would require a deterministic model to
be solved potentially many times each second of simulated time, at a significant computational cost.
An alternative to the quasi-static approximation is to, instead, solve a time dependent neutron diffusion or
neutron transport equation. This would give a neutron flux profile with an overall magnitude as well as a shape,
effectively removing the need for Equation (4.49) or any similar equation. As such, estimating reactivity from
voidage, thermal expansion or Doppler broadening would not be required. There are two reasons why this is
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not desirable. Firstly, solving even a simplified one dimensional neutron diffusion problem would add significant
complexity and computational cost. The second reason is that removing Equation (4.49) would mean the model
would no longer be a point kinetics model and the reasons for the change in power would be obfuscated by the
neutronics model. In other words, the contribution to the change in neutron population and power due to voidage,
thermal expansion and Doppler broadening would be indistinguishable as they would all be accounted for in the
time dependent neutronics model. This would reduce the level of physical insight available from the model.
As such, out of the options, the empirical approximation of the power profile presented in Equations (5.35) and
(5.37) coupled with a point kinetic approximation of neutron population in an equation such as Equation (4.49)
provides the best balance of accuracy, computational efficiency and clarity of results.
5.2.7 Neutron Population and Power
The link between the neutron population and power per unit height P ′(t, z) is given by Equation (5.38):
P ′(t, z) =
∫ ∞
0
dENn(t, E)ψˆ(t, z)nU (t, z)σF (E)vn(E)χF (5.38)
where E is neutron energy, Nn(t, E) is the total number of neutrons per unit energy in the reactor, ψˆ(t, z) is
the normalised neutron flux profile, nU (t, z) is the number of
235U atoms per unit height, σF (E) is the microscopic
fission cross section for neutrons of 235U, vn(E) is the speed of a neutron with energy E and χF is the average
energy released per fission.
In the version of the model presented in Chapter 4, Equation (4.49) refers directly to the change in power whilst,
in fact, the reactivity actually directly affects the neutron population. However, it was assumed that the neutron
flux profile in space and energy, fuel solution surface height and the number density of 235U atoms were independent
of time and the number density of 235U atoms was also independent of space. These assumptions meant the power
was proportional to the total number of neutrons and, as such, power was directly solved for as it is more useful in
other equations.
Now, however, some of these assumptions are relaxed. By allowing the fuel solution to be moved up and down
and to thermally expand the assumptions that the fuel solution height is independent of time and that the number
density of 235U atoms is independent of time and height are no longer valid. As such we rephrase Equation (4.49)
to relate to the total number of neutrons Nn:
dNn(t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiC˜i(t)+
β
Λ
(
Rex(t) + αT (T¯FS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γV (VRG(t) + VS(t)− VRG(t)|t=0 − VS(t)|t=0)− 1
)
Nn(t)
(5.39)
The ith group delayed neutron precursor power equivalent Ci(t) is replaced in this equation and in Equation
(4.50) with the total number of delayed neutron precursors in group i C˜i(t). Equation (4.50) becomes:
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dC˜i(t)
dt
= −λiC˜i(t) + βi
Λ
Nn(t) (5.40)
In order to evaluate P ′(t, z) and P (t) in terms of Nn(t), ρFS(t, z) and AFS(t, z) we approximate the integration
over energy as a single product of factors at an energy characteristic of a neutron causing fission E¯. We do this by
collapsing the integral in energy from Equations (5.38) to a product at the characteristic energy:
P ′(t, z) = Nn(t, E¯)ψˆ(t, z)nU (t, z)σF (E¯)vn(E¯)χF (5.41)
This may be integrated with respect to height to obtain the total power:
P (t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
dzNn(t, E¯)ψˆ(t, z)nU (t, z)σF (E¯)vn(E¯)χF (5.42)
To evaluate these expressions we begin by estimating E¯. We do this by examining the MCNP output files for
the nine different fuel solution configurations examined in Section 5.2.6. The results are displayed in Table 5.3.
As can be seen, there is little variation in the energy corresponding to the average lethargy of a neutron causing
fission and no obvious pattern to the variation meaning we may estimate a value of 0.0433eV for E¯. The energy
corresponding to the average lethargy of a neutron causing fission is used instead of the average energy of a neutron
causing fission to avoid a small number of neutrons with high energies causing fissions to skew the value.
Case Energy Corresponding to Average Lethargy Fraction of Neutrons
of Neutrons Causing Fission (MeV) in Thermal Range
No Void 4.3059×10−8 0.9675
Uniform 20% void 4.3366×10−8 0.9673
Graduated Void 4.3242×10−8 0.9671
Small bottom void 4.3074×10−8 0.9673
Small middle void 4.3325×10−8 0.9668
Small top void 4.3076×10−8 0.9675
Large bottom void 4.3405×10−8 0.9669
Large middle void 4.3416×10−8 0.9664
Large top void 4.3212×10−8 0.9675
Table 5.3: Energy corresponding to the average lethargy of neutrons causing fission and portion of neutrons in the
thermal range in various cases as output by MCNP. The thermal range is defined by MCNP as neutrons with an
energy less than 0.625eV.
We may calculate vn(E¯) to be 2.88×103m/s using the kinetic energy equation. Referring to the ENDF library
[National Nuclear Data Centre, 2011] it can be found that the 235U fission cross section σF (E¯) is 433barns. We
also use 192.9MeV as the average fission energy χF . Next is to determine nU (t, z) as a function of ρFS(t, z) and
AFS(t, z). This can be done through examination of the fuel composition in Table 2.3. From this we may conclude
that there are 6.114×1022 atoms of 235U per kg of fuel solution. As nU (t, z) is the number of 235U atoms per unit
height we may write nU (t, z) = 6.114× 1022ρFS(t, z)AFS(t, z).
To complete the approximation we wish to relate the term Nn(t, E¯) to the total number of neutrons Nn(t). If
we assume that any thermal neutron may cause fission, we may make the simplification that all neutrons in the
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thermal range have energy E¯. Using Table 5.3 we estimate that 0.9671 of the neutrons are in the thermal range.
As such, we approximate that Nn(t, E¯) = 0.9671Nn(t). To sum up, we approximate the power per unit height as:
P ′(t, z) = Γψˆ(t, z)ρFS(t, z)AFS(t, z)Nn(t) (5.43)
and the total power as:
P (t) = Nn(t)
∫ HFS(t)
0
dzΓψˆ(t, z)ρFS(t, z)AFS(t, z) (5.44)
where Γ = 2.276×10−10Wm/kg is a constant defined for convenience. In this section, several approximations
have been involved in the evaluation of Γ. However, errors in the value of Γ due to these approximations will
have little impact on the results of the model. This is because P (t) is the parameter which actually interacts with
the rest of the variables such as the voidage and fuel solution temperature and it is these variables which govern
the reactivity and so Nn(t). In effect, the power is controlled by the physics of the system and the constant of
proportionality between it and the total neutron population will only affect the magnitude of the total neutron
population without impacting any other variables significantly. So, any inaccuracies arising from the approximation
of Γ will affect the accuracy of Nn(t) but not other variables.
5.2.8 Generation Time
As the density of the fuel solution decreases the atoms which the neutrons interact with are further spaced and so
the time between neutron interactions and the generation time will increase. To examine this effect, a number of
MCNP simulations were performed with different uniform fuel solution densities (and thus different fuel solution
surface heights). The generation time as a function of fuel solution surface height is plotted in Figure 5.3. This
Figure covers overall values of overall voidage between 0% and 30%.
The line of best fit in Figure 5.3 has a formula described by Equation (5.45) which adequately approximates
the MCNP data and will be used to determine Λ in this model.
Λ(t) =
(
5.73233× 10−5 + 1.427× 10−4HFS(t)
m
)
s (5.45)
5.2.9 Void Feedback
One extension which can be made to the model is to change the method by which the reactivity feedback due to
voidage is approximated. This has previously been represented by the term βP (t)Λ γV (VRG(t) +VS(t)− VRG(t)|t=0−
VS(t)|t=0) in Equation (4.49). This term implies that the negative reactivity inserted into the system is proportional
to the total volume of radiolytic gas VRG(t) and steam VS(t) in the system.
As suggested by the extensive analysis of reactivity void feedback in Williams [2011], a linear dependence
of reactivity on total voidage is a simplified description. We take this opportunity to develop a more complex
description of the effect voidage has on reactivity. We begin by injecting a void of volume 4.54×10−3m3 into
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Figure 5.3: Generation time as a function of fuel solution surface height.
regions with a vertical extent of 10cm at different heights within the reactor. This corresponds to increasing the
voidage of these regions from 0% to 20%. The keff for each of these cases is obtained by running an MCNP
simulation. This, in turn is converted into a void feedback coefficient γV (z) where z is the centre of region of
injected void using the definition of reactivity using Equation (5.46):
γV (z) =
kV (z)−1
βkV (z)
− k0−1βk0
VV
(5.46)
where k0 is the keff before the void is inserted (1.03259±0.00031 as evaluated by MCNP) and kV (z) is keff after
a void is inserted centred on height z, β is the delayed neutron fraction (found in Section 2.3.5 to be (681±9)×10−5)
and VV is the volume of void inserted (4.54×10−3m3). The results are displayed in Figure 5.4.
We attempt to fit two possible lines of best fit to the data in Figure 5.4. The first is assuming that the void
feedback is proportionate to the neutron flux profile which would be found in the absence of voids. This is given in
Equation (5.47) where A is a constant found to fit the data best when it is equal to -264.986$/m3. This provides
an approximation with some similarities to the MCNP results. A much better agreement is found when we assume
the void feedback coefficient is proportional to the same neutron flux profile squared. This is displayed in Equation
(5.48) where B is a constant found to be optimised to fit the data when equal to -307.616$/m3.
γV (t, z) =A sin
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
(5.47)
γV (t, z) =B sin
2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
(5.48)
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Figure 5.4: Void feedback coefficient evaluated at different heights.
As shown in Figure 5.4, Equation (5.48) provides a good approximation to a series of local voids introduced
in the system. If we continue to assume the linear relationship between void feedback and void volume, the total
void feedback due to radiolytic gas and steam may be given by the Equations (5.49) and (5.50). Note that, if we
integrate Equation (5.48) over the height of a fuel solution surface of 0.79499m (the fuel solution surface height with
no voids) we find that the average worth of a void is -183.6$/m3. This compares with the value of -131.0$/m3 found
in Section 2.3.6, -271$/m3 found in Souto [2002] and between -316$/m3 and -341$/m3 (dependent on assumed void
profile) found in Williams [2011].
γ˜RG(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
−307.616 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
V ′RG(t, z)
$
m3
dz (5.49)
γ˜S(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
−307.616 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
V ′S(t, z)
$
m3
dz (5.50)
To complete this new definition of the void feedbacks we replace the term
βγV (VRG(t)+VS(t)−VRG(t)|t=0−VS(t)|t=0)P (t)
Λ
with
β(γ˜RG(t)+γ˜S(t)− γ˜RG(t)|t=0− γ˜S(t)|t=0)P (t)
Λ in Equation (4.49).
5.2.10 Saturation Temperature
As the pressure changes, the saturation temperature will also change. The functional form of this increase specifically
for urnayl nitrate solution is not readily available in the literature. However, the boiling point of uranyl nitrate
solution at atmospheric pressure is discussed in Lang and Nethaway [1958] and Clagett [1950]. The latter deals
only with higher concentrations but the former allows us to surmise that, for the fuel solution concentration of 12%
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uranium by weight (which is at the lower end of the concentration scale covered), the saturation temperature is about
375K - approximately 1.85K higher than that of pure water. In Equation (5.51) we use the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation to approximate the saturation temperature as a function of pressure:
Tsat(t) =
1(
R ln
(
p0
pR(t)
)
∆Hvap
)
+ 1T0
(5.51)
where ∆Hvap is the heat of vaporisation of water (40650J/mol), p0 is a reference pressure equal to 1.01325×105Pa
and T0 is a reference temperature which was reasoned in the previous paragraph to be 375K for the fuel solution.
Using these values we may write:
Tsat(t) =
1K
5.023× 10−3 − 2.044× 10−4 ln (pR(t)/Pa) (5.52)
5.3 Summary of Revised Equations
We now summarise the equation set of the revised model, beginning with those which have a time derivative on
the left hand side:
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dNn(t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiC˜i(t)
+
β
Λ(t)
(
Rex(t) + αT (T¯FS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γ˜RG(t) + γ˜S(t)− γ˜RG(t)|t=0 − γ˜S(t)|t=0 − 1
)
Nn(t)
(5.53)
dC˜i(t)
dt
=− λiC˜i(t) + βi
Λ(t)
Nn(t) (5.54)
∂n′RG(t, z)
∂t
=GRGnP (t)ψˆ(t, z)− (vB(t, z) + vFSadv(t, z))∂n
′
RG(t, z)
∂z
for z ≤ HFS(t) (5.55)
∂n′S(t, z)
∂t
=
E′B(t, z)
MSLS
− (vB(t, z) + vFSadv(t, z))∂n
′
S(t, z)
∂z
for z ≤ HFS (5.56)
∂Tc(t, z)
∂t
=
E′coil(t, z)
m′ccc
− v˜c(z)∂Tc(t, z)
∂z
(5.57)
∂TFS(t)
∂t
=
P (t)ψˆ(t, z)− ncoilE′coil(t, z)− E′side(t, z)− E′B(t, z)
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)cFS
+
1
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)
(
DFS
∂2
∂z2
− vFSadv(t, z) ∂
∂z
)
(AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)TFS(t, z)) for z ≤ HFS
(5.58)
dnPO(t)
dt
=

n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 + 0.21(pin − pR(t))n˙in + 0.21(pR(t)− pout)n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 + 0.21(pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPOnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPOnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPOnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.59)
dnPH(t)
dt
=

2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPHnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPHnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 − nPHnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
2n′RG(t,z)|z=HFS(t) vB(t,z)|z=HFS(t)
3 for pin < pR(t)
(5.60)
dnPN (t)
dt
=

0.79(pin − pR(t))n˙in + 0.79(pR(t)− pout)n˙out for pR(t) ≤ pout
0.79(pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPNnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
−nPNnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPNnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.61)
dnSN (t)
dt
=

0 for pR(t) ≤ pout
−nPSnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
−nPSnP (pin − pR(t))n˙in − nPSnP (pout − pR(t))n˙out for pin < pR(t)
(5.62)
dTP (t)
dt
=
Ein(t) + Egas(t) + Eplenum(t)
Cp(t)
(5.63)
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The equations have the following boundary conditions:
vB(t, z)|z=0 n′RG(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂n′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(5.64)
∂n′RG(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (5.65)
vB(t, z)|z=0 n′S(t, z)|z=0 =DFS
∂n′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
(5.66)
∂n′S(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=0 (5.67)
Tc(t, z)|z=0 = Tin (5.68)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
=
hbase
DFSρFS(t, z)cFS
(Tbase − TFS(t, z)|z=0) (5.69)
∂TFS(t, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=HFS
=
hplenum
DFSρFS(t, z)cFS
(TP (t)− TFS(t, z)|z=HFS ) (5.70)
We also make the following definitions of variables used in the evaluation of Equations (5.53) to (5.63):
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P (t) =Nn(t)
∫ HFS(t)
0
dzΓψˆ(t, z)ρFS(t, z)AFS(t, z) (5.71)
ρFS =
(
−2.46013× 10−3
(
T
oC
)2
− 0.235182
(
T
oC
)
+ 1193.61
)
kg/m
3
(5.72)
γ˜RG(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
−307.616$/m3 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
V ′RG(t, z)dz (5.73)
γ˜S(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
−307.616$/m3 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
)
V ′S(t, z)dz (5.74)
ψˆ(t, z) =
e−kΥΥ
2
FS(t)z sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)( ∫min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]
max[0,z−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]−max[0,z−0.05m]
)
∫HFS
0
dz′′e−kΥΥ2FS(t)z′′ sin
(
pi(z′′+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
) ∫min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]
max[0,z′′−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]−max[0,z′′−0.05m]
(5.75)
Υ2FS(t) =
∫HFS(t)
0
dzAFS(t, z)
2ρFS(t, z)
2
HFS(t)
−
(∫HFS(t)
0
dzAFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)
HFS(t)
)2
(5.76)
pR(t) =
R ((nPS(t) + nPH(t) + nPO(t) + nPN (t))Tp(t)) + VRG(t) + VS(t)
VR − VFS(t) (5.77)
VFS(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
AFS(t, z)dz (5.78)
vFSadv(t, z) =
∫ z
0
(
∂V ′RG(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂VS(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂ρFS(t,z
′)
∂t
AFS(t,z
′)
ρFS(t,z′)
)
dz′
AR
(5.79)
E′B(t, z) =
0 for V
′
S(t, z) = 0 and TFS(t, z) < Tsat(t)
fBC(t, z)hBA
′
B(t, z) (TFS(t, z)− Tsat(t)) otherwise
(5.80)
fBC(t, z) =

1.00 for TFS(t, z) > Tsat
1.00− 2.796
(
V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
)0.26
for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) < 0.3
0.21− 4.64 V ′RG(t,z)29V ′RG(t,z)+18V ′S(t,z)′(t,z) for TFS(t, z) < Tsat and
29V ′RG(t,z)
29V ′RG(t,z)+18V
′
S(t,z)
′(t,z) > 0.3
(5.81)
E′coil(t, z) =hcoilA
′
coil (TFS(t, z)− Tc(t, z)) (5.82)
E′side(t, z) =hsideA
′
side(TFS − Tside(t)) (5.83)
Ein(t) =

(n˙in(pin − pR(t)) + n˙out(pout − pR(t))) (0.79mNcN + 0.21mOcO)(Tin − TP ) for pR(t) ≤ pout
n˙in(pin − pR(t))(0.79mNcN + 0.21mOcO)(Tin − TP ) for pout < pR(t) ≤ pin
0 for pin < pR(t)
(5.84)
Egas(t) =
(
n′RG(t, z)|z=HFS(t)
2mHcH +mOcO
3
+ n′S(t, z)|z=HFS(t)MScS
)
vB(t, z)|z=HFS(t) (5.85)
Eplenum(t) =(TFS(t, z)|z=HFS(t) − TP )hplenumAplenum (5.86)
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CP (t) =nPH(t)mHcH + nPO(t)mOcO + nPN (t)mNcN + nPS(t)MScS (5.87)
nP =nPH + nPO + nPN + nPS (5.88)
V F (t, z) =
V ′S(t, z) + V
′
RG(t, z)
AR
dz′ (5.89)
A′B(t, z) =
3(V ′RG(t, z) + V
′
S(t, z)
rB(t, z)
(5.90)
V ′RG(t, z) =
n′RG(t, z)RTFS(t, z)
pR(t)
(5.91)
V ′S(t, z) =
n′S(t, z)RTFS(t, z)
pR(t)
(5.92)∫ HFS(t)
0
AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)dz =mFS (5.93)
VRG(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′RG(t, z)dz (5.94)
VS(t) =
∫ HFS
0
V ′S(t, z)dz (5.95)
T¯FS(t) =
1
HFS(t)
∫ HFS(t)
0
TFS(t, z)dz (5.96)
In addition, the void velocity and bubble radius are found as a function of void fraction by reference to Figures
4.1 and 4.2b.
5.4 Summary of Parameters and Variables
Many of the physical parameters used in this model are detailed in Chapters 2 and 4. In Table 5.4 we summarise
those parameters alongside those derived in this chapter. Meanwhile, variables which are a function of time are
summarised in Table 5.5.
5.5 Solving the System of Equations
The manner in which the equations are solved is very similar to that described in Sections 2.6 and 4.5. The main
difference is that, instead of discretising from the base of the reactor to the fuel solution surface, the reactor will
be discretised to the top of the reactor vessel HR.
The representation is Eulerian, so the boundary of the cells will not change and the fuel solution surface will
move between cells. In the cell containing the surface a variable is used to track the fraction of the cell which
contains fuel solution (calculated using Equation (5.93)) which is used to calculate the contribution from the top
cell to integrals over height (such as in Equation (5.94) to (5.96)). Some fields such as fuel solution temperature will
have values for the spatial region above the cell containing the surface of the fuel solution. However, these values will
have no physical significance, are not used in any other calculation and will not be reported. The equations given
in Section 5.3 refer to the conditions in cells up to and including the cell containing the surface whilst Equations
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Parameter Symbol Value Discussion
Surface area of one coil per unit height A′coil 0.226m
2 Section 4.2.1
Surface area of side of vessel per unit height A′side 1.708m
2 Section 4.2.8
Delayed neutron precursor fractions βi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Total delayed neutron precursor fraction β 0.00681 Section 2.3.5
Coolant specific heat capacity cc 4.181×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution specific heat capacity cFS 3.43×103J/K/kg Section 2.3.1
Specific heat capacity of hydrogen cH 14320J/K/kg Section 5.2.4
Specific heat capacity of nitrogen cN 1040J/K/kg Section 5.2.4
Specific heat capacity of oxygen cO 919J/K/kg Section 5.2.4
Specific heat capacity of steam cS 2027J/K/kg Section 5.2.4
Fuel solution mixing coefficient DFS 3.34×10−3m2/s Section 4.2.7
Void generation coefficient GRGn 1.56×10−7mol/J Section 5.2.2
Boiling heat transfer coefficient hB 1.28×10−4W/m2/K Section 4.2.5
Heat transfer coefficient through reactor base hbase 131.8W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Heat transfer coefficient between fuel solution and plenum gas hplenum 4.42W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Heat transfer coefficient through reactor side hside 169.9W/m
2/K Section 4.2.8
Heat transfer coefficient hcoil 1300W/m
2/K) Section 2.3.8
Neutron flux profile height HNF 1.0523m Section 2.3.3
Constant used in calculating power profile kΥ 0.04m
2/kg2 Section 5.2.6
Latent heat of evaporation of steam LS 2.257×106 J/kg Section 4.2.4
Mass of coolant in one coil mc 0.204kg Section 2.3.1
Fuel solution mass mFS 213.8kg Section 2.3.1
Molar mass of hydrogen MH 0.002kg/mol Section 5.2.4
Molar mass of nitrogen MN 0.028kg/mol Section 5.2.4
Molar mass of oxygen MO 0.032kg/mol Section 5.2.4
Molar mass of steam MS 0.018kg/mol Section 5.2.4
Number of cooling coils ncoil 15 Section 2.3.1
Rate of gas entering reactor per unit pressure difference n˙in 1×10−5mol/Pa/s Section 5.2.4
Rate of gas exiting reactor per unit pressure difference n˙out 1×10−5mol/Pa/s Section 5.2.4
Saturation temperature of fuel solution Tsat 375K Section 5.2.10
Coolant vertical speed v˜c 0.392m/s Section 2.2.1
Temperature feedback coefficient αT -0.02974$/K Section 2.3.7
Constant used in conversion of neutron population to power Γ Γ = 2.276×10−10Wm/kg Section 5.2.7
Bottom neutron extrapolation distance δbase 0.1365m Section 2.3.3
Plenum neutron extrapolation distance δplenum 0.0358m Section 2.3.3
Generation time Λ 1.8202×10−4s Section 2.3.2
Delayed neutron precursor lifetimes λi See Table 2.6 Section 2.3.5
Density of steam ρS 0.59kg/m
3 Section 4.2.4
Table 5.4: Summary of input parameters.
(5.97) to (5.99) keep the conditions in higher cells the same as those in the cell containing the surface. This means
that, when the surface rises into a new cell, it has the correct temperature and concentration of radiolytic gas and
steam.
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Variable Symbol
Surface area of gas bubbles per unit height A′B(t, z)
Cross-sectional area of reactor occupied by fuel solution AFS(t, z)
Number of delayed neutron pre-cursors in the ith group C˜i(t)
Heat capacity of plenum gas CP
Power per unit height boiling fuel solution E′B(t, z)
Power per unit height transferred from fuel solution to coolant E′coil(t, z)
Rate of change in plenum gas temperature per unit heat capacity Ein(t)
due to gas entering plenum through gas management system
Power entering plenum gas through conduction from fuel solution surface Eplenum(t)
Rate of change in plenum gas temperature per unit heat capacity Egas(t)
due to radiolytic gas entering plenum from fuel solution
Boiling heat transfer scaling factor fBC(t, z)
Fuel solution height HFS(t)
Number of moles of radiolytic gas per unit height n′RG(t, z)
Number of moles of steam per unit height n′S(t, z)
Number of moles of gas in plenum nP (t)
Number of moles of hydrogen in plenum nPH(t)
Number of moles of nitrogen in plenum nPN (t)
Number of moles of oxygen in plenum nPO(t)
Number of moles of steam in plenum nPS(t)
Number of neutrons Nn(t)
Power P (t)
Average reactor pressure pR(t)
Radius of gas bubbles rB(t, z)
External reactivity Rex(t)
Coolant temperature Tc(t, z)
Temperature of plenum gas TP (t)
Fuel solution temperature TFS(t, z)
Gas advection speed vB(t, z)
Gas advection speed vB(t, z)
Velocity of fuel solution VFS(t)
Velocity which the fuel solution is moving upward vFSadv(t, z)
Radiolytic gas volume per unit height V ′RG(t, z)
Total steam volume VS(t)
Steam volume per unit height V ′S(t, z)
Void fraction V F (t, z)
Void feedback due to radiolytic gas γ˜RG(t)
Void feedback due to steam γ˜S(t)
Density of fuel solution ρFS(t, z)
Variance of fuel solution concentration Υ2FS(t)
Power profile ψ¯(t, z)
Table 5.5: Summary of time-dependent variables and their symbols.
n′RG(t, z) = n
′
RG(t, z
′)|z′=HFS(t) for z > HFS (5.97)
n′S(t, z) = n
′
S(t, z
′)|z′=HFS(t) for z > HFS (5.98)
TFS(t, z) = TFS(t, z
′)|z′=HFS(t) for z > HFS (5.99)
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As the plenum above the fuel solution is now included in the discretised region, the domain is larger and so
the reactor will be discretised into 100 horizontal slices instead of 50 to maintain a comparable vertical resolution.
Equations (5.53) to (5.63) and (5.71) to (5.96) are discretised accordingly. Included in this discretisation are the
boundary conditions (5.64) to (5.70). To step the reactor forward in time, the discretised version of Equations
(5.71) to (5.96) are evaluated using the same subroutine based upon Shampine and Gordon [1975] as has been used
in previous chapters which uses adaptive time-stepping to step forwards the variables on the left side of Equations
(5.53) to (5.63).
5.6 The Flammability of Hydrogen
Over the course of a simulation the composition of the plenum gas will change and, in some cases, the hydrogen
content will rise significantly. Following a source of ignition, hydrogen may burn in a number of fashions as described
in Coward and Jones [1952]. To simplify, a mixture may be considered to be non-combustible, flammable (where
flames propagate at sub-sonic speeds) or within the detonation limit (where flames propagate at super-sonic speeds).
Composition plays a dominant role in determining the behaviour of the mixture. Too much hydrogen, oxygen or
non-reactive gases can prevent or reduce flammability due to the fact that both hydrogen and oxygen are required
for combustion. Increases in temperature or pressure can also increase flammability due to increases in molecular
energy and molecular proximity respectively, although this dependence is much weaker.
Figure 5.5 shows the limits of flammability for hydrogen. One limitation of the use of this figure for the analysis
of the plenum content produced by the model is that the figure allows only for oxygen fractions equal or less than
that of air as all spaces in the triangle are a mixture of hydrogen, steam and air. In the plenum gas the gas will,
instead, be a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in stoichiometric proportions, steam and air (which contains further
oxygen). In the limiting case the plenum gas may be 67% hydrogen and 33% oxygen by volume which is not
represented on the triangle. However, we may make the approximations that any mixture containing more than 4
or 5% hydrogen poses a risk of being flammable and any mixture above 20% hydrogen runs the risk of detonation.
As will be seen in Section 5.7, this means the plenum gas begins approximately at the flammability limit. The more
the hydrogen content rises above the flammability limit, the greater the risk that a source of ignition could start
the combustion of hydrogen and the more rapid combustion would occur, causing a greater risk to the integrity of
the vessel.
It should, of course, be noted that, even if the composition of a mixture of gases makes it flammable it will
not actually ignite unless there is a source of ignition. Flora and Stitt [1962] discusses experiments relating to the
ignition of of hydrogen in the KEWB core and notes that, when ignition did occur, there was an average of 25s
between the peak power and the ignition which almost always occurred in the recombination chamber where the
reaction was initiated by the catalyst. This demonstrates that, whilst a flammable mixture of gases in the plenum
poses a risk to the reactor, it does not necessarily mean ignition will always occur.
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Figure 5.5: Limits of hydrogen flammability. Reproduced from Shapiro and Moffette [1957].
5.7 Initial Conditions
5.7.1 Finding the Initial Conditions
We wish to start the reactor from a state with a constant power of 200kW. This means finding a condition where
the time derivatives on the left hand side of Equations (5.53) to (5.63) are zero. The same as for the previous
version of the model in Section 4.6, due to the non-linearity of the equation set, this is not possible analytically.
However, the equilibrium condition may be found by the procedure outlined below.
First an initial guess of all variables is made. Then Equations (5.55) to (5.63) are used to step the model forward
in time with the help of Equations (5.64) to (5.96). The neutron population at this new time step is evaluated
through the use of Equation (5.71) with the condition that P (t)=200kW. The delayed neutron populations C˜i are
then evaluated using Equation (5.100) which is derived from Equation (5.54). The model is then iterated another
time step and this process repeats until the change in the state of the reactor is small enough that the reactor has
obtained a steady state. This is the steady state of the reactor for 200kW and is adopted for the starting conditions
of the main simulation at t = 0.
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C˜i(t) +
βi
λiΛ(t)
Nn(t) (5.100)
5.7.2 The Initial State
The initial temperature profile and voidage profile are shown in Figure 5.6. There is no steam in the system and
the average radiolytic gas voidage is 8.7%. The average fuel solution temperature is 346.1K, the coolant outlet
temperature is 320.2K and the plenum gas temperature is 296.2K. The plenum contains 2.52 moles of gas and is
composed of 21.9% oxygen by volume, 4.9% hydrogen and 73.2% nitrogen. The configuration of fuel solution and
neutron flux profile are both shifted towards the base of the reactor in a fashion similar to that of the graduated
void in Figure 5.1c. The pressure of the reactor is 1.0153×105Pa. The number of neutrons in the core is 3.15×1014.
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Figure 5.6: Voidage, temperature, fuel solution concentration, neutron flux and power profile as a function of height
for at equilibrium
5.8 Results
When examining step reactivity insertions there are three distinct behaviours: the non-boiling regime, the boiling
regime and the overflowing regime. Positive insertions below 1.9$ will not cause the solution to boil, between 1.9$
and 4.6$ the solution boils but does not overflow. Above 4.6$ the reactor enters the overflowing regime.
5.8.1 Step Insertions
Non-Boiling
We begin by simulating a step insertion to the reactor which is of a low enough magnitude that the fuel solution
does not boil. Specifically, we examine the case of a 1$ step insertion. The results are shown in Figure 5.7.
The behaviour exhibited in these simulations is similar to that seen in Sections 2.11.1 and 4.7.1. Initially there
is a rapid increase in both neutron population and power which causes a rapid increase in radiolytic gas which raises
the surface height. Eventually, coupled with the relatively low delayed neutron population, this increase in voidage
causes the neutron population and power to drop again. The maximum power achieved is 2.23MW at 0.163s. This
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Figure 5.7: The first 1000s of reactor response following a step insertion of 1$
peak power is slightly lower and earlier than the equivalents in the earlier models due to the change in the way the
effect of the voids upon reactivity is calculated.
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The increase in voidage also causes an increase in pressure, which peaks at 1.059×105Pa at t=1.22s, a short
time before the voidage peaks. This increase in pressure causes gas to be expelled through the outlet at a faster
rate than it is admitted through the inlet. This causes both the pressure and the amount of plenum gas to drop.
At around 4s the radiolytic gas escapes the fuel solution causing a drop in voidage and fuel solution height. This
escape of gas also causes small increases in the number of moles of plenum gas and in the hydrogen and oxygen
content of the plenum gas.
The escape of the excess radiolytic gas to the plenum triggers a smaller secondary power spike (peaking at 327kW
at 11.5s) and corresponding increase in voidage and pressure. Until now, the moderately elevated power has only
caused a limited increase in temperature due to the short time elapsed. Over the next few hundred seconds, however,
the fuel solution temperature, plenum gas temperature and coolant outlet temperature all increases significantly
as the power is still above 200kW. The pressure and voidage also drop slowly and all parameters tend towards a
steady state. The final power obtained is 254kW, the final voidage is 10.1% and the final solution temperature is
360.7oC.
Boiling Regime
For reactivity insertions with an ultimate magnitude greater than 1.9$ the fuel solution begins to boil during the
transient. This threshold is higher than the threshold reactivity of 1.2$ found in Section 4.7.1. This is primarily
because the void reactivity is calculated differently as described in Section 5.2.9. The reactivity worth of a void is
a function of height in this model and the average worth has also increased by about 50%. This means a larger
reactivity insertion is taken to obtain the same rise in power or temperature. To represent a step reactivity insertion
which causes boiling we chose to simulate a 3$ step insertion . The results are displayed in Figure 5.8.
Initially the response is very similar to the non-boiling case. Due to the larger reactivity the initial power peak
is earlier and larger, reaching 208MW at 4.8×10−2s. The peak voidage is also significantly higher and so is the
peak pressure (1.345×105Pa). This peak pressure is reached a little earlier but still takes around 5s to return
to near-atmospheric values. At around 0.1s the rate at which the power and neutron population are decreasing
dramatically slows. As noted for the 5$ step insertion in Section 2.11.1 and the 2$ step insertion in 4.7.1, this is
because the neutron population decreases to such a level that the delayed neutron precursors are decaying faster
than they are being replenished, as shown in Figure 5.8b. This acts to slow the rate of decrease of the prompt
neutron population and is represented by the delayed equivalent-reactivity becoming positive.
The largest difference between the 1$ case and the 3$ case comes at 75s when the peak temperature of the fuel
solution exceeds the saturation temperature and boiling occurs. The boiling is localised to the centre of the reactor
and, due to the rapid formation of steam, there is some slight oscillation of power, pressure and steam content, but
these quickly dissipate. The system settles to a steady state at approximately 200s.
In Section 4.7.1 a 2$ reactivity insertion is modelled, which is 0.8$ above boiling threshold. Here, a 3$ insertion
has been modelled, which is 1.1$ above the boiling threshold. However, the steam content is actually lower in the
case simulated here (approximately 2% compared to approximately 4%). The main reason for this is the change
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Figure 5.8: The first 2000s of reactor response following a step insertion of 3$
in how the void reactivity worth is calculated. From Figure 5.9a it can be seen the steam is concentrated at the
centre of the reactor and Figure 5.4 shows that voids have a worth of around -250$/m3, almost double that of the
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Figure 5.9: Voidage, temperature, fuel solution concentration, neutron flux and power profile as a function of height
1000s after a 3$ reactivity insertion.
-131$/m3 used in Section 4.7.1, meaning less steam is required to counter the reactivity added past the boiling
threshold.
Another reason for the lower steam content is that the neutron flux profile now changes with time. As can be
seen in Figure 5.9 the high voidage profile in the centre of the reactor depresses the power there and causes the
power profile to peak at 0.35m whilst steam is only present above 0.33m and peaks at 0.52m. This means the power
is not being most strongly put into the system in the region where boiling occurs. As the coolant temperature is
also lower further down the reactor, this means that power is transferred more efficiently to the coolant and less is
transferred to the steam phase compared to the case in Section 4.7.1 which had a static power profile. Like Section
4.7.1, the temperature of the fuel solution at the surface is substantially below the saturation temperature and the
steam condenses as it rises so it doesn’t reach the surface. Note that the radiolytic gas is depressed in the region
where steam is present as the elevated total void fraction means the bubbles are larger and rise faster, depressing
the radiolytic gas fraction in this region.
At the end of the simulation, a steady equilibrium has been achieved with a power of 310kW, a pressure of
1.024×105Pa and a surface height of 0.983m. The average fuel solution temperature is 374.3K, the coolant outlet
temperature is 337.9K and the plenum gas temperature is 303.0K. The plenum gas is 73.2% nitrogen, 21.9% oxygen
and 4.9% hydrogen by volume and the radiolytic gas and steam occupy 10.5% and 2.6% of the region below the
fuel solution surface.
Overflowing Regime
Above 4.6$ the height of the fuel solution surface exceeds the height of the reactor (1.2m) during the rise following
the initial power peak (similar to the peak in fuel solution height at 3.3s in Figure 5.8e). This causes the model to
crash as Equation (5.31) has no solution for 0 < HFS(t) < HR. Physically this corresponds to the case where the
the voidage in the fuel solution and the reactor pressure rises high enough to force all the plenum gas out of the
reactor vessel and begins to force the fuel solution out of the vessel. This is an accident scenario where fuel solution
enters the gas management system. The consequences of such an accident are beyond the scope of this work but it
is important to note that a limit exists on the largest step insertion of reactivity the reactor can withstand without
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an accident scenario of this type.
5.8.2 Equilibrium Power as a Function of External Reactivity Insertion
At long times the power will tend towards a steady state dependent solely upon the final external reactivity insertion
Rex(t)|t=∞. This equilibrium power is plotted as a function of reactivity insertion in Figure 5.10 and is qualitatively
very similar to the equivalent plot for the previous version of the model in Figure 4.12b.
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Figure 5.10: Equilibrium power as a function of external reactivity insertion Rex(t)|t=∞.
These results have three regions. For external reactivity insertions of a magnitude less than -4.5$, the power
ultimately tends to zero. This is because the fuel solution temperature and voidage have a lower bound on their
temperature of the coolant inlet temperature and zero respectively, limiting to the reduction in negative reactivity
associated with lower power which might otherwise balance the negative inserted feedback. Between -4.6$ and
1.9$ the increase in power is fairly linear, with a gradient of approximately 47.3kW/$. Between 1.9$ and 4.6$ the
relationship between equilibrium power and external reactivity insertion is, again, approximately linear but with a
much lower gradient of 4.85kW/$. This is a much lower gradient due to the high feedback efficiency of steam as
discussed in Section 4.7.2. Above 4.6$ there is no equilibrium power as the solution overflows the container, ending
the simulation, as discussed in Section 5.8.1. The lack of the small dip at the boiling transition seen in Figure 4.12b
is unexplained.
5.8.3 Initial Power Peak Magnitude and Timing
Two of the key results of a reactivity insertion are the initial power peak’s magnitude and timing. There are many
different kinds of reactivity insertions imaginable and we chose to extract these parameters for a number of different
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ramp insertions where the external reactivity takes a form described in Equation (2.44). The results are shown in
Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: The magnitude and timing of the first power peak for a number of different ramp insertions.
The time at which the first peak occurs is correlated most strongly with the timescale of the reactivity insertion.
In many cases, particularly long ramp timescales (seconds or more), the initial peak occurs at a time very similar
to the length of the ramp insertion. This is because, for slow insertions, the power forms a pseudo-equilibrium
with the reactivity - taking a power which maintains a voidage whose feedback approximately balances the positive
reactivity insertion at that time so that the total reactivity is near zero. Thus, the power keeps rising until the
reactivity stops rising. At this point the temperature continues rising as the temperature equilibrates with the
power on a longer timescale than the voidage. The voidage may also continue to rise for a brief time for moderate
length ramps. These effects cause the power to begin to decrease — forming a peak in the power at the time the
reactivity stops rising.
At lower ramp timescales the time at which the power peak occurs stops changing with decreasing ramp
timescale. This is because, as the reactivity timescale approaches the generation time (around 2×10−4), the
neutron population increasingly sees a step insertion as it does not have time to change on these timescales.
The power at the time of the first power maximum increases with increasing magnitude of the reactivity insertion
and with decreasing ramp timescale. The former observation is simply due to the fact that the higher the reactivity,
the faster the neutron population and power will rise. The power will carry on rising until enough extra energy has
been deposited in the system that the excess negative reactivity cancels the inserted positive reactivity. This leads
to higher average power over the peak and, in many cases, a shorter time until the peak power.
As the magnitude of the ramp insertion approaches zero the peak power approaches 200kW as the insertion
approaches the case of no insertion. As the ramp magnitude approaches zero the time of the first power peak begins
to increase. This is because the insertion begins to approximate a very small step insertion which causes the power
to rise slowly with the rate strongly controlled by the delayed neutron timescales and the voidage lifetime in the
reactor, preventing the formation of a power peak until long after the external reactivity has finished changing.
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The observation that decreasing the ramp timescale increases the peak power is explained by the fact that
the shorter the ramp timescale, the more the reactivity insertion approximates a step and the faster the neutron
population and power will be increasing when the reactivity stops increasing.
5.8.4 Gas Management System Failure
We are able to simulate the instance of a failure of the gas management system by allowing both the inlet and
outlet pressures to tend linearly from their inlet values to atmospheric pressure over the first ten seconds of the
simulation as in Equations (5.101) and (5.102). Such a simulation may represent a case where the blowers (which
create the flow of gas) fail and gas is not forced through the plenum inlet and outlet after a coast-down time. It is
also assumed there is no attempt made to control the reactor such as the insertion of the control rod. The results
are shown in Figure 5.12
pin(t) =

(
1.4× 105 − 4× 103 ts
)
Pa for t < 10s
1× 105Pa for t ≥ 10s
(5.101)
pout(t) =

(
6× 104 + 4× 103 ts
)
Pa for t < 10s
1× 105Pa for t ≥ 10s
(5.102)
The effect of such a perturbation to the system is not very large in terms of the reactor power, voidage, fuel
solution temperature, pressure and surface height with only minor variation seen in these variables. However, the
composition and temperature of the plenum gas are affected significantly.
Prior to the change in inlet and outlet pressures the gas was blown through the plenum from the inlet to the
outlet. Once the inlet and outlet pressures change to atmospheric pressure the reactor vessel retains the same
pressure and gas slowly leaves the vessel through both the inlet and outlet at the rate radiolytic gas is produced
in the fuel solution. This means that the nitrogen gets displaced from the plenum gas as it is not being replaced
but is still slowly leaving the plenum. At the same time the hydrogen and oxygen fractions both rise. Ultimately
the plenum gas takes on all the properties of the radiolytic gas in the fuel solution at its surface, including the
temperature, as this is the only source of gas entering the plenum. The transition between the two regimes is fairly
gentle and takes place on a timescale of tens of seconds. Note the number of moles of gas in the plenum decreases
as the temperature of the plenum gas rises.
Despite the relative stability of the neutron population and power this still forms a potentially dangerous
excursion for the reactor as the hydrogen and oxygen in the plenum gas are in a stoichiometric ratio, meaning they
would be prone to combustion or explosion which would damage the reactor vessel.
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Figure 5.12: The first 1000s of reactor response initiated by the linear change of the inlet and outlet pressures to
atmospheric.
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5.8.5 Gas Management System Blockage
Another accident scenario which may occur is the blocking of the gas management system. This is approximated in
the model by the linear reduction of the rate of gas entering and exiting the reactor per unit difference in pressure
at the inlet and outlet (n˙in and n˙out respectively) to zero over the first ten seconds of the simulation as in Equation
(5.103). Again, we assume no intervention from control rods. This represents the most severe instance of blockage
as there is no way for any material to enter or exit the reactor vessel. The results are shown in Figure 5.13
n˙in(t) = n˙out(t) =

(
1× 10−5 − 1× 10−6 ts
)
mol/s/Pa for t < 10s
0 for t ≥ 10s
(5.103)
Following the blockage of the gas inlet and outlet the pressure begins to rise as no gas can enter or leave the
system but radiolytic gas is still being produced. This causes the void volume fraction to decrease as the radiolytic
gas is compressed. In turn, this causes the neutron population and power to rise due to the reduction in negative
feedback from the voidage. In turn, this causes the temperature to rise. The continued influx of radiolytic gas
into the plenum gas causes the number of moles of plenum gas to rise and the nitrogen fraction to shrink. The
composition instead tends towards a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.
Despite the increase in fuel solution temperature, boiling is averted due to the increase in pressure raising
the saturation temperature (for example, at 5000s the pressure is 2.22×107Pa, which equates to a saturation
temperature of 639K through Equation (5.52)). The coolant outlet temperature also rises and the plenum gas
temperature rises in a fashion which lags the fuel solution temperature. The fuel solution surface initially falls as
the volume of radiolytic gas in the solution falls. As this approaches zero, however, this effect reduces. Instead,
thermal expansion of the fuel solution as its temperature increases instead causes the surface height to rise. The
power continues to increase at a very slow rate. Eventually the void volume will tend towards zero and the power
and fuel solution temperature will find an equilibrium value. However, under this model the pressure, and number
of moles of plenum gas will continue to rise indefinitely. It should be noted that even a small amount of gas flowing
out of the reactor would cause the reactor to tend towards a new equilibrium instead of a perpetual rise in pressure.
However, the results of this simulation will likely deviate from a real accident scenario. Firstly, any blockage
would likely not be severe enough to completely isolate the reactor vessel, particularly as the reactor pressure rises.
Secondly, before the time at which the simulation ends, it is possible that the compressed, high temperature and
stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in the plenum would have ignited although this would still require a
source of ignition. Thirdly, as the pressure and temperature of the fuel solution rise, the fuel solution may become
unstable regarding its phase. For context, by the end of the simulation the critical pressure of water has been
exceeded (although the critical temperature has not been exceeded). Fourthly, in reality, a SCRAM of the reactor
would likely have occurred, reducing reactivity and dramatically reducing the power. Fifthly, unless the coolant was
pressurised, it would begin to boil at the end of the simulation. Finally, the very high pressures reached (223bar by
the end of the simulation) would likely have ruptured the reactor vessel. Some of these deviations represent serious
accident scenarios although it is beyond the scope of this study to assess the magnitude of their effects. The lack
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Figure 5.13: The first 1000s of reactor response initiated by the linear change to zero of the ability of gas to enter
and exit the plenum.
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of a SCRAM and the assumption of total blockage means the scenario modelled is likely a conservative one and
should be seen mainly as a test of model response.
5.9 Conclusions
In this work, the model presented in Chapter 4 has been extended with additions to model the reactor pressure,
plenum gas composition and temperature, power profile, variable generation time and vertical movement of fuel
solution within the reactor vessel. A number of simulations were performed with this model, including a revisiting
of simple step and ramp insertions studied in Chapters 2 and 4.
The changes to results produced by this model compared to results produced by the model presented in Chapter
2 are relatively small. The 1$ step insertion case is studied in both chapters and contains the same qualitative
features and is quantitatively similar. Figure 4.12b and Figure 5.10 study the long-term equilibrium power for
the model presented in Chapter 4 and this chapter respectively and contain similar results. The main difference
affecting model results lies in the increased void feedback magnitude which tends to dampen changes to the state
of the reactor.
This may lead us to conclude that, whilst the changes do affect the power trace and other traces in a small way,
the largest value gained in the extension to the model is the ability to track more reactor variables such as pressure
and plenum gas composition. As pointed out, this could be useful for some accident scenarios but only makes a
limited contribution in terms of precision to external reactivity excursions where the power and radiation produced
is of primary concern.
The simulated failure of the gas management system’s ability to blow air through the system shows that, over
a timescale of tens of seconds, the plenum gas tends towards a stoichiometric composition of hydrogen and oxygen
but the reactor is otherwise stable. The modelled blockage of the gas inlet and outlet is more serious and shows how
the pressure would build up very quickly and how the resultant compression of radiolytic gas bubbles causes the
power to rise. Although the response modelled is likely exaggerated due to the extremity of initiating conditions
this still gives useful information about the type of behaviour which may be expected in a similar scenario.
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Chapter 6
Validation of Model Against the
CRAC-43 Experiment
6.1 Introduction
The majority of work presented in this chapter, including figures, is reproduced from Cooling et al. [2014b].
In this Chapter the version of the model described in Chapter 5 is used to simulate CRAC-43: an experiment
which took place in the CRAC reactor, which is summarised in Section 1.2.4. CRAC-43 involved an increase in
the amount of fuel solution to the point where the reactor became supercritical and a power excursion was created
which ultimately caused the solution to boil. Some adaptations have to be made in order to model physics which
appear in CRAC-43 but not in MIPR. Notably, a simple model of the dissolved radiolytic gas fraction is developed.
A crude model of the effect of sloshing at the solution surface is developed to approximate features seen in the
experimental results. The simulated response ultimately agrees well with the experimental results.
6.2 Experiment Overview
We chose to validate the model from Chapter 5 by adapting it to simulate CRAC-43 and then comparing the results
to the experimental results displayed in Barbry et al. [1971]. This report is a summary of the procedure used to
create this criticality and of the subsequent readings taken of the reactor. The excursion takes place in a 800mm
diameter steel cylinder with a wall thickness of 4mm which, unlike MIPR, lacked both a central control rod and
embedded cooling coils. The uranyl nitrate had a concentration of 202gU/l and had a uranium enrichment of 93%.
Barbry et al. [1971] describes the experiment in detail. To initiate the transient, fuel solution is pumped into
the vessel through a hole in the centre of the base of the reactor. Over 19s this increases the height of the solution
surface from 0.14m to 0.1549m (neglecting thermal expansion and the creation of voids), where the critical height
of the solution is 0.1438m. The results recorded cover the first three minutes after the solution becomes critical
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(a) Photo of CRAC (b) Plan View of CRAC
Figure 6.1: Photo and plan view of the CRAC reactor. Images reproduced from Barbry et al. [2009] and Barbry
et al. [1971]
and this is the period we will attempt to simulate here. During this time there is an increase in volume from 70.9l
to 76.4l (neglecting the effects of thermal expansion and the creation of voids).
This experiment has been chosen because boiling of the fuel solution occurs and because it involves a sharp
initial power peak and substantial variation of power and fuel solution temperature over time. These features
mean it is a challenging experiment for the model to replicate which incorporates a significant amount of physical
processes. Some modifications to the model must be made and many parameters must be approximated in order
to represent the CRAC-43 experiment in the model.
6.3 Adapting the Model to CRAC-43
6.3.1 Fuel Solution Composition
From descriptions of the composition of the fuel solution in Barbry et al. [1971] and the description of the uranium
enrichment we are able to calculate the atom fraction of individual elements and isotopes within the fuel solution.
This is displayed in Table 6.1. From these data we may calculate that the solution is 15.1% uranium by weight.
Atom Relative Atomic Density
234U 1.471×10−5
235U 4.831×10−3
236U 1.233×10−4
238U 3.151×10−4
H 0.5979
N 2.355×10−2
O 0.3734
Table 6.1: Atom fractions for the fuel solution used in CRAC-43. Derived from data in Barbry et al. [1971]
The uranyl nitrate density is primarily dependent on three factors: the uranium concentration, the nitric acid
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concentration and the temperature of the solution. From table 6.1 we know the first two and need to construct a
correlation which gives the density as a function of temperature. Experimental results for the fuel composition such
as the one in CRAC-43 are not easily found in the literature. In Section 2.3.7, Grant et al. [1948] was used to obtain
Equation (2.12) for the fuel solution in MIPR. This is not possible in the case of CRAC-43 because CRAC-43’s
fuel solution has a slightly higher uranium concentration than is covered in Grant et al. [1948]. Similarly, Ondrejcin
[1961] covers uranium concentrations below that of CRAC-43. Some data from Botts et al. [1978] cover the correct
region of uranium concentration but not the desired nitrate content and generally only contains density readings
for a limited number and range of temperatures. Lang and Nethaway [1958] and Clagett [1950] cover uranyl nitrate
solutions of a significantly greater uranium concentration. UKAEA [1975] covers the desired range of uranium
concentration and nitric acid concentration but only contains data in the temperature range of 20oC to 60oC.
To create a correlation to be used in this model we choose to use the density of the solution given by Barbry
et al. [1971] at 20oC as a point of reference. We also interpolate between data points from UKAEA [1975]. Finally,
we add a constant value to the data points for the highest concentration of uranium in Grant et al. [1948] (which,
at 20oC is 0.8271M, compared to the 0.859M of CRAC-43). This is a crude correction for both the differing nitric
acid and uranium concentrations. We chose the constant so that, at 20oC, the results match the density given in
Barbry et al. [1971]. The resulting correlation is shown in Equation (6.1) and the comparison to these pieces of
data is shown in Figure 6.2. This correlation contains a notable amount of uncertainty but, as it follows the same
shape as the data series it approximates and the error compared to each series is less than 1% we may assume that
this is accurate enough to use in the model of CRAC-43.
ρfs(T ) =
(
−0.002
(
T
K
)2
+ 0.761
(
T
K
)
+ 1294.1
)
kg/m
3
(6.1)
6.3.2 Variation of Fuel Solution Mass
One modification which must be made is that the mass must be changed to be a function of time. We assume the
rate at which mass is introduced is linear. If, in total, the introduction of mass takes 19s then the first 4.85s of this
will be raising the fuel solution up to the critical mass and is thus before the start of the simulated time. Given that
the solution density is 1345kg/m3 (at 20oC) the mass of fuel solution is known to increase from 95.36kg at t=0s to
102.76kg at t=14.15s at which point the introduction of fuel ceases and the fuel solution mass becomes constant.
This means the equation for mass is described by Equation (6.2):
mFS(t) =
95.365kg + 0.5225kg/st for t < 14.15s102.758kg for t ≥ 14.15s (6.2)
To reflect the upward movement of the fuel solution through introduction of new fuel solution at the base we
also redefine vFS from its original form in Equation (5.79) to Equation (6.3). To reflect the fact that the fuel
solution added will be cold (we surmise from Barbry et al. [1971] that the fuel solution begins at 20oC) we also add
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Figure 6.2: Density as a function of temperature for the CRAC-43 fuel solution.
Equation (6.4) to the boundary condition for temperature at the base of the reactor.
vFSadv(t, z) =

∫ z
0
(
∂V ′RG(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂VS(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂ρFS(t,z
′)
∂t
AFS(t,z
′)
ρFS(t,z
′)
)
dz′
AR
+ 7.842× 10−4m/s for t < 14.15s∫ z
0
(
∂V ′RG(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂VS(t,z
′)
∂t +
∂ρFS(t,z
′)
∂t
AFS(t,z
′)
ρFS(t,z
′)
)
dz′
AR
for t ≥ 14.15s
(6.3)
TFS(t, 0) =293.15K for t < 14.15s (6.4)
6.3.3 Simulating CRAC-43 in MCNP
We may use the information on fuel solution composition described in Section 6.3.1 and the description of the
geometry of the experiment in Barbry et al. [1971] to produce a model in MCNP to generate several useful pieces
of data needed for the model. The first challenge is to produce a representation of CRAC-43 which replicates the
critical height of the experiment.
The CRAC-43 system contains no reflector, no central control rod and no cooling coils. In the model the fuel
solution is modelled as a cylinder whose heights and density may be varied to represent different configurations of
fuel solution.
The first representation we use is using a cylindrical fuel solution with a height equal to the critical height. For
the second simulation we add the 4mm thick sides and bottom of the container. For the next, we add the 3mm thick
safety vessel. For the next we add the concrete of the surrounding wall, floors and ceiling (the thickness of these
structures is ∼ 1m). For the final representation we neglect the concrete but, instead, vary the width of the safety
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vessel until a criticality is achieved. This occurs at a width of approximately 1.7cm. These results are summarised
in Table 6.2. Descriptions of the geometry may be found in Figure 6.1b, Bettan [1993] and CEA [1968].
Model keff
Bare fuel solution 0.94478 ± 0.00190
Reactor vessel only 0.97156 ± 0.00210
Containment vessel 0.97293 ± 0.00189
Walls, floor and ceiling 0.97661 ± 0.00195
1.7cm thick containment vessel 1.00155 ± 0.00182
Table 6.2: keff achieved for a fuel solution of height equal to the critical height as given by Barbry et al. [1971]
with different assumptions of surrounding geometry. Errors given are 1σ.
Table 6.2 shows how important reflection of neutrons back into the fuel solution is for the CRAC-43 experiment.
The bare fuel solution is deeply subcritical. The addition of the reactor vessel causes a significant increase to
reactivity whilst the containment vessel and the concrete structure of the room provide smaller increases. This
agrees with the findings of Bettan [1993] which modelled CRAC-43 and considered only the fuel solution and
reactor vessel and achieved results similar to the “Reactor vessel only” result in Table 6.2.
It can be seen in Figure 6.1a that there is a significant amount of structure directly attached to and in the
area surrounding the containment vessel which would add to the effect of room return neutrons. Modelling these
structures explicitly would be prohibitively difficult and costly. To create a model which approximates this we
begin by modelling the fuel solution as being enclosed by the reactor vessel and the containment vessel but not the
surrounding concrete of the walls, floor and ceiling. To make the configuration critical we make the containment
vessel 1.7cm thick to approximate the effect of the structures attached to and surrounding the containment vessel
and the concrete of the room in a fashion which recreates the criticality of the system without trying to replicate
the exact geometrical complexity. This is the “1.7cm thick containment vessel” result from Table 6.2. We adopt
this approximation all for future models of CRAC-43 in MCNP.
6.3.4 Generation Time
The amount of fuel solution changes over time, but only a small amount (there is less than a 10% change in mass)
and this change occurs over the first 15s or so. To begin, we produce a model of the unperturbed fuel solution with
three different masses: 95.36kg, 99.5kg and 102.758kg which represent the initial mass, an intermediate mass and
final mass from about 6.5s after the beginning of the simulation. These masses correspond to heights of 0.1438m,
0.1502m and 0.1549m. We also perturb the solution at each of these three masses by increasing the surface height
and reducing the density to simulate expansion due to voidage or thermal expansion.
We use these simulations to attain an approximation of the generation time. This is displayed as a function of
both solution surface height and total fuel solution mass in Figure 6.3. We find that this data is well represented
by assuming the generation time has a linear dependence on the solution height. Although there is some variation
with mass of fuel solution it is fairly weak and will be neglected for simplicity. This fit has a form described by
Equation (6.5) will be used in the model of CRAC-43.
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Figure 6.3: Generation time as a function of fuel solution surface height for three different fuel solution masses.
6.3.5 Relationship between Neutron Population and Power
Another difference caused by the differences in geometry and composition is the increase in the energy corresponding
to the average lethargy of a neutron causing fission to 1.27×10−7MeV. This means the value of Γ to be used is
1.170×10−10Wm/kg. The method of calculation is identical to the method used in Section 5.2.7.
6.3.6 Delayed Neutron Data
From the examination of the MCNP outputs of different heights and masses of fuel solution we are able to extract
values of βi. We find that these are not significantly affected by either the total mass of fuel solution or the height
of the fuel solution surface. The values of βi to be used are summarised in Table 6.3. The value of β is thus 0.00835,
which is larger than the values appropriate for MIPR. However, the values of λi are the same as those used for
MIPR as these are intrinsic to the delayed neutron groups used by MCNP.
6.3.7 Reactivity Insertion
We model the reactivity insertion due to the addition of fuel by evaluating height at different times using Equation
(6.2) and assuming that the fuel solution density is constant. We model this through a number of MCNP models
from which the reactivity at several times is calculated and presented in Figure 6.4. This gives the background
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i βi λi (1/s)
1 0.00025 0.01249
2 0.00147 0.03182
3 0.00133 0.10938
4 0.00383 0.31700
5 0.00108 1.35395
6 0.00039 8.63760
Table 6.3: Values of delayed neutron fractions βi and delayed neutron precursor decay rates λi obtained from the
MCNP model of CRAC-43
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Figure 6.4: Reactivity in the absence of void and temperature feedback.
insertion due to the added fuel on top of which dynamic feedbacks caused by temperature and voidage will be
superimposed. This reactivity will form Rex(t) and is found to be in a form given by Equation (6.6). This is
equivalent to a ramp insertion of approximately 5.6$ over 14.15s. This is a larger reactivity insertion than is
considered in Section 5.8.3 but this is applied to a reactor which is initially at zero power, cold and voidless instead
of a running reactor.
Rex(t) =
0.395445
t
s$ for t < 14.15
5.5955$ for t ≥ 14.15
(6.6)
A reactivity trace of CRAC-43 found in Barbry et al. [1971] shows, based on experimental observations, that the
keff for CRAC-43 was inferred to rise by approximately 1070pcm in the first 3.2s, equating to a rate of reactivity
increase of approximately 0.400$/s, giving excellent agreement with Equation (6.6) in this range. Le´corche´ [1973]
also contains brief information on CRAC-43 and gives the rate of reactivity addition as 0.3377$/s, also in good
agreement.
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6.3.8 Neutron Flux Profile
We proceed by modelling nine cases comparable to those found in Section 5.2.6. Note that the values ofAFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z)
are substantially different due to the change in cross-sectional area. These results are shown in Figure 6.5. The
analytic fits shown relate to Equation (6.7).
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(a) No void
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(b) Uniform 20% void
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(c) Graduated void
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(d) Small bottom void
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(e) Small middle void
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(f) Small top void
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(g) Large bottom void
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(h) Large middle void
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(i) Large top void
Figure 6.5: Normalised neutron flux profile as a function of height for different fuel solution configurations in
CRAC-43.
ψˆ(t, z) =
sin
(
pi(z+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
)( ∫min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]
max[0,z−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z+0.05m]−max[0,z−0.05m]
)
∫HFS
0
dz′′ sin
(
pi(z′′+δbase)
HFS(t)+δbase+δplenum
) ∫min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]
max[0,z′′−0.05m] dz
′AFS(t,z′)ρFS(t,z′)
min[HFS(t,z),z′′+0.05m]−max[0,z′′−0.05m]
(6.7)
Equation (6.7) is effectively the same as Equation (5.37) but without the exponential weighting towards the
base for unevenly distributed fuel solutions. This is because CRAC did not have a reflector whilst MIPR does. The
relevant values for the lower and upper neutron extrapolation distances δbase and δplenum are 0.0210m and 0.0126m.
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The effect of locally large void fractions is significantly less than those displayed for MIPR in Figure 5.2. This is
because the length over which AFS(t, z)ρFS(t, z) is averaged is still 5cm in either direction but the height of fuel
solution surface is now only 15-20cm meaning a larger portion of the reactor is averaged to find the local average
density in Equation (6.7). This equation will be used in the model of CRAC-43.
6.3.9 Void Feedback
To model the void feedback we insert a region of lower fuel solution density centred at different heights in the
solution and compare the keff produced by MCNP for each case and a reference case which contains no void in
a similar fashion to Section 5.2.9. In each case the total mass of fuel solution is equal to the total mass after the
initial insertion of fuel solution and is maintained by appropriate variation of the fuel solution surface. The regions
of lower density are 2cm in height and correspond to a local voidage of 20%. The results are shown in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Voidage feedback coefficient as a function of height in CRAC-43.
We approximate the void feedback as a function of height using Equation (6.8) and define the reactivity feedback
due to both radiolytic gas and steam using Equations (6.9) and (6.10). As can be seen, we retain the portion of
the feedback which is proportional to the square of the unperturbed neutron flux seen in Section 5.2.9. However,
the majority of the feedback is now determined by a constant term not seen in the analysis of MIPR. This occurs
because the fuel solution is much shallower in CRAC-43. This means the neutron flux at, for instance, the top and
bottom of the fuel solution region are much more closely coupled in CRAC-43 than MIPR. This means that the
difference in fuel solution density at different heights have a less variable impact on total reactivity in CRAC-43
than MIPR and so the void feedback as a function of height is much more constant.
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γV (t, z) =
(
−937.429− 436.68 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
))
$
m3
(6.8)
γ˜RG(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
(
−937.429− 436.68 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
))
V ′RG(t, z)
$
m3
dz (6.9)
γ˜S(t) =
∫ HFS(t)
0
(
−937.429− 436.68 sin2
(
pi(z + δbase)
HFS(t) + δbase + δplenum
))
V ′S(t, z)
$
m3
dz (6.10)
The average value over the height of the fuel solution is approximately -1200$/m3 which is broadly consistent
with the -977$/m3 predicted for a reactor with CRAC-43’s 78.3l volume of fuel solution in the correlation presented
in Equation (2.11). The results are also consistent with the trend observed in Kornreich [1993] regarding the
dependence of void feedback coefficient on the fuel solution volume.
6.3.10 Temperature Feedback
There are two components to temperature feedback which are described and discussed in Section 2.3.7 and will be
evaluated for CRAC-43 by a similar method here. The expansion component is due to the thermal expansion of the
fuel solution increasing the leakage and the Doppler feedback component which occurs as a result of the Doppler
broadening of absorption peaks. We examine the first by using Equation (6.1) to vary the density of the fuel solution
(adjusting the fuel solution height such that fuel solution mass is preserved). We examine the second by keeping
the geometry the same but adjusting the S(α,β) library which MCNP uses to evaluate the water cross-sections.
However, there are only a small number of libraries available in the temperature range of interest (between 20oCand
100oC) so we use several libraries from outside this range to allow us greater certainty when interpolating. The
reactivity is calculated by reference to a base case which uses a cross section library and density appropriate for a
fuel solution at 21oC. The results are shown in Figure 6.7.
A linear approximation adequately describes the effects of both the expansion and Doppler feedback compo-
nent of the effect of temperature on reactivity. By examining the gradients of the lines we find the expansion
component of the temperature coefficient is -(0.006222±0.001092)$/K whilst the Doppler feedback component is
-(0.004767±0.000337)$/K. This means, overall, the temperature feedback coefficient is -(0.010989±0.001143)$/K.
Kornreich [1993] discusses the case of CRAC-25 which had a uranium content of 207gU/l (compared with
CRAC-43’s 202gU/l). The Doppler feedback effect calculated is approximately -0.00378$/K which is similar to
the result obtained here, helping confirm this result. However, the expansion component calculated is significantly
higher than that calculated here: approximately -0.01651$/K. The experimental result Kornreich quotes is even
higher: -0.04$/K. However, one likely explanation for this significant difference in the expansion component of the
temperature feedback comes from the fact that CRAC-25 took place in the 300mm diameter experimental vessel and
had a critical height of 274.7mm (compared with the 800mm vessel and 143.8mm critical height of CRAC-43). As
such, CRAC-25 is relatively near the optimal dimensions for a cylinder to produce a high value of keff whilst CRAC-
43 has a relatively low h/d ratio. It follows that expansion in CRAC-43 would result in the h/d ratio approaching a
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Figure 6.7: Reactivity as a function of temperature for each component of temperature feedback.
more optimal value, reducing the magnitude of the negative feedback associated with increased volume and leakage.
However, CRAC-25 would not experience a change in the h/d to a substantially more favourable value meaning the
change in reactivity is not mitigated by this factor, resulting in a higher feedback due to expansion. As a result this
difference in values may be attributed primarily to difference in geometry and does not give reason not to proceed
using the value of 0.010989$/K for the temperature feedback coefficient of CRAC-43.
6.3.11 Gas Management and Pressure
Le´corche´ [1973] describes the reactor vessel as being situated “inside a large airtight enclosure to contain any gas or
liquid ejected from the reacting volume.” From the description we chose to model the cylinder as being completely
open to a volume large enough that any gas produced will not substantially raise the pressure above atmospheric.
As such, we replace Equation (5.77) with pR=1×105Pa, (5.63) with the statement that TP=293.15K and cease to
evaluate Equations (5.59) to (5.62). This effectively fixes the average reactor pressure and plenum temperature and
ceases to model the plenum composition. This means that the portions of the model which model pressure and
plenum gas composition are not tested by the comparison to this experiment although, as these processes are not
expected to be important to the development of the transient, the comparison still forms a valid test of the rest of
the model.
6.3.12 Saturation Temperature
Given that the pressure of the reactor will be effectively fixed at atmospheric pressure, as discussed in Section 6.3.11,
the saturation temperature does not need to be a function of pressure. Instead, we consult Lang and Nethaway
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[1958] and use the fact that the solution is approximately 15% uranium by weight to find the saturation temperature
is approximately 376K. We take this to be a constant value in the simulation of CRAC-43.
6.3.13 Reactor Cooling
The lack of cooling coils means we may set ncoil=0 and that the value of other values relating to the coils and
the coolant may take any value as they don’t affect the results. The reactor vessel is held in the centre of the
containment vessel with limited contact with the surroundings. Given this limited contact, we make the simple
assumption that there is no heat transfer through the base or sides of the reactor. We assume that hplenum is
similar enough in CRAC and MIPR that it does not need to be altered.
6.3.14 Void Production Coefficient
The production of radiolytic gas in a reactor is not straightforward and is discussed at length in Section 1.5.1. In
the formation of radiolytic gases there will be between zero and a half of a mole of oxygen produced per mole of
hydrogen produced. Previously, for MIPR, in Section 2.3.10 the void production coefficient was calculated based
upon the assumption that hydrogen and oxygen are produced in stoichiometric proportions. However, there are
reasons that this may not be the case in CRAC-43.
Firstly, hydrogen is very much a primary product of radiolysis whilst oxygen is produced through intermedi-
ate products (mainly hydrogen peroxide) which delays its production. Secondly, around 60% more oxygen than
hydrogen may be dissolved in the fuel solution. This would also delay the production of oxygen compared to the
production of hydrogen as the critical concentration for dissolved oxygen would take longer to achieve. These factors
suggest it is possible that, for short-term transients, oxygen may not be produced.
For MIPR the assumption that oxygen is produced is a reasonable one as it was assumed that all transients
began when the reactor was running at steady state which would have allowed both the intermediate products
and dissolved oxygen concentration to accumulate to such a level that oxygen gas was being produced. For shorter
transients this build up would not necessarily have occurred. Souto [2002] studied SHEBA and SILENE experiments
with durations of less than ten minutes and found that assuming no oxygen was produced created a substantially
better agreement between model and experimental results. As such, for the CRAC-43 experiment, we make the
assumption that no oxygen is produced.
Figure 1.6 shows how the void production coefficient varies as a function of uranium concentration. The fuel
solution in CRAC-43 has a uranium concentration of 202gU/l which corresponds to a void production coefficient
of approximately 0.85 molecules of H2/100eV or 8.82×10−8mol/J. This value will be used in the simulation of
CRAC-43.
6.3.15 Void Velocity and Bubble Radius
The relationships between void fraction, bubble area per unit height and bubble velocity remain unchanged and
are found in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. Some values used will be different to MIPR and so these relationships will
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need to be re-evaluated. Note that, although some parameters are functions of temperature, this variation will be
neglected and, where a variable is a function of temperature it will be evaluated at 60oC as this is the centre of the
range of temperatures experienced in CRAC-43.
We evaluate Equation (6.1) to find the fuel solution density ρFS at 60
oC is 1326kg/m3. From Grant et al.
[1948] we may estimate that the surface tension σFS is approximately 0.06927N/m and the dynamic viscosity µFS
is approximately 7.127×10−4Pa·s. The resulting relationship between the bubble radius and bubble velocity and
void fraction is shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Bubble velocity and radius as a function of void fraction.
As in Section 4.2.3, it is necessary to approximate the bubble radius above a certain void fraction (in this case
0.621) in order to avoid there being multiple values of radius for a given void fraction. As such, the approximation
of Equation (6.11) is used.
rB(t, z) =
(
0.001234 + 0.05118(V F (t, z)− 0.621) + 14.948(V F (t, z)− 0.621)2)m for V F (t, z) > 0.621 (6.11)
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Initial Results
The results of the simulation are displayed in Figure 6.9. Initially the neutron population, fission rate and power
remain very low and the height of the fuel solution increases slowly due to the addition of fuel solution. Correspond-
ingly, the timescale for the increasing neutron population changes from being controlled by the delayed neutron
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precursor timescales to the shorter generation time resulting in a much quicker rate of increase and a rapid rise in
neutron population and power.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated response of CRAC-43.
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The initial peak in fission rate and power are 1.49×1017fissions/s and 3.06MW respectively at 2.92s. This causes
the rapid production of radiolytic gas which, combined with the effects of delayed neutrons, causes the fission rate
to drop as low as 6.14×1015fissions/s around 6s after the simulation commences. The increase in radiolytic gas
content causes the surface to move upwards faster in this period.
After 6s, despite the radiolytic gas content and associated negative reactivity increasing, the positive reactivity
added by the influx of fuel solution is greater and the power begins to increase again. This increase in power is
a slow smooth increase until the fuel solution stops being added at 14.15s when the fission rate and power are
1.32×1016fissions/s and 408kW. Then the negative reactivity from the increasing radiolytic gas fraction begins to
reduce the overall reactivity and the fission rate drops smoothly and slowly. The void fraction peaks at 15.5s at
5.6% before the decreasing power causes it to slowly decrease.
Soon the rate at which the power is decreasing reduces as the excess radiolytic gas leaves the system. The
temperature of the system slowly rises and the power and voidage slowly fall. The surface height continues to rise
due to the thermal expansion of the fuel solution.
At 130s the solution begins to boil, reaching a peak steam void fraction of 19.7% two seconds later, which also
causes a sharp rise in the fuel solution surface height. The large negative reactivity insertion this creates reduces the
power to around 2kW, causing the radiolytic gas content to drop to a small fraction of a percent. At this stage the
delayed neutron precursors are decaying (as evidenced by the positive neutron equivalent-reactivity in Figure 6.9c).
The steam generated by this keeps the configuration sub-critical and so the neutron population is only supported
by the delayed neutron precursor decay. As such, the power decays slowly, along with the steam content.
Another simulation of the experiment found in Schulenberg and Dohler [1986] discusses the slow decrease of
power after boiling has occurred and attributes the low power in this region to the ejection of fuel solution at
the time of boiling (which is mentioned in Barbry et al. [1971]). Schulenberg states that the slow decrease occurs
because sufficient fuel solution is ejected for the configuration to become subcritical and the power drops low and
continues dropping at a rate determined by delayed neutrons. However, the results in this section show a similar low
and decreasing power without any mechanism for a reduction of reactivity through fuel ejection. Instead, the fact
that the production of steam is very efficient at creating negative feedback per unit energy deposited (as discussed
in Section 4.7.2) is sufficient to cause the power to be very low and continue to fall at a rate dictated by delayed
neutrons.
Figure 6.10 shows some experimental measurements from CRAC-43. There is some agreement and some dis-
agreement with the results of the model in Figure 6.9. Both show the initial reactivity peak at around 3s, although
the experimental results show a much higher peak of around 7×1018fissions/s. Both have a general rise in fission
rate until the time at which solution addition decreases then a slow decrease, although this is more pronounced in
the experiment. The average fission rates broadly agree until the fuel solution begins to boil in the experiment at
around 60s. The main reason the boiling occurs later in the simulation than in the experiment is that the initial
power peak is smaller, resulting in a smaller temperature rise in the first few seconds. The experimental results
also show a more pronounced downward trend before the onset of boiling than the simulation.
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(a) Fission Rate
(b) Temperature
Figure 6.10: Experimental results from CRAC-43. Reproduced from Barbry et al. [1971]. Note that Figure 6.10b
refers to the temperature of a thermocouple embedded in the fuel solution not the average temperature.
The other main difference is that the results of this simulation are generally smooth, except the initial peak.
The experimental results contain power oscillations all the way through, with the strongest ones around the first
peak and the boiling of the solution. The increase in temperature is also quicker and spikier in the experimental
results.
Some of these disagreements may be explained. The power oscillations are likely, at least in part, due to the
sloshing of the solution within the container causing periodic changes to reactivity (which CRAC-43 would be
especially susceptible to given its low h/d ratio). This sloshing would be due to agitation of the liquid by radiolytic
gas and steam bubbles and convection currents.
The higher experimental power peak could be explained by the process by which radiolytic gas bubbles are
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formed. As described in Section 1.5.1, new bubbles of radiolytic gas rapidly collapse unless the fuel solution is
supersaturated. This effectively means no radiolytic gas bubbles are produced initially whilst the fuel solution
becomes saturated, delaying the associated negative feedback and reversal of the increasing power in the initial
peak. Note that, as MIPR was modelled as beginning at a steady state this omission would not affect MIPR in this
way as it would have begun supersaturated with radiolytic gas.
The spikiness of the temperature trace in Figure 6.10b is primarily at the start when the power is high. The
thermocouple which measured it is embedded in the fuel solution and so was measuring local temperature which
may increase much faster than the average temperature before mixing of the solution brings it back down. The
erratic nature of the increases is likely due to the spikiness of the experimental power trace.
6.4.2 Delay of radiolytic gas production
The dissolved gas which must be created before the radiolytic gas bubbles are created was noted as being absent
in Section 6.4.1 and may be easily approximated and included in the model. To approximate this we simply state
that, up to a certain amount, the radiolytic gas produced will first go into a dissolved gas fraction which has no
effect on the system other than to delayed production of radiolytic gas. This is a rather crude approximation but
should capture the largest effect. We achieve this in the model by modifying Equation (5.55) to form Equation
(6.12) and adding Equations (6.13) and (6.14) which govern the number of moles of radiolytic gas dissolved in the
solution DRG.
∂n′RG(t, z)
∂t
=
−(vB(t, z) + vFSadv(t, z))
∂n′RG(t,z)
∂z for z ≤ HFS(t) for DRG < DRGcrit
GRGP (t)ψˆ(t, z)− (vB(t, z) + vFSadv(t, z))∂n
′
RG(t,z)
∂z for z ≤ HFS(t) otherwise
(6.12)
dDRG(t)
dt
=
GRGP (t) for DRG < DRGcrit0 otherwise (6.13)
DRG(0) =0 (6.14)
We may calculate the approximate DRGcrit which represents the number of moles of dissolved gas required to
saturate the fuel solution from Equation (6.15) which is adapted from Spiegler et al. [1962]. rRGnuc is the radius
of a bubble when it nucleates. Gamble [1959] and Spiegler et al. [1962] both state that a value of approximately
5×10−8m is an appropriate estimate. The reactor pressure p(t) is approximated in CRAC-43 as being constant at
1×105Pa. The surface tension γFS is 0.06927N/m and the volume of fuel solution will be taken to be the critical
volume of fuel solution as given in Barbry et al. [1971] as 70.9l. K is Henry’s constant which is 1.282×105m3Pa/mol
for hydrogen dissolved in water. Although this is for water instead of uranyl nitrate, a more appropriate value has
not been found and so this value will be used in the model as a first approximation. This gives a value of DRGcrit
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Figure 6.11: Simulated response of CRAC-43 with the addition of a delayed radiolytic gas fraction postponing the
production of radiolytic gas bubbles.
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of 1.5876mol. Using this crude approximation we produce the results shown in Figure 6.11.
DRGcrit =
(
2γFS
rRGnuc
+ p(t)
)
VFS(t)
K
(6.15)
The effect of delaying the production of radiolytic gas primarily delays and increases the magnitude of the initial
power peak. The power peak is delayed until 2.94s and its magnitude is increased to 1.38×1019 fission/s (∼424MW).
This also results in an accelerated initial increase to the integrated number of fissions and temperature. This results
in the boiling of the solution occurring earlier in the simulation, at 50.5s. The simulated peak power and the time
of boiling are now both significantly closer to the experimental results. However, on the commencement of boiling
there is no large fission spike as observed at around 60s in Figure 6.10a and the fission rate is still smoother than
the experiment.
6.4.3 Sloshing Approximation
Another major difference between the modelled and experimental results in Section 6.4.1 which we may attempt to
explain is the lack of oscillations which are theorised to be due to sloshing of the liquid. To simulate the effects of
sloshing a number of MCNP models were run with different surface geometries. In each case the surface is modelled
as being axially symmetric with a linear change in solution height from the central axis to the outer extent of the
fuel solution. In each case the volume of fuel solution will be equal to the volume of the fuel solution after the
fuel solution feed has finished but is still cold and without voids. We parametrise the peaking of the solution with
a parameter ∆h which is equal to the difference in fuel solution surface height at the centre and edge of the fuel
solution. The results are shown in Figure 6.12b.
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Figure 6.12: The effect of surface peaking on reactivity as modelled by several MCNP simulations.
The line of best fit in Figure 6.12b has a gradient of 91.9$/m. As the fuel solution becomes more peaked in
the centre more fuel moves towards the central axis which has a higher neutron flux, so increasing reactivity. To
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estimate the interaction of the sloshing of the fuel solution with other parameters we use Equations (6.16) to (6.19)
where we use Equation (6.19) to replace Equation (5.53).
Rslosh(t) =∆h(t)slosh (6.16)
dκ(t)
dt
=− ωslosh∆h − kslosh d∆h
dt
(6.17)
d∆h(t)
dt
=
κ(t) + Φslosh
∫HFS(t)
0
(
TFS(t, z)
(
∂n′RG(t,z)
∂t +
∂n′S(t,z)
∂t
)
+ (nRG(t, z) + nS(t, z))
∂TFS(t,z)
∂t
)
R
p(t)dz
AR
(6.18)
dNn(t)
dt
=
6∑
i=1
λiC˜i(t) +
β
l
(
Rex(t) +Rslosh(t) + αT (T¯FS(t)− TFS(t)|t=0) + γ˜RG + γ˜S − γ˜0 − 1
)
Nn(t) (6.19)
In this model we define the term κ(t) which is controlled by Equation (6.17). This term may be thought of as
the rate of change in the difference in height at the centre and edge of the reactor due to the harmonic motion of
sloshing. It is influenced by the term −ωslosh∆h which causes an oscillation in ∆h with a frequency determined by
the value of ωslosh and a damping term −kslosh d∆hdt which represents a reduction in the amplitude of the sloshing
at a rate determined by the damping parameter kslosh. Equation (6.18) adds the current value of κ(t) to a term
which is proportional to the rate of the change of void volume below the fuel solution surface. Note that this does
not include thermal expansion of the fuel as the thermal expansion of the fuel solution will be relatively uniform
as the fuel is well mixed. Physically, the system will slosh in a motion driven by the creation of voids which is
preferentially along the central axis of the reactor which increases the peaking of the fuel solution surface. This
sloshes toward the edge and back to the centre at characteristic frequency and is damped by the loss of energy
through collision with the reactor walls. The peaking of the fuel solution lends a positive reactivity to the neutron
economy through a change in geometry.
This model is very simplistic and limited in its representation. As such it should not be taken as a rigorous
attempt to replicate the effects of sloshing but merely an investigation into whether sloshing of this sort could
replicate the power peaking seen in Figure 6.10a.
We must now chose values to enter into the sloshing model. This will be partially guided by reference to
literature, partially from choosing values which come closest to the results of Figure 6.10a and partially from
physical intuition. First, we use the description of normal modes of sloshing in an upright cylinder in Ibrahim
[2005] to estimate the period of the sloshing as 0.97s in the reactor vessel and so give ωslosh a value of 6.4775/s.
We may estimate a reasonable value for Φslosh as being close to 1. This means that, if an increase in void volume
increases the average height of the fuel solution by 1cm then the difference in height between the centre and edge
of the fuel solution surface will increase by 1cm (the centre increases in height by approximately 1.667cm and the
edge by 0.667cm). This appears a reasonable approximation of what might occur when a burst of voids is created.
We find a value of 0.07/s for kslosh makes for the best match with Figure 6.10a. Finally, we use a value of 91.9$/m
for slosh as found through the earlier examination of Figure 6.12. We set ∆h(t)|t=0, d∆h(t)dt
∣∣∣
t=0
and κ(t)|t=0 to
zero to represent the surface of the solution at rest at the start of the simulation.
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Figure 6.13: Simulated response of CRAC-43 with the addition of both the delayed radiolytic gas production and
sloshing models.
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The results obtained using these models and inputs are shown in Figure 6.13. As can be seen, the core of the
reactor behaviour is very similar to that observed in Figure 6.11 with key results such as the initial peak power
and the time at which boiling occurs unchanged. However, there is also an oscillatory element convoluted with this
behaviour. This oscillation is strongest immediately after the first power peak and immediately after the onset of
boiling. In both cases the rapid production of voids accompanying the sharp rise in fuel solution height initiates
the oscillation which then reduces in size over the following tens of seconds.
When compared to Figure 6.10a it is clear, whilst they have a similar period, that the oscillations are not as
large or irregular as those observed in the experiment. The reason for these differences is probably due to processes
which are not resolved in the basic model of fuel solution geometry or the simplicity of the sloshing model. This
allows us to state that sloshing of the surface is a likely cause of the power oscillations observed experimentally,
although the model here is not sufficiently sophisticated to fully resolve them. The large fission spike immediately
after the onset of boiling is still not reproduced.
6.5 Analysis of CRAC-43 Comparison
The original model provides a model with some similarities to the CRAC-43 experiment but it is not until the
introduction of a crude model of the delay of radiolytic gas bubble production in Section 6.4.2 that the simulation
could be said to be a good approximation of the experiment.
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Figure 6.14: The fission and average temperature of the simulation laid over the experimental results reported in
Barbry et al. [1971].
A comparison of the final model including the effects of the delayed radiolytic gas production and sloshing models
with the experimental results from Barbry et al. [1971] is shown in Figure 6.14. The peak power of the initial power
peak is reproduced to within a factor of two and the time at which boiling first occurs is in good agreement. The
powers obtained as a function of time are similar to that of the experimental results and the integrated number
of fissions simulated agrees well with the experiment. The addition of a crude model of the effects of fuel solution
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sloshing in Figure 6.4.3 causes oscillations which are smaller and more regular but otherwise similar to those
observed experimentally, indicating fuel solution sloshing is a potential explanation for the oscillation.
The largest difference is that, over the course of the simulation, the experimental result shows a more constant
decay in power over time following the end of the first insertion whilst the simulation shows the majority of the
power decrease is at the onset of boiling. One potential explanation for this could be that the boiling model is too
sharp a function of temperature. For instance, it contains no sub-cooled boiling which could cause a decrease in
power before the bulk temperature exceeds the saturation temperature.
The model also fails to replicate a large fission rate spike observed at approximately the onset of boiling. The
cause of this spike is unclear but it is possible the point kinetics representing the neutronics and one dimensional
model of the fluid movement is insufficient to capture the rapid change in the fuel solution which accompanies the
onset of boiling.
After boiling has occurred the simulated fission rate is lower than the experimentally observed fission rate. One
possible explanation is that the underestimation of heat loss from the container (recall in Section 6.3.13 that it
was assumed there would be zero heat loss through the sides and base) limits the power by underestimating the
power which may be rejected from the vessel. For instance, assuming the heat transfer coefficient through the base
and sides is 30W/K/m2 increases the fission rate at this time to a level similar to that observed experimentally
without significantly affecting other key results. However, this moderate increase in heat transfer coefficient remains
a speculative potential explanation as it has not been confirmed from data regarding the experimental set-up.
Given that the model presented is a point kinetics model, it replicates several key observations well in both
qualitative and quantitative terms. In turn, this helps to validate the mathematical model presented in Chapter 5
and to verify its computational implementation. However, due to the experiment studied, the components of the
model relating to pressure and plenum gas temperature and composition implemented in Chapter 5 have not been
tested through this comparison. It is possible a more complex model of coupled fluid dynamics and neutronics
could better reproduce the results of the experiment by capturing more complex interactions of the fuel solution
but this model provides a good first approximation to the physical response of CRAC-43.
6.6 Conclusions
The model described in Chapter 5 has been used to simulate the CRAC-43 experiment which saw a ramp insertion
through the introduction of fuel to an initially subcritical reactor. After some modifications were made to account
for the delay in radiolytic gas production for an AHR starting up, the agreement became quite close. The addi-
tion of a crude surface sloshing model produced oscillations in power which bear some similarities to those seen
experimentally, making surface sloshing a prime candidate for explaining these oscillations.
Overall, the level of agreement is good, with many of the key features being reproduced, often with a good
degree of numerical accuracy. It is important to note that this was achieved with almost all data put into the model
having been calculated (primarily through the use of MCNP) from descriptions of the experimental conditions
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rather than by attempting to fit the model output to experimental results. This comparison helps to support the
model presented in Chapter 5 and the processes used to obtain input data as a method of producing a quick and
computationally efficient approximation to the progression of a transient in an AHR.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Suggestions for Future
Work
7.1 Summary
This thesis documents the development of a point kinetics model and various simulations performed using this
model. In Chapter 1 the literature regarding AHRs is surveyed and important physical processes are outlined.
Chapter 2 sees a basic model created. This first model includes the dominant processes in an AHR such as void and
temperature reactivity feedbacks, the production of radiolytic gas and the heating and cooling of the fuel solution.
Chapter 3 describes the application of intrusive polynomial chaos to the model of the previous chapter. Uncertainty
is modelled in five key variables and the effects of the uncertainty are modelled and used in the discussion of the
relative importance of physical processes and physical parameters over the course of a transient.
Chapter 4 takes the model from Chapter 2 and extends it through a number of additions including the addition
of boiling, a basic model of mixing due to fluid flow and the void-fraction dependence of gas bubble velocity and
radius. Chapter 5 further extends the model, notably by modelling the composition and temperature of the plenum
gas, the introduction of a global reactor pressure, the modelling of fuel advection and the adaptation of neutron
flux to reflect the configuration of fuel solution as a function of time. For each iteration of the model a selection of
scenarios are modelled. Finally, Chapter 6 uses this model to simulate the CRAC-43 experiment, producing good
agreement once the delay of radiolytic gas production due to the capacity of the fuel solution to contain dissolved
gas was taken into account.
7.2 Physical Insights into AHR Response
Although this study was of a particular conceptual AHR, MIPR, general observations may be made which should
be applicable to any AHR. When considering the control of power in an AHR, the main processes are void feedback
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and temperature feedback. These play a roughly equal role in determining the equilibrium power of an AHR but
the void feedback plays the dominant role in controlling the response in transients following a change in reactivity.
Rapid changes in power can cause the effect of delayed neutrons to become significant and delayed neutrons tend
to damp the variation of power over time.
Boiling causes a marked change in the behaviour of an AHR due to its high feedback efficiency and is very effective
at suppressing further increases in power past that which is required to boil the fuel solution. The temperature
profile of MIPR is fairly uniform due to mixing by fuel solution movement except immediately following a large
power spike when it will be affected by the power profile. The power profile itself is found to be modified by the
movement of fuel solution due to the presence of voids, although this does not appear to have a large effect on
overall reactor behaviour.
In all cases simulated, any power excursion following a reactivity insertion did not diverge. A pseudo-equilibrium
defined by radiolytic gas production and feedback was obtained in a few tens of seconds and the reactor settled into
a steady state where the temperature was also in equilibrium after a few hundred seconds. A resonance between an
initiating reactivity variation and the void lifetime was found to increase the peak power achieved although, even
in this case, the resultant power oscillations are well bounded.
The effect of the average pressure in the vessel appears relatively small, providing gas is able to escape the
reactor. A higher pressure will reduce the feedback efficiency of radiolytic gas and steam production but, under
most conditions modelled, the pressure did not rise enough for this to cause a major effect. The blocking of escape
routes for the gas can lead to a build up of hydrogen and an increase in pressure which promotes an increase in
power which may be hazardous. The simulated failure of the cooling system was observed to cause the reactor to
smoothly decrease in power until a steady low power is achieved or the reactor shuts down entirely.
In steady state, the heat transfer coefficient primarily impacts the temperature of the fuel solution but has
almost no impact on power peaks. The void production coefficient has a large impact on power peaks and the total
voidage and the void velocity has a large impact on total voidage and the spacing of power peaks due to the effect
it has on void lifetime.
7.3 Model Performance
The point kinetics model is relatively quick and computationally cheap to run. As the model became more complex,
however, the running time increased. For example, on a mid-range laptop to run a 3$ reactivity insertion for 1000s
of simulated time takes approximately 3s for the implementation of the model described in Chapter 2, 205s for the
model described in Chapter 4 and 450s for the model described in Chapter 5. It is possible for a fully coupled
fluid dynamics and neutron transport code to take hours, days or weeks to run on powerful computers, making
the combination of point kinetics and simple one-dimensional thermal hydraulics model presented here attractive
in terms of computational cost. The cost is low enough to allow applications where running the code a substantial
number of times, such as testing different reactor designs or simulating uncertainty, possible.
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7.4 Polynomial Chaos
In Chapter 3 the method of intrusive polynomial chaos has proved an efficient method of modelling uncertainty,
being significantly faster than a Monte Carlo simulation with a similar accuracy. At very low orders the simulation
may contain non-physical artifacts but the model proved to be well converged at PC orders greater than 4. The
simulations proved a useful tool in observing the importance of different parameters and physical processes as a
simulation progresses.
7.5 Future Work
This model is realistically approaching the limits of what can be achieved through a zero-dimensional and one-
dimensional representation of an AHR before more complex neutronics and fluid dynamics codes become vital to
capture what occurs in more detail. However, improvements could be made to several areas:
• Improved model of the dissolved gas fraction
• Differentiation between the production processes of hydrogen and oxygen
• Improved model of fuel solution sloshing
• Modelling of neutron poison accumulation
• Modelling of fuel solution burn up
• Modelling of the effects of control rod movement
• Investigation into the sensitivity of heat transfer coefficients to fluid parameters such as void fraction
Additional work which could be performed includes:
• Uncertainty analysis on the more complex final iteration of the model
• Varying reactor design to observe the effect on reactor steady state and transient response
• Validation against other experiments, preferably covering a range of reactors
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Appendix A
The Effect of Neutron Poisons
A.1 Introduction
There are two main poisons which are created through fission: 135Xe and 149Sm. Both are strong neutron absorbers
and their presence will cause a reduction in reactivity. The decay chains are given in Equations (A.1) and (A.2)
which are replicated from Foster and Wright, Jr. [1978]. These poisons are created as fission products or as decay
products of other fission products. They are removed from the system by nuclear decay or through neutron capture.
135Te
β−−→
2m
135I
β−−−→
6.7h
135Xe
β−−−→
9.2h
135Cs
β−−−−−→
3×106yr
135Ba (A.1)
149Nd
β−−−→
1.8hr
149Pm
β−−−→
55hr
149Sm (A.2)
135Xe is produced largely as an indirect fission product and 149Sm is produced entirely as an indirect fission
product. This can lead to important effects when the reactor is shut down as the poison content will continue
to build up without being removed through exposure to a neutron flux. This effect can lead to problems when
trying restart the reactor after shut-down. However, in this discussion we will only be examining the steady state
concentration to try and estimate the size of the effect such poisons will have on the reactor.
A.2 Steady State Concentration and the Effect on Reactivity
We begin by assuming the neutron flux is independent of time and mono-energetic at a characteristic energy E¯,
similar to the approach used in Section 5.2.7. The concentration of a poison P will change over time according to
Equation (A.3) where nP is the number density of the poison, yP is its direct fission yield, F (t) is the fission rate,
VFS is the volume of the fuel solution, npre is the number density of the precursor which decays to form the poison,
λpre is the decay rate of the precursor, ypre,P is the yield of the poison from the decay of the precursor, λP is the
decay constant for the poison, ψn(t) is the scalar neutron flux and σP (E¯) is the neutron capture cross section of
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the poison at the characteristic energy of the neutron flux.
dnP (t)
dt
= yP
F (t)
VFS
+ npreλpreyP − λPnP − nPψn(t)σP (E¯) (A.3)
To find the steady state concentration we set dnP (t)dt to zero and simplify the equation by discussing the total
fission yield of the poison yP,tot. The steady state concentration is found in Equation (A.4).
nP (t) =
yP,totF (t)/VFS
λP + ψn(t)σP (E¯)
(A.4)
We write the fission rate as follows:
F (t) =ψ(t)ΣF (E¯)VFS (A.5)
nP (t) =
yP,totF (t)/VFS
λP +
F (t)
VFSΣF (E¯)
σP (E¯)
(A.6)
where ΣF is the macroscopic fission cross section of the fuel solution at the energy E¯ and Equation (A.6) is
formed by combining Equations (A.4) and (A.5). Note that, in cases of very high neutron flux or a poison which
is stable against radioactive decay, this will simplify to:
nP (t) =
yP,totΣF (E¯)
σP (E¯)
(A.7)
Foster and Wright, Jr. [1978] determine the effect a neutron poison has on the reactivity of a system. From this
we obtain the expression for the reactivity due to the poison in dollars ρP in (A.8) where f is the thermal utilisation
factor (0.87 for 20% uranium from Foster and Wright, Jr. [1978]), ΣP and ΣaU are the macroscopic cross section of
the poison and uranium respectively. In Section 5.2.7 we note that almost all neutrons are thermal and the energy
relating to the average lethargy of a neutron causing fission is 0.0433eV which we adopt as our value of E¯.
ρP =− f
βkeff
ΣaP (E¯)
ΣaU (E¯)
(A.8)
ΣaP =nPσP (E¯) (A.9)
ΣaU =nU235σU235(E¯) + nU238σU238(E¯) (A.10)
For a fuel solution of density 1159kg/m3 (the density of the fuel solution at 80oC found in Equation (2.12)), we
use Table 2.3 to find nU235=7.086×1025/m3 and nU238=2.834×1026/m3. From National Nuclear Data Centre [2011]
we find the total microscopic cross-sections σU235(E¯)=518b and σU238(E¯)=11.8b, giving ΣaU (E¯)=0.0400/cm. The
fission cross section of 235U at energy E¯ is approximately 411b and so ΣF (E¯) is 0.0291/cm. We assume an initially
critical assembly so keff = 1 and we use β=0.00681 from Section 2.3.5. Using this data we may write the reactivity
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due to the poison in dollars ρP as follows:
ρP = −31.9m1nPσP (E¯) (A.11)
A.3 Xenon
135Xe is perhaps the best known neutron poison and is produced with a direct fission yield of 0.3% and an indirect
fission yield of 5.6%. In a fuel rod xenon will be trapped by surrounding solid fuel. However, this is not the case
in AHRs as the fuel is in a solution. Therefore, before estimating its effect on reactivity, we need to ascertain
whether it will stay in the reactor or escape like the radiolytic gases. Souto [2002] argues that xenon will have little
contribution to the formation of bubbles because the rate of production is much lower than that of radiolytic gases
and it is virtually insoluble in water and so will rapidly escape the reactor. However, Huisman [2013] argues that
xenon, in particular, is soluble in water and assumes that it will remain within the reactor until it decays.
Willhelm et al. [1977] tabulates the solubility of many gases in water. These values will be different for aqueous
solutions used in AHRs depending on the concentration of uranium and acid in solution but should provide some
guidance nonetheless. In Wilhelm, at 1atm, xenon has a mole fraction of between 1.683×10−4 and 3.663×10−5 at
temperatures between 273.15K and 348.15K, compared to molecular hydrogen which ranges between 1.758×10−5
and 1.338×10−5 in the same temperature range. Xenon, in fact, has one of the higher solubilities in water tabulated,
indicating that Souto’s statement that xenon is virtually insoluble is not correct. Note that this results in a
substantially lower solubility for hydrogen than is calculated in Section 6.4.2. This is because, in Section 6.4.2,
the critical concentration of hydrogen was for the formation of very small high pressure bubbles for which a higher
concentration of dissolved gas is required than is required for the release of gas at atmospheric pressure.
The other half of Souto’s statement, that xenon will be produced in low enough quantities that it will not have
a significant impact on bubble formation, is true. We may calculate from the fission yield and the energy per fission
that it has a yield of approximately 3.059×10−8 molecules/100eV compared to approximately 1 molecule/eV of
hydrogen produced (found from Figure 1.6). This means neglecting the xenon from calculations elsewhere involving
bubble formation in the reactor is justified.
Now we know that 135Xe will remain in the reactor, we can evaluate its effect on the reactivity of system. The
total fission yield yXe,tot is 0.059 and we use National Nuclear Data Centre [2011] to show σXe(E¯), is approxi-
mately 3×106b. From Equation (A.1) we find λXe is 2.11×10−5/s. For MIPR the volume of fuel solution VFS is
approximately 180l and, at 200kW, the fission rate F (t) is approximately 6.5×1015 fissions/s.
We may use Equation (A.6) to find that the rate of production of 135Xe per unit volume yXe,totF (t)/VFS
is 2.13×1015atoms/s/m3, the decay rate is λXe is 2.11×10−5/s, the removal rate due to neutron absorption
F (t)
VFSΣF
σP (E¯) is 3.72×10−6/s (meaning natural decay is significantly more important than burn-up as a removal
mechanism for 135Xe in MIPR) and so the equilibrium number density of xenon atoms is 8.58×10−11atoms/barn·cm.
Using Equation (A.11) we find that the reactivity change due to this concentration ρXe is -0.82$.
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A.4 Samarium
149Sm is another neutron poison which typically affects reactivity of a system. However, unlike 135Xe it is a solid
and so there is no question of whether it will remain in the reactor. It is also stable against radioactive decay,
meaning Equation (A.7) is appropriate for calculating its equilibrium atomic density. National Nuclear Data Centre
[2011] shows that σSm is approximately 4.7×104b and ySm,tot=0.00813. This means that the equilibrium number
density for 149Sm is 5.03×10−9barn·cm. Using Equation (A.11) we find that the reactivity change due to this
concentration ρSm is -0.75$.
A.5 Conclusions
Both 135Xe and 149Sm build up within the reactor. IN MIPR the equilibrium concentration of 135Xe is controlled
primarily through natural decay whilst the equilibrium concentration of 149Sm is controlled purely by the rate of
removal through burn-up. Both isotopes provide a negative reactivity of between -0.5$ and -1$ which would have
to be accounted for when designing the reactor. However, this value is low enough and changes over a long enough
time period due to a change in power that the decision to exclude these effects from the model is justified. However,
if the model were extended to cover scenarios where the reactor was shut down and restarted this assumption would
have to be investigated further.
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Appendix B
A Note on Power Profiles
The majority of work in this section, including figures, is replicated from Cooling et al. [2014a].
When considering all the but the most simple model of an AHR it is necessary to approximate where fission
occurs in a reactor. The more detail in this representation the more complex the model needs to be in terms of
spatial discretisation. In the models presented in this work the reactor is split into axial sections, meaning vertical
variation in power profile is included but radial variation is not. This appendix explains the reasoning for this
decision.
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Figure B.1: Radial and Axial Power Profiles as calculated when the fuel solution has zero void and is at room
temperature. Note that the axial flux is normalised such that
∫HFS
0
dzψz(z) = 1 whilst the radial flux is normalised
such that
∫ rmax
rmin
dr2pirψr(r) = 1.
The first reason is that the power profile is more peaked axially than it is radially. Examination of Figure
B.1 reveals that the ratio of largest to smallest flux in the axial and radial cases is 10.67 and 2.41 respectively.
Correspondingly, we may say that including the axial power profile captures the larger of the two variations.
The second reason is that, given the feedbacks of the model, where radiolytic gas is created radially has a small
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effect on how long it remains inside the reactor and, consequently, how long the associated negative feedback affects
the reactivity. However, where the radiolytic gas is created axially has a much greater effect as it determines how
far from the surface the gas is when it’s created and, as a result, how long it takes to escape. This means the axial
power profile is also more important to this aspect of the model than the radial profile would be.
Thirdly, the introduction of a radial power profile would require the fuel solution temperature and voidage to
also be a function of radius. Whilst this would be an interesting addition, including enough radial resolution to be
worthwhile would dramatically increase the complexity of the model. All major physical processes in the reactor
occur vertically (advection of bubbles and coolant being the two primary examples) and so an axial discretisation
of power profile, radiolytic gas, steam and fuel solution and coolant temperatures examines the dominant physics
of the system even when these properties are assumed radially invariant. As such, a radial discretisation of the
system may be considered of a low enough priority to not warrant the extra complexity.
As such, the power profile used in this model will be a function of height only. This approximation introduces
some errors when comparing the model output to reality but the complexity needed to correct these errors outweighs
the gains in accuracy which would be made. Given that this work attempts to prioritise the most important physical
processes to AHR, developments such a radial variation of power profile and other variables is deemed outside the
scope of this work.
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Appendix C
A Note on Generation Time
The generation times used throughout this thesis are derived from MCNP output files. In each case, the value taken
is the prompt removal lifetime which is defined in X-5 Monte Carlo Team [2003] and is described as “a fundamental
quantity in the nuclear engineering point kinetics equation”. Another lifetime value which is available as an output
from MCNP is the adjoint-weighted removal lifetime. For MIPR, the prompt removal lifetime is ∼ 182µs and the
adjoint-weighted removal lifetime is ∼ 77µs. For CRAC-43 the values are ∼ 17.6µs and ∼ 12.9µs respectively.
The difference in results obtained dependent on the value used for generation time is demonstrated in Figure
C.1. When reactivity varies sharply, such as in Figures C.1a and C.1b, the effects of different generation times
cause a modest difference in the size and timing of the first power peak. This occurs because, on these very short
timescales, the neutronics parameters play a dominant role in the evolution of the transient.
However, around an order magnitude of time later the amount of energy produced in each case is the same and
the the same negative reactivity has been inserted into the system. At this time the power traces for each value of
the generation time converge and the remainder of the transient proceeds identically for each case. This is because,
at these longer times, processes related to delayed neutron precursors, voidage and temperature become important
in controlling the evolution of the power of the reactor.
For both the ramp and sinusoidal insertion in Figures C.1c and C.1d, the reactivity is already changing on longer
timescales, meaning the power is always controlled by these other processes and there is no substantial difference
between the simulations in the two cases of generation time value.
The value of the generation time is found to have modest impact on the timing and magnitude of the initial
power peak when reactivity changes rapidly and negligible difference on all other outputs. The simulations based
on the adjoint-weighted value may be more representative of reactor response as the averages performed take into
account the relative importance of the neutron flux as a function of space, angle and energy. However, for this
thesis, the difference caused by the choice of value for generation time is small enough to not affect the qualitative
results significantly, even if the exact values of the timing and magnitude of the initial peak in the case of a rapidly
varying reactivity show a modest sensitivity to this choice.
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Figure C.1: The change in power following different reactivity insertions simulated by the model presented in Chapter
2. The “prompt removal lifetime” data series uses Λ=182µs whilst the “adjoint-weighted removal lifetime” data
series uses Λ=77µs
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Appendix D
The Effects of Low Order Intrusive
Polynomial Chaos on an Initial
Condition
D.1 Introduction
There are occasions, such as the one discussed in Chapter 3, where a time-dependent system will be required to begin
in an equilibrium state regardless of the true value of an uncertain parameter. In the absence of a perturbation to
the starting equilibrium, the system will not change with time regardless of the value of the uncertain parameter(s).
Both Monte Carlo simulation and non-intrusive PC rely on the analysis of an ensemble of deterministic sim-
ulations with the uncertain parameter(s) taking different values in each realisation. This means that, for such a
system, each deterministic realisation of the system will not change with time in the absence of a perturbation. It
trivially follows that the statistics (such as mean and standard deviation) of output variables will be constant in
time for both Monte Carlo and non-intrusive PC. In such cases it is still true that increasing the order of the PC
or the number of Monte Carlo realisations will improve the accuracy of these output statistics but the static nature
of the statistics with time will not be altered.
However, intrusive polynomial chaos modifies the basic equations by introducing a new stochastic dimension
represented through a number of basis functions and associated moments. This appendix shows that the time-
independence of output statistics of such systems will not necessarily be reproduced and, in some cases, the deviation
from the starting values may be very significant. This is particularly pertinent for low order expansions.
This bears some similarity to stochastic drift which is the deviation of the output of a PC system from a true
representation of the output variables as a simulation progresses in time. This is because as time progresses, in
many cases, the approximation by a finite number of polynomial functions is increasingly unable to accurately
model the output as a function of the stochastic variable(s) as they become increasingly complex functions of the
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stochastic variable(s). Gerritsma et al. [2010] discusses stochastic drift in the context of a system which is not
expected to remain in equilibrium for any value of the uncertain input parameter.
The key difference between stochastic drift and the phenomenon presented in this appendix is that stochastic
drift occurs in simulations where the initial conditions are deterministic at the start of the simulation and are thus
initially well represented at a low PC order. Conversely, in the phenomenon examined here, the stationary nature
of the initial conditions is prescribed but the initial conditions themselves are not deterministic and so may be very
poorly represented at the start of simulation and further deviation may occur very quickly.
D.2 Analytical Example
We wish to demonstrate that a stochastic representation of a system which is in equilibrium and contains an
uncertain parameter will not itself necessarily be in equilibrium unless it is of a high enough order. To demonstrate
this we create the example deterministic equation set of Equations (D.1) to (D.3):
dx
dt
=α(y − a) (D.1)
dy
dt
=βx−Ky2 (D.2)
dz
dt
=γyz − Ωx2 (D.3)
We assume the system is in equilibrium state at t = 0 and so we may write:
x(0) =
Ka2
β
(D.4)
y(0) =a (D.5)
z(0) =
K2a3Ω
β2γ
(D.6)
Note that this equilibrium holds for any value of a, K, β, etc. As such any deterministic simulation including
those for Monte Carlo and non-intrusive PC will result in an output which is independent of time. We will attribute
to a a uniform probability distribution ρ(ξ) between a0 −∆a and a0 + ∆a, using ξ as the stochastic variable:
a(ξ) =a¯+ ξ∆a (D.7)
ρ(ξ) =

1
2 for− 1 < ξ < 1
0 otherwise
(D.8)
We may combine Equations (D.4) to (D.6) with (D.7) to write
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x(0, ξ) =
K(a¯2 + 2a¯∆aξ + ∆
2
aξ
2)
β
(D.9)
y(0, ξ) =a¯+ ξ∆a (D.10)
z(0, ξ) =
K2Ω(a¯3 + 3a¯2∆aξ + 3a¯∆
2
aξ
2 + ∆3aξ
3)
β2γ
(D.11)
As Equations (D.9) to (D.11) show that the initial conditions are cubic in ξ we only need to consider up to the
third order Legendre Polynomials when analysing the stability of the system at t = 0. The Legendre polynomials
are summarised up to the third order below:
φ0 =1 (D.12)
φ1 =ξ (D.13)
φ2 =
3ξ2 − 1
2
(D.14)
φ3 =
5ξ3 − 3ξ
2
(D.15)
We use the standard definition that:
X(ξ) =
∑
i
Xiφi(ξ) (D.16)
We also define the inner product in this stochastic space:
< f(ξ)g(ξ) >=
∫ 1
−1
dξf(ξ)g(ξ)ρ(ξ) (D.17)
Using Equations (D.16) and (D.17) we may write:
Xi =
< X(ξ)φi >
< φiφi >
(D.18)
We may use this equation in conjunction with Equations (D.8) to (D.17) to represent the different moments of
x(0), y(0), z(0) and a:
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a0 =a¯ (D.19)
a1 =∆a (D.20)
ai =0 for i > 1 (D.21)
x0(0) =
K
β
(
a¯2 +
∆2a
3
)
(D.22)
x1(0) =
2Ka¯∆a
β
(D.23)
x2(0) =
2K∆2a
3β
(D.24)
xi(0) =0 for i > 2 (D.25)
y0(0) =a¯ (D.26)
y1(0) =∆a (D.27)
yi(0) =0 for i > 1 (D.28)
z0(0) =
K2Ω
β2γ
(
a¯3 + a¯∆2a
)
(D.29)
z1(0) =
K2Ω
β2γ
(
3a¯2∆a +
3∆3a
5
)
(D.30)
z2(0) =
2K2Ωa¯∆2a
β2γ
(D.31)
z3(0) =
2K2Ω∆3a
5β2γ
(D.32)
zi(0) =0 for i > 3 (D.33)
We note that < φiφj >= Aiδij (where Ai is a constant) through the orgthognaility of the Legendre polynomails
and make the definitions:
Ai ≡< φs2 > (D.34)
Bkls ≡< φkφlφs > (D.35)
(D.36)
We evaluate Ai as follows:
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A0 =1 (D.37)
A1 =
1
3
(D.38)
A2 =
1
5
(D.39)
A3 =
1
7
(D.40)
We evaluate Bkls, bearing in mind that k, l and s are interchangeable in the term Bkls due to the definition of
Equation (D.35). Non-zero results are displayed below:
B000 =1 (D.41)
B011 =
1
3
(D.42)
B022 =
1
5
(D.43)
B033 =
1
7
(D.44)
B112 =
2
15
(D.45)
B123 =
3
35
(D.46)
B222 =
2
35
(D.47)
B233 =
4
105
(D.48)
(D.49)
We expand Equations (D.1) to (D.3) in stochastic space to obtain:
dxs
dt
=α(ys − as) (D.50)
As
dys
dt
=Asβxs −K
N∑
k
N∑
l
Bklsykyl (D.51)
As
dzs
dt
=γ
N∑
k
N∑
l
Bklsykzl − Ω
N∑
k
N∑
l
Bklsxkxl (D.52)
where N is the order of the expansion being considered. Naively, we might assume that we now have a system
which is in an equilibrium state in whichever order of polynomial expansion we chose to represent it. We may test
this assumption by evaluating dXidt (0) with X = x, y, z and i = 0, 1, 2, 3 for different values of N . If the stochastic
representation of each time derivative is zero then it is in equilibrium. We may look at the contributions which will
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Evaluated
Derivative
Order of
Contribution
Contributions Residual
dx0
dt (0)
0 αa¯− αa¯ 0
1 – 3 0 0
dx1
dt (0)
0 0 0
1 α∆a − α∆a 0
2 – 3 0 0
dx2
dt (0) 0 – 3 0 0
dx3
dt (0) 0 – 3 0 0
dy0
dt (0)
0 K
(
a¯2 +
∆2a
3
)
−K (a¯a¯+ 13∆a∆a) 0
1 – 3 0 0
dy1
dt (0)
0 0 0
1 2Ka¯∆a −K (2a¯∆a) 0
2 – 3 0 0
dy2
dt (0)
0 – 1 0 0
2
2K∆2a
3 − 5K
(
2
15∆a∆a
)
0
3 0 0
dy3
dt 0 – 3 0 0
dz0
dt (0)
0 a¯K
2Ω
β2 (a¯
3 + a¯∆2a)− Ω
(
Ka¯2+K
∆2a
3
β
)2
K2Ω
β2
(
a¯2∆2a
3 − ∆
4
a
9
)
1 13∆a
K2Ω
β2γ
(
3a¯2∆a +
3
5∆
3
a
)− Ω 13 ( 2Ka¯∆aβ )2 K2Ωβ2 445∆4a
2 −K2Ωβ2 445∆4a 0
3 0 0
dz1
dt (0)
0 0 0
1 K
2Ω
β2
(
a¯
(
3a¯2∆a +
3
5∆
3
a
)
+ ∆a
(
a¯3 + a¯∆2a
))−
2Ω
(
Ka¯2+
K∆2a
3
β
)(
2Ka¯∆a
β
) 4K2Ω15β2 a¯∆3a
2 3K
2Ω
β2
2
15∆a2a¯∆
2
a −
3Ω2 215 (2Ka¯∆a)
(
2K∆2a
3
) 0
3 0 0
dz2
dt (0)
0 – 1 0 0
2 a¯K
2Ω
β2
(
2a¯∆2a
)
+ 23∆a
K2Ω
β2
(
3a¯2∆a +
3
5∆
3
a
)−
Ω
(
2
(
Ka¯2+
K∆2a
3
β
)
2K∆2a
3β +
2
3
(
2Ka¯∆a
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Table D.1: Contribution to initial time derivatives when evaluated at different orders.
be made to each of these initial time derivatives by terms from each order of the expansion and then compute a
residual which is the amount by which the total of all contributions deviates from zero. The results are displayed
in Table D.1.
As may be seen from Table D.1, for some variables in lower order representation (such as dz2dt (0) represented
at second order), a non-zero initial time derivative is computed, indicating that the stochastic representation of
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Figure D.1: The convergence of the initial conditions to the analytical solution as the PC order is increased.
an initial condition derived from a system in equilibrium is not itself in equilibrium. However, at higher orders,
contributions from new, higher order terms reduces the time derivative to zero. This indicates that, at a high
enough order, equilibrium is achieved. This occurs at a finite order in this case because the analytical equilibrium
conditions in Equations (D.9) to (D.11) are all polynomials of ξ of order three or below and thus may be represented
exactly by the a sum of the first four Legendre polynomials.
The approach of the time derivatives at t=0 toward zero with increasing polynomial order may be visualised by
examining how the different order approximations compare to the analytical solution in stochastic space. This is
shown for the case K=1, a¯=2, ∆a=5, β=1, Ω=2, γ=1 in Figure D.1.
The overall agreement between the polynomial approximation and the analytical solution may be summarised
with the introduction of the variable ζN which is defined in Equation (D.53). Figure D.2 shows how this reduces
to zero as the PC order N approaches 3.
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Figure D.2: The convergence of the initial conditions to the analytical solution as the PC order is increased as
visualised by the parameter ζN
ζN ≡
∫ 1
−1 |ζN (ξ)− ζa(ξ)|dξ∫ 1
−1 |ζa(ξ)|dξ
(D.53)
ζN (ξ) =
N∑
i
ζi(0)φi(ξ) (D.54)
Where ζ = x, y, z, N = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the PC order, ζN is the polynomial approximation of the initial condition, ζi
is the ith moment at t=0 for that variable as given in Equations (D.19) to (D.33) and ζa is the analytical form of
that parameter as a function of ξ at t=0 as given in Equations (D.9) to (D.11).
The progression of the stochastic system with increasing t at different orders may also be modelled and this is
shown in Figure D.3. At order 0 the system is not in equilibrium and all variables change with time. At orders
1 and 2 the variables x and y are in equilibrium whilst z is not. The non-equilibrium parameters in each case
diverge as the equilibrium condition described by Equations (D.4) to (D.6)are poorly approximated. At order 3 all
variables remain indefinitely at the equilibrium state, demonstrating how a perfect intrusive PC representation will
still replicate steady starting conditions.
In general, it is not always possible to exactly represent equilibrium conditions with a finite sum of Legendre
polynomials in ξ. This means that measures such as the residual in Table D.1 and ζi will often approach zero
asymptotically. This means that, in these cases, the stochastic representation will never be in equilibrium regardless
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Figure D.3: Progression of the system with t for different PC orders.
of the polynomial order. The evolution of the system will vary depending on the equation set and may diverge
from the analytical equilibrium condition or converge to a set of variables which forms a new equilibrium under the
polynomial approximation.
This result is subtly different from traditional stochastic drift which normally assumes that starting conditions
are deterministic (i.e. initial conditions are independent of the uncertain parameter(s) and so all non-zeroth order
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moments are zero). For that form of stochastic drift, at t=0 the differential with respect to time of all variables will
typically be the same as the analytical result as the deterministic initial conditions are perfectly modelled by even a
zeroth order polynomial expansion. The subsequent divergence begins slowly before accelerating as the distribution
in stochastic space becomes more complicated. In cases (such as the one presented here) where the initial conditions
are a function of an uncertain parameter (and so the stochastic variable) there will often be a non-zero difference
between the time derivatives in the polynomial chaos case compared to the analytical result meaning substantial
deviation can begin immediately.
It is important to stress that both non-intrusive PC (of any order) and Monte-Carlo methods would produce a
time-independent mean and standard deviation. This is because both effectively work by selecting values of ξ and
performing a deterministic simulation for each before performing statistics on these deterministic outputs. They
would both solve an ensemble of deterministic equations (D.1) to (D.3) with a value of a and then initialise each
simulation of the ensemble using initial conditions described by Equations (D.4) to (D.6) using that value of a . As
a result, both non-intrusive PC and Monte-Carlo will obtain a mean, standard deviation which are independent of
time, successfully replicating the equilibrium conditions of the system being modelled.
D.3 Application to This Work
A situation with similarities to the example in Section D.2 is found in Section 3.5.4. In Figure 3.1b at PC order 1
an increase in the standard deviation of the power which occurs between 0.1 and 1s in the standard deviation of
the power can be explained by poorly approximated initial conditions. This explanation is supported by the fact
that the peak is not present in higher order simulations and is also much larger than other variations shown in that
time period. As time goes on the standard deviation drops to zero and then rises steeply immediately after as the
P1(t) term changes sign. The standard deviation of the power also drops to zero at approximately 20s. By this
time this is not so much due to the initial conditions being approximated but more down to the general difficulties
faced by a low order representation. At late times, the behaviour of the first order approximation has a significant
error compared to higher order simulations, but it is qualitatively similar to the higher order representations (this is
similar to traditional stochastic drift). These artifacts of the modelling process all reduce in magnitude or disappear
as the polynomial order used rises.
Figure D.4b shows the simulated response of MIPR in the absence of any reactivity insertion when the void
velocity is assigned a uniform probability distribution between 50% and 150% of its base value. As there is no
reactivity insertion the output variables should be independent of time. However, for low polynomial orders, there
is a significant deviation from this in both the mean and standard deviation of the power and voidage. However,
the deviation is bounded and the system of equations tends towards a steady state. This bears the hallmarks of
deviation due to poorly approximated initial conditions as discussed in Sections D.1 and D.2.
The initial increase (at times less than 1 second) of the standard deviation of power in Figure 3.1b is similar to
that seen in Figure D.4b indicating it is due to the same poor representation of equilibrium conditions. The slight
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Figure D.4: The first 1000s of the simulation in the absence of an external reactivity insertion. The void velocity
assigned a uniform uncertainty between 50% and 150% of its base value and various different polynomial orders are
used to simulate this uncertainty. Note that polynomial order 0 has a standard deviation of zero due to the form of
the standard deviation in Equation (3.7)
difference in timing may indicate the reactivity insertion speeds up the initial deviation. The results in Figures
3.1b and D.4b are unable to diverge without limit as t grows as in Figure D.3 because the equation set contains
many negative feedbacks which prevent any variable growing without bounds even once the method of PC has been
applied. As a result, the results of Figures 3.1b and D.4b may be described as being a mixture of three effects: the
underlying physics, traditional stochastic drift and the poor approximation of the initial conditions.
The reason that this inaccuracy is found in this model of MIPR is that the initial voidage as a function of height
VRG(0, ξ, z) has the form displayed in Equation (D.55) (obtained by combining equations (3.17) with (3.8)). Due to
its functional form, at low orders this is very poorly approximated by polynomials such as the Legendre polynomials
used in this model. Unlike Equations (D.9) to (D.11), it can also never be perfectly represented by a finite sum
of Legendre polynomials. Instead, increasing the order leads to increasingly accurate approximations leading to a
progressively smaller contribution to simulated behaviour from the poor approximation of initial conditions and
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traditional stochastic drift.
VRGl(0, z, ξ) = GRG0 P (t)|t=0
cos
(
pi(δbase)
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(z+δbase)
HNF
)
(
cos
(
piδbase
HNF
)
− cos
(
pi(δbase+HFS)
HNF
)) 2
v+B + v
−
B + ξ(v
+
B − v−B)
(D.55)
Note that such a behaviour occurs because the initial conditions are not functions of a finite sum of polynomials
of ξ. This means no order of polynomial chaos can perfectly represent the equilibrium conditions at the start. This
would also be true if we examined the case where the heat transfer coefficient was uncertain.
However, Equations (2.17) to (2.24) show that only the voidage is a function of the void production coefficient
and this is a linear function of it. This means, for an uncertain void production coefficient the equilibrium will
be attained by a polynomial chaos implementation of order 1 or above. For the temperature and void feedback
coefficients the agreement is trivially attained as the initial state is not a function of these variables.
D.4 Conclusions
Systems of time-dependent equations may be represented as being in an equilibrium, including when a stochastic
variable is introduced. However, when intrusive PC is used to approximate this equilibrium low orders may not
reproduce an equilibrium state despite the fact that for each value of ξ the deterministic equations produce an
equilibrium. This means that Monte-Carlo modelling and non-intrusive PC (for any order) methods would predict
an equilibrium in terms of mean and standard deviation whilst the intrusive PC would not necessarily. In some
cases, such as the analytical example in Section D.2, one or more variables may even diverge as time progresses.
This effect has also been observed in the model of MIPR where a simulation with no reactivity insertion but
with an uncertainty assigned to the void velocity produces a time-dependent solution rather than a steady state.
The deviation is seen to bear similarities to artefacts found in the modelling of the same situation with the addition
of a 1$ reactivity insertion studied in Chapter 3, helping to explain the behaviour of low order polynomial chaos
observed there.
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